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NOTICES.

The consumers of Sewing Silk
Tw'ist will lind it to their
advantage to call on N. II. Stud Icy,
499 Congress St., cor. Brown, aud
get his low prices on the best Silk
and Tw'ist there is in the market,
which is the Betding make.
We
have also added Spool Embroidand

Kensington

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail sub
'-“•’s. Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance
*
Advertising—One inch of space
f
the lens'
column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one wreek, $1.00; 50 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

Embroidery,

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid in advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion. and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Skein Embroidery, ami Superior
Pure Thread Knitting Silk, all of
the Belding Bros. & Co. manufac-

There is no such slock in
Portland, and prices arc lower
than any other house in the city
for same quality.
N. II. STUD-

LEV, No. 499 Congress Street, cor.
Brown.
snFM&W
sepll

THE

with gales.
The indications for New England today are
cooler northerly winds and gales, threatening weather and rain, higher barometer, with

INSURANCE.

cool wave.
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REED,

at all stations.

ME.
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Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
bv tlie allopathic and homoepathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of tlie cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
Examination second
sight and consultation free.
• Mce Honrs—9 a. in. to 9. p. m.
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Savannah,Ga

learn that
an agency for these beautiful
dress shoes has been established in this city.
The Cans French Shoes are hand-made
of the highest grade of Kid produced in
Prance, and by the best workmen.
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KITTERY MURDER CASES.
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Augusta, Sept. 22.—The Governor and
Council gave a hearing this forenoon on a
petition to commute the sentence of Mrs.
Barrows, the Kittery murderess, now in
prisorf under sentence of death, to imprisonment for life. Mrs. Lucy A. Snow of
South Windham, and Mrs. Phebe Wadsworth of Augusta, appeared and advocated
The former presented a petition
mercy.
signed by 1,400 ladies and headed by Mrs.
Selden Connor of Augusta, asking for a commutation.
A petition from Kittery with

State

CO.,

ME.

WF&Mlstply

list of names was also presented.
MYs. Snow delivered a brief appeal in favor
of clemency and offered prayer. She said
there were three special reasons why this

quite
I. O. O. F.
The

Sovereign

Crand

Lodge.

Baltimore, Md., Sept.22.—The Sovereign

witli nfHpore

Her chief point, however, was
that while Mrs. Barrows had been tried and
convicted by man, owing to her sex woman
should have some voice in her punishment.
The matter was tabled, hut it is well understood that they favor the commutation of the
sentence by a good majority.
The Governor and Council, while in execu-

tive session, voted to commute Oscar E.

Blaney’s

sentence from death
ment for life. A letter from

imprisonJudge Virgin
was read before the Council, in which he
favored mercy for Blaney on account of the
clear and truthful testimony which lie gave
at the trial in regard to the tragedy.

on/1

Special Constable for Bath.
Augusta, Sept. 22.—As the Governor and
Council have decided to appoint a special
constable for the enforcement of the liquor
law at Bath, a petition lias been presented
naming James Bailey for the appointment.
The Governor for reasons refuse^ to appoint
him and so informed the petitioners.
They

WASHINGTON.

Weigher

at the

tom

New

then recommended Solomon L. Holmes for
constable, who would not accept unless Bai-

York Cus-

House.

was appointed too.
Today the Governor
sent another letter again refusing to appoint
Bailey. The Governor and Council then adjourned to meet on the 14th of October.

ley

Washington, Sept. 22.—The Secretary of
the Treasury has directed the suspension of
Mr. Geergc II. Sterling, recently appointed
weigher at the New York custom house iu
place of Captain George B. Bacon, pending
an investigation to he made by the collector
of customs of all the circumstances attendThe action of
ing the change in the office.
the secretary is based on information that
the appointment is an improper one.
The

Maine’s

Vice President Hendricks is said to have

impressed

with the belief that a change in the office of
surge in general of the marine hospital service is neither wise nor expedient and that
lie has accordingly withdrawn the name of
Dr. Matthews, whom lie had previously
nrged for the place. It is also said that lie
will oppose the appointment of Dr. Walling
The resignation of
on the same grounds.
Surgeon General Hamilton lias 11U been accepted and the impression is gaining ground
that he will retain the office.

He has also been taking measures to secure
the vaccination of railroad men of the State.
Geo. Conway’s Death.
Bath, Sept. 22.—The coroner’s inquest on
the death of George J. Conway, after two
days’ session, closed this afternoon. The
verdict is that Conway came to his death
September 15th, between four and twelve p.
m., by drowning in the New Meadows river
near the railroad bridge, caused by intoxication, together with the intoxication and carelessness of his companions, leaving him to
care for himself in his comparatively help-

Escape of Convicts in Texas.
Gatvi stox, Tex., Sept. 22.—A despatch
from licarne says that ten convicts escaped
from the plantation of William Hearne, near

there, yesterday morning, by cutting through
the roof of the prison house.
They made
their way to town and entering the Montgomery House, while guests were sleeping,

stole the garments of the male members of
Stuttz’s theatrical troupe, leaving their convict suits behind.
They escaped into the

less condition.
The Late Ex-Cov. Coburn’s Will.

woods. A large posse started in pursuit of
them and it was reported last night that four
of them had been taken. The posse is still
out.

Augusta, Sept.

break
the will of the late Ex-Governor Coburn, has
developed and from appearances is to be
pushed. D. D. Stewart, Esq., in behalf of

CENERAL NEWS.

Secretary Lamar was somewhat improved
yesterday, but is still confined to Iris home.
The potato crop in Hopkinton, N. II., is
coming to a harvest, and there are disastrous
reports of the depredations of a white grub.
In the centennial temperance meeting in
Boston yesterday a resolution that in future
temperance people give support to no public

officer unless he is a prohibitionist, was laid
on the table.
The widow of Owen Rooney, who was
killed at Concord, N. H., last April by the
falling of a brick wall which lie was helping
tear down, has sued Contractors Ordway &
Ferren of that city for §10,000.
John Oestermier aged 14 years, a rock feeder, at San key Brothers brick yard in Pittsburg, Pa., fell into a rock crusher yesterday
morning and before the engine could be stopped he was actually ground to atoms.

Barnum’s tent, holding ,10,000 spectators,
ssudAenly collapsed at Titusville, Pa., yesterday afternoon in a violent wind ana rain
storm. Half the people were inside, but cut
their way through with their knives or crept
out under the canvas.
Twenty-five persons
were injured, but none killed. There was no
disturbance in the menagerie. The loss will
reach many thousand dollars.

Sanitary

Matters.

l)r. Young, on the part of the State board
of health forwarded a communication to the
national board of health today, in which it is
asked that Maine be included in the list of
New England States where measures are being taken by the national board to prevent
the spread of small pox across the Canadian
frontier. The secretary of the State board
has been in consultation with the authorities
in several of the manufacturing cities relative to the vaccination of the French people.

Surgeon Ceneralship.

informed the President that he is

to

MAINE.

members of the Sovereign Grand Lodge occupying the post of honor. The line moved
through the principal streets to Harlem park.
The monument was unveiled by Sovereign
Grand Sire Garvey, who made an appropriate address upon the late Mr. Ridgely.

The

Women are
laws as man,

tary duty.

land.
The seventh division consisted of subordinate lodges and encampments of the Grand
Lodge and encampments of Maryland and
Odd Fellows in carriages; and tlie last of
orwl oitv onmihil

should receive mercy:

not always subject to the same
and site cited the facts that her sex was not
blessed with suffrage and exempt from mili-

sylvania, Kentucky, Delaware, Xew Jersey,
New York, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, orphan
children of deceased Odd Fellows, encampments and lodges from Virginia, West Virginia, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Mary-

niQ’-or

a

woman

Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows reassembled
this morning.
The session, which was
short, was devoted to calling the various
States and referring reports and appeals.
The monument in Harlem Park to the
memory of the late .1 as. L. Ridgely, Secretary to the Sovereign Grand Lodge of Odd
Fellows, was dedicated this afternoon in the
presence of an immense throng. A procession was formed in front of the hall of
the order s ml was preceded by a platoon of
police. These were followed by chief marshal of the order John Jones and staff. The
line was in eight divisions, consisting of
uniformed Patriarchs from ail tlie jurisdictions, encampments and lodges from Penn-

tlia

Blaney’s SenImprisonment for Life.

The Petition in Mrs. Barrows’ Favor
Tabled for the Present.

for Blind, Bleeding, Itching and
Ulcerated Piles has been discovered by I)r. WilIndian
liams, (an
Remedy)} called Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment. A single box has cured the
worst chronic cases of 25 or 30 years standing.
No one need suffer five minutes after applying this
wonderful soothing medicine.
Lotions, instruments, and electuaries do more harm than good.
Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment absorbs the tu
mors, allays the intense itching, (particularly at
night after getting warm in bed) acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief, and is prepared only for Piles,
itching of tlie private parts, and for nothing else.
For sale by all druggists and mailed on receipt of
price $1.00. Sold by
A

of

the

Exhi-

Creat

bition.

The Fine Display in the

Exhibition

Buildings.
Fast

Trotting

Various

by

Maine

Horses.

Doings

of

the

Crowds

at

the

22.—A

scheme

to

his client, Abner Coburn Martin, a nephew
of Ex-Gov. Coburn, who is residing in San
Francisco, has liled a petition in the Supreme
Court of Somerset county to break the will
1

the ground that one of the witnesses of
the will was a stockholder in the corporation of the Coburn Hall Association which
A
was a legatee, under the will.
hearing
will be had on the matter at the December
term of court. Hon. E. F. Webb of Waterville appearing for the executors.
on

Fire in Houlton.
22.—Fire today destroyed
the barn and stock of hay and grain belonging to Mrs. Trueworthy. Loss $1500; no in-

IIoulton, Sept.

surance.

Central

Washington Show and Fair.
Machias, Sept. 22.—The annual show of
the Central Washington
Society opened this

forenoon on Machias Park. The whole number of entries is 659, and of horses, cattle and
sheep 225. The attendance was about the
average and the prospects of the fair are en-

couraging.

[Special to the Press.]

Lewiston, Sept. 22.—The fine weather of
Monday has continued this morning and the
thousand people on the grounds have had a
first rate chance to

see

the exhibit.

The

have now arrived and the
programme will be carried out as announced.
In the exhibition building a great change
is apparent since yesterday.
The exhibits
in their proper place and the attendants
have arrived and begun to show their wares
and sit at the rapidly moving machinery exare

plaining by their deft operations the work of
each piece of mechanism better than any
written description could do it.
Entering
the building at the main entrance, in the
north wing the visitor passes through a fine
collection of road wagons and bicycles. The
ground floor in the east wing is occupied by
the display oflbutter and cheese.JThe goldencolored butter presents a fine appearance
with its handsome stamping and attracts
much attention.
The New Gloucester Creamery has a show
filled with rich butter that makes the
mouth water to merely look at it. A handsome tablet composed of butter in the middle of the exhibit bears the words, “Organized June 5, ’83.”
All the squares bear
handsome stamps. W. L. Wilson & Co.,
George C. Shaw, Amos Millett and William
Miliiken sell the greater part of the butter,
and the squares are stamped with their
case

The Turner Centre Dairying Association
show a handsome case of butter containing
various forms, among them being a large
head of a man, all cut from the solid cakes.
Tlie Improvements recently made in agrii.uicuiai

implements

receives

eA.euipimetttioii

in tlie show of claims.
There are churns of
all shapes and sizes, chums that revolve and
churns that swing back and forth on the

principle

of the pendulum.
Our grandmothers who so patiently worked the up-anddown dasher of the old-fashioned churning
apparatus would be struck dumb with astonishment at this display of labor-saving
butter makers.
In the second story among the most no-

ticeable of the exhibits is that of the North
Wayne Tool Company, who show a large
black frame on the surface of which is tastily arranged a collection of scythe blades,
axe heads and various other
sharp-edged

implements.

The Hallowell Granite Company exhibit a
large number of photographs of their work,
embracing the large monuments made by
them and a large number of smaller objects.
In the west wing Commissioner Ham is
putting the final touches to his exhibition.
Among this fine collection is an assortment
of 100 kinds of beans, the exhibit of J. D.
Greenleaf of Topsham. A collection of
Maine minerals and also a fine assortment of
tourmalines are a credit to the collector, N.
H. Perry of South Paris.
The working models of the three-masted
schooner Fleetwing and the full-rigged ship
Leon Martel, of Brewer, give a fine impression of the perfection reached by Maine’s
shipbuilders in this important industry.
The Maine State prison harnesses are on
exhibition here, and the specimens are made
in the thorough and handsome manner for
which the work of the institution is noted.
The Lisbon paint mine makes a good exhibit of its products, and the manufacture of
Greenwood’s ear protectors keeps busy several young ladies and draws a crowd of spectators.

Pearline soap is

on exhibition, and samples
given away.
Whitney Bros., of Lewiston, make a fine
display of articles for angling and sporting.
Rods, reels and flies of all descriptions are to

of it are

be seen in the cases, and will make the heart
of tlie sportsman rejoice.
W. F. Furbush & Son of Portland, exhibit
ten of the Wilcox & White organs and pianos.
The instruments are all fine ones, and their
quality is shown by an attendant, who plays
all the popular music.
A fine collection of domestic and foreign
grasses is placed near the exhibit of organs.

Compliments are freely expended on the
metamorphosic bed attachment,

Goodwin

Goodwin Invalid Bed
Attachment Company of Portland. President John M. Mitchell, of the company, is at
manufactured by the

the grounds, and explains the working of
this combined bed, chair and lounge to spectators.
In the south wing, on the third floor, the
odor of honey is strong, and tlxe hum of the
bees exhibited here makes pleasant music.

W. U. Morton shows

fine colony of bees in
a movable house, through the glass sides of
which the little insects may be seen swarmThe honey on the
ing back and forth.
shelves here looks rich and tempting.
J. B.
Mason, of Mechanic Falls, shows some fine
Italian bees.
The rest of this floor is occupied by the
a

Pomological Society, whose exhibit was not put in shape until this morning. A view taken yesterday impressed one
most favorably with the showing of the association, but gate no impression of the fine
display of today: The display of apples is
particularly large and fine, many exhibitors
having placed their fruit on the tables since
yesterday. Through a mistake the description cards of the exhibits in this department
were found to be insufficient, and it is rather
Maine State

difficult to determine the owners of some of
the fruit.
In addition to the exhibits mentioned in
the Press of today, S. L. Farwell of Cumberland Centre displays eight varieties of

apples, and of the same fruit A. J. Osgood,
Cumberland Centre, has nine varieties; S.
R. Sweetser, 20varieties; G. D. Sweetser, exhibit of Williams’ Favorite variety; D. B.
Winslow, Cumberland Centre, Hub. Nonesuch variety; and T. M. Merrill, New Gloucester, makes a fine display of apples.
William Dyer of Cape Elizabeth shows 38
kinds of apples, and T M. Merrill has a
plate of handsome Transcendant crab ap-

ples.
Perez S. Burr of Freeport displays a handcollection of roses, and the flowers exhibited by Mrs. Sawyer of Wiscasset are
worthy of especial mention.
The vegetable exhibit occupies the north
wing of this story and is a valuable collection of all kinds of vegetables, including
some

huge squashes and pumpkins, cabbages and
fine varietie##pf other vegetables.
J. Ernest
Hammond of Bauneg Beg, York county, exhibits

1885.

23,

SEPTEMBER

May Ion Jordan, gr. in. Lady Independof its history on an attached label
i
ence.
...2 3 2 3
to the fact that it was cut in 1785, one i John F.
Haines, br. m.* Birdie S.3 4 3 2
hundred years ago. The wood is the exhibit
Time—2.38%, 2.36%, 2.39, 2.36V*.
THIRD RACE.
of Mr. J. C. AVheeler, Chesterville. The
wood was a part of one of the first planks to
iV: Brackett, ch. f. Harebell.1 1
C. B. Gilman, b. c. Gen. Hancock.2 2
be sawed in the first mill of the county and
Lawrence and Gerald's Tlconic.3 3
Time—2.45%, 3.18%.
lias been in Mr. AVheeler’s family since that
BICYCLE RACES.
time, and in the present homestead sixtyThere are 56 entries for the bicycle conthree years.
tests tomorrow night.
Among the entries
In the department of agricultural impleare the
following: George B. Morrill and F.
ments Daniel T. Kelley, Cross street, PortS. Clark, Portland, for the State championland, shows some specimens of his steel
ship ; Robert Moore, Auburn; L. M. Wainsa
plows, mowers, cultivators, etc., making
wright, Noblesville, Ind.; E. P. J. Morton,
fine display.
Boston, for the national race; E. P. TrowThere were about 1500
the
on

people
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Block Island 29.28
Boston, Mass 29.85
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Portland, Me 29.45
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Norfolk, Va. 29.61
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Sept. 22, 1885, 10 F. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
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Washington, Sept. 23.
For Portland and vicinity—Cooler, cloudy
weather and rain, followed by fair weather,
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handsome heads of the White
celery, and L. H. Blossom’s exhibit
of various kinds of vegetables from his farm
in Turner Centre occupies the whole of one
side of the wing.
Mammoth squashes are
exhibited by M. P. Hawkins of Auburn,
whose specimen of the Mammoth Chili variety weighs 107i pounds and that of the Empire State variety tips the scales at 130.
Other exhibits in the pomological display
are Mrs. C. M. Phaneuf’s of Lewiston, who
shows 20 varieties of canned fruits; the M.
C. R. R. locomotive made by John Burr of
Freeport and composed entirely of flowers;
Miss L. L. Taylor, North Belgrade, shows
44 kinds of native woods neatly mounted
aud varnished. Lewis Stahl of Boston has
here the exhibit of leather goods displayed at the fair of the Merchanic's Association, Boston.
Among the exhibits at the grand stand is
the collective exhibit from Franklin county,
embracing all the grasses and specimens of
the crops of that region. Among the features
of this exhibit is a collection of 29 kinds of
Maine woods, A large deerskin is an evidence of the presence of that animal in the
some

Plume

county, and a piece of wood, looking as if it
might have been growing in Franklin forests within three months, bears evidence in

grounds this morning, who found plenty of
occupation in examining the exhibits.
There are very few of the minor shows on
the grounds.
To the left of the exhibition

building

is a row of pictures

containing repre-

sentations of the “Turkish Lady who
Tames Snakes,” and other celebrities. This
show whicli supports these pictures very
much resembles the average side show without the circus.
Captain Knowlton’s capital
show occupies the next place.
A man is engaged in making pretzels and other delicacies in the open air, but apparently finds
few purchasers for his products.
The boy
who has no arms and writes witli his toes is

also here. If he is the same boy who attended the fairs as long ago as they were first
held in Portland, he must be getting rather
old for out-of-door exhibitions.
The “wire
artist,” who twists out your name from a
piece of wire, is here after his summer at
Peaks’ Island, and the Greenwood Garden
band gives frequent concerts in front of Captain Knowlton’s show.
At 11.15 this morning the Coburn Cadets,
20 strong, marched onto the grounds, headed
by tlie Maine State College Brass Band, and
went into camp at the lower end of the park.
The collegians worked with a will and soon
had their tents up, the camp being conveniently arranged. The cadets show their good
training by the attention paid to guard
mounting and the other details of military
discipline.

The exhibit of poultry is at the lower end
of the grand stand, and the handsome birds
keep up a noise sufficient to confuse anyone
but an enthusiastic admirer of poultry-.
The management is much encouraged over
the financial success of the first day of the
the entire receipts being $2,344.82, or
$366 in excess of the receipts for the first day

fair,

moi

a

jc«u

iau.

At the City Hall all the leading manufacturing corporations of Lewiston and Auburn
exhibits

make good

of

their

products.

Among the exhibitors are the Bates mill, the
Hill mill, the Lincoln, Continental, Androscoggin and the Barker. The Lockwood of
Waterville makes a fine display of white
goods.
Among others of the exhibits is that of
Mrs. O. F. Ballard of Portland, who shows
dress maker’s chart. M. G. Palmer makes
attractive display of his fine boots and
shoes.
Mrs. A. L. Dennison, Freeport,
shows a banner and embroidered table scarf.
a

an

Other exhibits are as follows: Mrs. H. E.
Wilbur of Portland, a lady seventy-six years
old, table cloth and lamp mat; Miss C. E.
Maxwell, Portland, large Afghan; Mrs. A.
H. Rogers, Portland, table cover; Miss Emma L. Colley, Gray, knit rug; Mrs. J. M. S.

Hunter, Portland, silk quilt.
At the small hall, the art exhibition
tracts much

attention

at-

and contains some

good pieces. The aivarding committee composed of Prof. J. Y. Stanton, Prof. B. F.
Hayes and Mrs. R. J. Stetson of Auburn
were looking over the exhibit yesterday.
THE RACES.

bridge, Lewiston, and George E. Cain, Lynn,
for the amateur race. The drill squad and

many members of the Portland wheel club
will be in attendance and this will be one of
the events of the show.
PREMIUMS.

Bulls, three years old aud upwards—D. W.
Clark, Portland, Sachem, 1st prem., $20.
Cows, four years old and upwards—D. W. Clark,
1 ortland, Heartsease, 2d prem., $10; Vivian, 1st
do., $15.

Cows, three years old—D. W. Clark, Portland,
Minnie Truth, 1st, $12.
Heifers, two years old—D. W. Clark, Hepsey
“•nitli, 1st, $10.
One year old—same, Annette,
1st, $5.
Heifer Calves-D. W. Clark, Dorothy L„ 1st,
$
Herds—D. W. Clark, one herd, 1st, $35.
Alonzo Libby of Saccarappa has taken
_

the following premiums:
Bulls, 3 years old and upwards—Glenarm,

premium $20.
Bulls, 2 years

old—Queen’s Duke,
premium
$1 5.
Bull. 1 year old—Queen's Hebron, 1st premium $10.
Bull Calves—Two calves, 1st premium
$6,
2d do $3.
Cows, 4 years old and upwards—Queen of Ayr
5th, Ik prem. $15; Queen of Ayr 6th, 2d do $10;
Cherry, 3d do $5; Dora d’Istra, 4thdo.
Cows, three years old and upwards—Queen of
Ayr 7th, 1st prem. $12; Queen’s Old Maid. 2d
do $8.
Heifers, 2 years old—Queen’s Llndett, first
prem. $10; Queen’s Princess. 2d do $6.
Heifers, 1 year old—Queen Sadie, first prem. $8;
Cherry Dame, 2d do $5.
Heifer Calf—First prem. $5, 2d do $3.
For first herd $35, for second herd $20.
NOTES.
A ride in the elevator costs five cents, and
the machine runs slow enough to give you
your money’s worth.
Men are at work today

THREE MINUTE CLASS.

The first

race on

the programme

was one

for the three minute class, purse $200.
Of eleven horses entered only three were
started, as follows: W. G. Morrill’s blk. g.
Plumed Knight; J. B. P. Wheelden’s b. g.
Orator Henley; Morrill and Gibbs’ r. g. Selim.
First lleat—Plumed Knight took the lead
and held it to the close. Selim was in second
place until the three-quarter pole was reached when Orator Henley took the second position and held it to the finish. Time, 2.38J.
Second Heat—The horses got off after two
trials, Orator Henley leading slightly.
He held his lead with Plumed Knight a
good second and closed the half mile ahead.
Around the turn and along the back stretch
was exciting,Orator still leading; at the turn
however Plumed Knight w'ent to the front
and came on to the home stretch with a good
lead, but just as he seemed secure, he broke*
and fell back to second place, Orator Henley
winning the heat in 2.38}. Selim made a bad
third and was run to save being distanced.
Third Heat—Orator had the pole and took
the lead with Selim second, Plumed Knight
third. The race was a procession from first
to last, the horses coming in in the order
named. Time 2.39.
Fourth Heat—Orator broke at the first and
dropped back to the third position, giving
Plumed Knight a lead which he held to the
close with Selim
second, Orator barely

distance. Tims 2.40J.
Fifth Heat—Plumed Knight went to the

saving

a

front once more and won the heat and race.
■Orator Henley coming in second with Selim
third. Time 2.38}.
SECOND RACE.

The advertised race for stallions in the
2.40 class did not come off, the horses being
withdrawn. Its place was taken by a special
for horses m the 2.37 class,
the followW. H. Snell’s b. in.
were made:
Birdie S.; C. II. Nelson’s bro.m. Jersey Lily;
Ira P. Woodbury's b. g. Mischievous Jack;
race

ing entries

and Maylon Jordan’s gr. m.
dence.

Lady Indepen-

First lleat—The horses got away after considerable ^poring, Birdie S. taking the lead.
The heat proved an exciting one, and was
hard fought to the close.
Birdie S. made a
number of bad breaks. The Jersey Lily won
the heat in 2.38$, Lady Independence second,
BirdieS., third, Mischievous Jack fourth.
Second Heat—This was another exciting
contest. Birdie S.took the lead and held it until second turn was reached when she broke
and fell behind. Mischievous Jack then took
the lead and won the heat by a neck in 2.38$,

Jersey Lily second, Lady

Independence

third and Birdie S. fourth.
Third Heat—The start was made
after
much scoring, Birdie S. taking the lead and
holding it with Lady Independence and the
At .the close,
Jersey Lily close behind.
however, the Jersey Lily took-, the lead,
Birdie S. breaking and dropping back.
Fourth. Heat-Jersey Lily took the first
place with Birdie S. second. On the last
quarter Mischievous Jack shot ahead and
came near winning the race. He brke on the
home stretch and gave the heat to the Jersey Lily. The horses came in in the following order: Jersey Lily Birdie S., Lady Independence, Mischievous Jack.
THIRD

RACE.

This was for two year olds, purse $100, the
following entries being made: A. W. Brackett’s ch. m. Harebell, E. J. Lawrrence’s br. s.

Ticonic,

and C. B. Gilman’s br. s. Gen. Han-

cock.

First Heat—This heat was won in 2.45$ by
Harebell, with Gen. Hancock second and
This breaks the record of
Ticonic third.
2.50 for colts made by Nelson last year bv 4$
seconds, and gives Harebell $100 in addition
to the purse.
Second Heat— The second heat was won by
the same horse, the others coming in in the
same order.
Time—3.13j.
FOR THE STAR LION COPS.

Trial heats for the stallion cups were
by Lawrence and Gerald’s Dr.
Franklin, C. H. Nelson’s Nelson, and C. H
Greeley’s Hambletoninn Knox. Dr. Frank
lin was accompanied by a
running horse and
trotted his mile in good shape, making the
first quarter in 37$, the half in 1.15, third
quarter in 1.53$, and the mile in 2.32$.

trotted

At a recent race in Kentucky 2.30 was
made by a three year old and acknowledged
as the best record. Nelson
yesterday equaled
it, and but for an unfortunate
on the

slip

home stretch would have beaten the record
He was accompanied over the track by Jack
Spratt, driven to harness by J. F. Haines.
The first quarter was made in
38$, second in
37$, third in 38$, and fourth in 38, the mile
being finished in just 2.30.
Hambletonian Knox made his mile in 2.28;
quarters as follows: 38$, 37$, 36$, 37$.
The summaries follow:
FIRST RACE,

W. G. Morrill, ns. blk. g. Plumed

Knight.

10

J. B. P. Wheelden, ns. b. g. Orator

3

11

Henley...o y y 3 3
Morrill and Gibbs, gr. g. Selim. 3 2 2 2 3
I'mie—2.38V*, 2.38»4,2.30. 2.40yj, 2.38%.
V irst money to Plumed Knigiit, second to Orator
Henley, third to Selim.
SECOND RACE.

0. H. Nelson, ns. b. m. Jersey Lily_1
Ira 1. Woodbury, blk. g. Mischievous

2

11

Jack.. 14

4

stringing the wires

for the electric lights to be used at the

evening races.
Among the horsemen, interest

stems

to

centre on the race for the stallion enps.
Long trains of Maine Central cars are conctflntlv

naucinrr f Iv

n m-o.inJe

Fitzgerald’s musical wagon and fourin-hand is daily driven over the grounds.
The four year old Kentucky wonder Jwas
shown on the track during the races.
L. C. Ryerson has been fined $100 for the
alleged driving of a horse entered under
false pretences last sdftsou. Ryerson has
paid the fine under protest.
Dr.

The Grand Trunk will run a special train
from Lewiston to Portland on the days of the
fair, leaving Lewiston at 6 p. m.
Joseph H. Manley, Esq., of Augusta, was
at the grounds yesterday.

NEW YORK POLITICS.

FOREICN.

Republican State Convention
Saratoga.
■4

The

Canadidate for Governor.

A

St.

Louis

Priest Takes

a

Stand

Against Them.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 12.—Rev. Father
James McCaffrey of St. Patrick’s church,
created a sensation among his people Sunday
by r announcing from his pulpit that the
Catholic children of his church who are sent
to the public schools will not be prepared for
the performance of their first communion by
any of the priests of the parish, nor would
they be received and given instructions for
the celebration of that event by the priests
of the Jesuit order. Father MeCaffrev has just
returned from Europe, and this is his first
public act.

Winnipeg, Man., Sept.

The

the State committee.
The chairman announced that the State committee had agreed
for temporary
Senator
Warner
Miller
upon
chairman of the convention.
Mr. Miller in addressing the convention
called attention to the fact that the Republican party of New York for the first time in
25 years, was confronted by both the Federal
and State governments in the hands of the
Democrats.
The future generations of heroes of the
late war, he said, would be placed alongside
of
the revolutionary heroes of our first
period. He advocated rigid adherence to
protection of American industries and the
American laborer. (Loud cheers and shouts.)
When we turned over to the opposition the
civil service of the government, he said, no
better civil service existed under the sun.
Referring to the political complexion of the.
Southern States, Mr. Miller maintained that
throughout the length and breadth of the
land there was not to be found a single government which holds the reins of government by the will of the people. Republicans,
tie said, to prove this statement only asked
for a fair fight.
In closing the
speaker predicted that
should the good will which had been manifested here today continue when the delegates return to their homes, a grand victory
will be achieved in November next.
Committees were then appointed on contested seats, on permanent organization and
on resolutions, each consisting of one member from each Congressional district. The
rules of the Chicago National Republican
Convention were adopted and the convention
took a recess till 4.30 p. m.
At 4.50 p. m., when the convention was
called to order, the committee on permanent
organization reported for permanent chairman Hon. James W. Husted and a list of
secretaries and vice presidents. The report
was adopted, and amid great applause Mr.
Husted took the chair. In the course of a
brief speech of acceptance he said that the
great party which saved the Union will insist that the principles which giyded it in
the hour of peril will be hereafter as heretofore recognized as the key and corner stone
of the arch of national safety. An honest
money, honest ballot and honest count and
protection to every form of American industry will be forever the cardinal doctrines of
the Republican party. (Applause.) He paid
an eloquent tribute to Gen. Grant, and at the
conclusion

oi

ins

a

reinarae

rnouon

was

adopted that the convention proceed with

the nomination of a candidate for Governor.
After a brief discussion, during which an
unsuccessful attempt was made to adopt a
motion for an informal ballot, nomination
speeches were begun and the following names
were presented: Ira Davenport of Steuben
Co., Levi P. Morton, New York; Joseph 11.
Carr, Jas. D. Warren, Buffalo; Dr. John
Swinburne, Albany; Joseph W. Drexel,
New York; Cornelius N. Bliss, New York;
and Gen. Wm. H. Seward, Cayuga Co.
A ballot was then taken with the following result:
Whole number votes cast.0U1
Necessary for a choice.346
Carr.205
Warren.137
Seward. 57
Bliss. 53
Morton
42
Drexel. 37
Swinburne. 32
Lowe_'. 16
Cornell.
4
Evarts, Starin and Charles and Andrews
one each.
The convention then adjourned until tomorrow.

The ticket to be nominated comprises the
of Governor, Lieutenant Governor,

offices

Secretary

of

State, Comptroller, Attorney

General, Treasurer and State Engineer ami
Surveyor.
_

WYOMINC

OUTRAGES.

Chinese

Burned

Near

22.—White Cap,

Cenesta

Reported Over Eight

Miles Ahead of the Dauntless.

Newport,

R. I„ Sept. 22.—Several cottagers are on their fishing grounds at Graves’
Point, and at 11 o’clock tonight they telephoned into the city to the effect that at 9.40
o’clock a yacht passed around the lightship
and signalled. This is believed by yachtsmen here to he the Genesta.
A Sound
steamer today left a report that while off
Montauk Point the Genesta was eight or ten
miles in the lead.
FORESTRY CONCRESS.
Fourth Annual
ican

Meeting of the
Society, in Boston.

Celestials

Working lUnder
Rock Springs.

Cuard

at

Seattle, W. T., Sept. 22.—A body of men
masked and armed paid a visit last night to
the quarters of Chinese workmen at the Po-

lask diamond mine and burned their houses.
The Chinamen lied at their approach. “.These
Chinamen had been discharged from the
mines and were preparing to go to Seattle.
A convention of delegates from all parts of
the Puget Sound country has been called to
meet September 28 to devise means of ridding the whole section of Chinamen.
Hock SPRrNGS. Sept. 22.—Work was resumed in two of the mines where the recent
troubles occurred. About 100 Chinamen and
a few white men went to work but the white
miners, as a rule, refused to go back. No attempt has been made to interfere with the
Chinese workmen as the mines a guarded by

troops.
Un Sunday
night one

of the citizen’s committee named Dowell, who presented the
of the miners to Mr. Bromley and to
the government directors, was busy giving
notice to all white miners who were suspected of a disposition to resume work that they
must leave the place within 24 hours.
Notice was also given to the deputy sheriffs who
were doing guard duty at the mines that they
must also quit. Another member of the citizen’s committee named Hoyt, and who was
most conspicuous in the management of the
miners’ case has left town.
The miners still hope that they will be supported by the Knights of Labor, but the
members of that organization in the employ
of the company are ;free in their denunciations of the whole business and assert their
confidence that the strike will be confined to
the miners.
The railroad officials here say that they
will have no difficulty in procuring the services of white miners. A short time will be
case

Amer-

Boston, Sept. 22.—The fourth annual meeting
American Forestry Congress was opened at
Horticultural liall, here to-day,
by W. C.
Strong, who introduced Mayor O’Brien to make
the introductory remarks. The mayor spoke brief
words of welcome stilting that while the responsibilities of the new city cnarter had not allowed
him opportunity to prepare such an address on
the subject as he could desire, he was fully impressed with the objects of the congress. President Higley responded to the mayor and drew attention to tlie importance of the movement for the
restoration of our forests. The various causes
bringing about tlie waste of our forest trees were
referred to and statistics presented in detail showing tlie rapid and widespread destruction of the
country's forests. Tlie speaker claimed that the
climate and the culture of the soil would be greatly improved and water supply would be more
abundant by the conservation of our trees. Tlie
of the

importance oi correct uuorination on tnese subjects ill tlie public schools was referred to and also that of organizing special local movements.
At tlie afternoon session President Higley read

several communications. The first was from Ur.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, who, while regretting being unable to attend the congress, said he hoped
tlie people would allow the country to retain
“Leaves enough to hide its nakedness, of which
it is already becoming to be ashamed.” Letters
of apology were read from Governor Harrison of
Connecticut, Senator Warner Miller, chairman of
tlie forestry committee of the Congress; Gen. W.
Ward, Hon. Charles F. Adams, Professor Adams
of Cornell University, tlie Governor of Vermont
and Mr. H. C. Putnam, a practical lumberman.
All these letters expressed satisfaction with the
object of the Congress and the hope that the session would result in success. Rev. N. H. Eggleston, chief of the forestry division of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, read a paper
giving some facts and figures in regard to the forests of tlie country and tlieir consumption. Following Mr. Eggleston’s address, the delegates
were called upon to speak of the operations of
the societies in their districts.
Dr. Cutting of
Vermont said that at Concord a stream of seven or
eight miles in length, which formerly was powerful enough to supply power for two large sawmills ana other smaller works lias become so
changed that instead of being a water supply for
almost the whole year, it has Decome dry for half
its length during two or three months in the summer and spring because the timber has
been removed. lie thought stringent laws should be
enacted to protect trees especially in New England.
air. Gould, secretary of the State board of
agriculture of Connecticut, said the State had empowered his board to see what could be done in
matter of the preservation of forests and they
were authorized to see what could be done in connection with other New England States, and this
was being done.
Hon. Clinton L. Miriam of New York said that
his State had voted $15,000 for the protection of
trees, and in a few years people must appreciate
the work now being done.
Ex-Governor Morton of Nebraska, “the father
of arbor day,” did not think the question of rainfall bad yet been satisfactorily explained.
In his
own Stale the rainfall had
greatly increased and
they found that tilled land contained twelve times
as much moisture as tlie same weight of prairie
land. In Kansas and Nebraska the State offered
premiums lor the greatest number of trees
planted on arbor day, and the consequence was
that over 7,000,000 had been planted in a single
day.
The discussion was followed by the following
"Forests of California,
papers:
by Prentice
Mtillordof Boston; “The Middlesex Falls,” by
Elizur Wright of Boston, and “Forest Entomology,” by Prof. E. B.|Sonthwick.
At the evening session Gov. Robinson welcomed
tlie visitors and pointed out that Massachusetts
was the first State to show an
appreciation of her
forest trees and to take measures to protect them.
He called attention to the pressing importance of
tlie water question, and the matter of preserving
forest trees lias an important bearing in this connection.
Ex-Gov. Morton was the next speaker and referred to the value of Arbor Day in promoting the
development of trees.
Ben: Perley Poore followed in a brief address,
expressing sympathy with the objects of the Congress.
Hon. Geo. B. Loring was next introduced. He
drew attention to the great value of forests
especially with reference to the commercial value ot the
lumber trade. The city of Bangor had grown up
within his remembrance and was due to the development of the lumber trade. At the present
value of lumber the trade is greater than almost
all our annual products from other sources.
He
believed we should plant as much as possible
from seed and should select those that arc natives
of the soil.
Prof. B. F,
Northrop spoke chiefly on the importance of planting seed where it is to remain
and grow rather than transplant or decapitate
them as is too often done, A letter was read
from Senator Miller of New York
explaining the
bill which he had introduced into Congress with
reference to the preservation of forest lands. On
motion of Dr. Loring it was voted to
appoint a
committee to memorialize Congress in behalf of
the passage of the bill. A resolution was also
adopted giving the approval of this Congress to
the movement lately inaugurated by the Grand
Army Posts by which Decoration Day is transformed into an Arbor memorial, the
planting of
trees being substituted for flowers.
Adjourned until tomorrow.
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CUP.

Bkenton’s Reef, Sept 22. 11.30.—At present neither of the yachts contesting for the
Bennet challenge cup are in sight, although
they have been out between 18 and 1!) hours.
Great interest is felt at Newport and many
sail and steam yachts are out here.
The
weatiier is very cloudy and it looks like rain.
Newport, R. I., Sept. 22.—Brenton’s
Reef, 2.40 p. m. The yachts arc not yet in
sight and the wind which was from the south
has nearly all died out and there is almost a
dead calm.
_

Religious Excitement in Indiana.
Muncik, Sept. 22.—Mrs. Woodworth, an
evangelist, is holding a two w eek’s meeting
in a grove twelve miles northwest

of

this

place, preaching to 25,000 people. Such religious excitement was never known. The
woods ring with shouts of the new converts
while here and there lay men and women by

scores in trances apparently dead.
Hundreds of people from Muncie attend her
meetings and are unable to account for what

they

see.

will suppress the revolt.

Albanians in Revolt.

London, Sept. 22.—The Albanians of
Djakovo, Servia, are rising in rebellion.

Mrs.

Trouble over Silver Mines—American

Dispossessed by

Mexi-

Soldiers.
City of Mexico, Sept. 22.—A despatch from
Pass
Eagle
says that confirmed reports have
can

reached there ot the confiscation of file Los Curses
silver mines in the Cannen mountain, by Mexican
troops upon trumped up claims of a Mexican sei
geant antedating the claims of Owens, Staples
Davis and other Americans. Tlte sergeant pr<
dueed his alleged claim and tbe Mexican soldiers
dispossessed the American owners and took possession. These are the mines whose discovery,
about six months ago, led to much excitement as
they yielded 107 ounces of silver to the ton. The
chances are against the American owners again
getting possession as they are unable to litigate in
Mexican courts. United States Consul Pridgen at
Piednas, is Interesting himself in behalf of the
American claimants with the hope of restoring
them to their possession of the mines.

to

six

months imprisonment on March 30, last, for
libelling Mr. Reviere manager of the Convent
Garden theatre, was released from Halloway
jail secretly Monday night in order to prevent a demonstration which was to have been
Mrs.
made in front of the prison today.
held

Mrs. Anderson went into the gardeti to pick
with her brother and left the children
asleep in a room over the kitchen. While thus
engaged she saw smoke issuing from the upper
story and before she reached the house the entire
upper part was in flames. Cramer attempted to
effect an entrance to the room where the children
were sleeping but lie was driven back
by the
smoke and flames. The entire house was consumed. No traces of the bones even of the children could be found among the ruins. Tile mother was frantic and it
required the efforts of two
neighbors to prevent her from rushing into the
noon

cucumbers

burning building,_
A

Flurry

in Wheat at

Chicago.

Chicago, Sept.
in

bushels

22.—An increase of GOO,000
the visible supply of wheat caused the
to open Vi lower than yesterday, at 847»

market
for November, blit under a very strong buying
movement, prices immediately began to advance
and rose to 88=8. Later they fell back to 8(>i<s
but have since risen to 87 Vs amid
sharp excitement. The large short interest is showing signs
of fright and is endeavoring to cover. Corn is Vi
tol1/* liigher. Oats Vi higher. wuraAt,- Ihm

introductory exercises

were conducted by
Rev. F. Southworth of this city, and Rev.
Mr. Davies of Bridgton. The Rev. L. H.
Hallock of this city preached a very effective
and appropriate sermon upon “Certainties
for the Pulpit’’; text, John iii, 11;
“Verily,
verily I say unto you, we speak that we do
and
know,
testify that we have seen.” The
speaker said :
There is a fascination in exploring new territory. ami (haling new tilings, but it docs not prove

demonstration in

a

Trafalgar Square today.

The mayor of Bremen and a party of civil
are inspecting the ports and docks
English cities with a view of applying the
improvements to a new free port at Bremen.
All is quiet on the Afghan frontier.
The
English members of the commission are near
Herat.

engineers
of

that novelties are the best foist for those who
would be strong. There is a temptation to cater
to tlie thirst for new things. But Christ, the
prince
of preachers, best able to proclaim tin- unknown
gave the declaration of the text. Shall tlie think-

_

BASE
GAME

BALL.

ing minister, studying

TODAY.

lands will contest in the national game, and no
doubt the result of yesterday’s game will tend t
draw a large crowd.
The Brocktous are deltamined to win—if they cau—and the Portlands ait
equally determined to defeat them. Those who
fail to witness the game today, will miss a flue exhibition.
BROCKTON'S 5, BORTLAN'DS 5.
Yesterday afternoon the Broektons (leaders of
the league) and the Portlands played one of the
prettiest games of the season, resulting in a tie
at the conclusion of nine iimings. Umpire Bond
calling the game at that point on account of darkness.
The Portlands opened the game at the bat.
Annis striking out, Munce getting in a two-bagger
and Weldel and Hartnett went out on flies, Munce
dying at third. McGunnigle started the batting
for tlie visitors with a pretty base hit, and Davis
followed with a grounder to Dugan, who bandied
it clean and passed it to Fulmer for a double play,
but to the great surprise and disgust of the audience Fulmer dropped it and neither man was out.
Baxter struck out, and Fulmer got in another error, advancing McGunnigle and Davis to third
and second respectively, while Crane got in a base
Patton hit to Shaw, who
hit and botli scored.
passed the ball to Fulmer, and he to Hartnett,
a
double
making pretty
play and closing the inning. Tile next three hillings yielded no runs for
showed
fine
either club, but
playing. In tiie fifth
inning, Thayer got first on McGunnigle’s error,
hit
stole second, and Dugan
to Davis, who threw
finely to McGunnigle, but he was so anxious to
third
he
lost
both men. Shaw
that
stop Thayer at
was the next batsman, and a base hit would surewas
called
on him and
ly tie the game; one strike
then two. but Willis sent in a daisy ball and Shaw
lifted it into centre field, Thayer and Dugan scoring. A wild pitch gave Shaw second, and he took
Hurd on Davis's wild throw of Annis’s hit, the latter taking two bases. Munce struck to McGuniii•rle, who fielded the ball to the plate, shutting out
Shaw, while Munce and Annis eacli gained a base.
Weidel was out, and Hartnett got in a timely hit.
and Annis and Munce both scored; Holland struck
out and closed the inning, with tour runs. Tile
Broektons failed to score In their half ol the in
ning. although they hit hard, but the outfielders ol
tiie Portlands were everywhere that the ball was.
and would not allow it to get by them. The Portlands failed to score in file sixth inning, while the
Broektons came to the bat with a determination
of evening up the score if possible.
Davis led ofl
with a hard nit to right-centre, but Munce got under it after a hard run and Davis returned to the
bench.
Baxter hit safely, Crane lilt to Annis am
was out, Patton got first on Shaw’s wild throw ami
scored.
A passed ball let Patton score
Baxter
and that darling “Cuddy” fanned tiie air for three
strikes, and he had ids own special bat, too. Tiie
Portlands earned a run in the seventh inning
Annis hitting safely, stole second, and taking third
on Munce’s sacrifice.
Weidel hit to centre field
and was out, but the minute tbe ball had bee.
caught. Annis left third base and ran home like a
deer. This closed the run petting for the Pori
lands. The Broektons failed to score again until
the ninth inning, when Patton hit safely, stole
second, and a wild pitcii gave him a run. Tin
next two men Dugan struck out, as lie also did
tiie one preceding Patton, leaving the score a tb
It was so dark at tlds time that the umpire deeiii
i-d to call tiie game.
The game was full of fin
plays, and at times brilliant. In the fourth Innhi
Shaw made a pretty pick-up witii one hand, ran in
second and got his man there and then threw mil
the batter at first, making the prettiest doubl
seen on the ground.
The battery work of
play
both teams was fine, Sullivan and Dugan exeellin
in their positions. .Shaw was a terror to the visit
ors, and he played a most brilliant game. Tin
umpiring of Mr. Bond was fine, and added great 1)
to the pleasure of the game. The official score:
PORTLANDS.
Ah.

BH.

TB.

4
1
4

It.
2
1
o
0
0
0
1
1
0

1
1
0
2
O
0
0
0
1

1
2
0
2
0
0
O
0
1

Totals.35

6

5

0

Minis. If
6
Munce. el. 4
Weidel, l’f. 4
Hartnett, lb.

5

Holland. 3b. 4
Fulmer. 2b. 4

Thayer, c.
Dugan, p.
Shaw, ss.

PO. A.
2
0
1
O
2
0
O
9
0
0
1
3
8
2
0 10
4
fi

27

21

K
c
o

0
1
3
3
1
8

BBOCKTONS.
AB.

McGunnigle,

lb.

Davis,3b.
Baxter, If.
Crane, rf.
Patton, ss.
Cudwortli, cf.
Toffling, 2b.
Sullivan, e.

Willis,

p.

Totals.32

Innings.1

BH. TB. PO.
A.
1
1
1 11
1
1
0
0
2
2
1112
0
0
2
2
1
0
2
1115
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
1
O
6
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
7

E

6

12

R.

4
4
4
4
4
4
2
3
3

6

5

27

19

8

2 3 4 6 fi 7
000401
0 0 0 0 2 0

2
2
0
0
0
0

0
3
5

9
0—5
1—5

Portlands.o
0
Broektons.2
0
Earned runs—Portlands 1.
Two base hit—
Munee. Double plays —Shaw. Fulmer and Hartnett ; Shaw to Hartnett.
Struck out—By Duea
9; by Willis, C. First base on balls—Portland, 5;
Broektons, 2. First base on errors—Portlands, 7;
Broektons. 3. Passed balls—Thayer, 3; Sullivan
3.
Time—2h. 33m. Umpire—Bond. Attendance
—500.
NKWBURYPORTS, 0 ; HAVERHILLS, 5.

The Newburyports and Haverhills piayed

a

afternoon, but the visitors were outflelded and
outbatted.
Duval was presented by Urnpin
Quinn with a gold watch chain from his Newfriends, to attach to the gold watch preburyport
sented to him Saturday by his Haverhill friends.
The

score;

NEWBURYPORTS.
AB.
4
4
4
4
Ellis, p. 4
4
3b.
Phillips,

Eldredge, rf.
Fish. ef..
M. McDermott, lb...
Whiteley, if.

R.
1
1
1
0
0

BH. TB. PO.
1
1
0
2
3
2
2
5 12
3
4
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
0
0
5
1
1
4

0
0
0
8
3
0
1

E.
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
o

11112

0

1

Green, c. 3
Duval, ss. 4
4
Jandion, 2b,.

1
0

Totals.35

0

12

17

27

A.

0

14

3

A.

E.

1
0
0
2
4
1
0
0
0

o
0
1
o
0
2

HAVERHILLS.
AB.

Irwin, 3b. 4
3
Prince, lb.
Foster, If. 4

Hawkes,

2b.

4

McGarr. ss. 4
Robinson, c. 4
Murphy, p. 4

Slattery, ef.
Shaffer, rf.

4
4

It.

BH.

1
0
0
o
o
2
1
1
0

1
1
0
o
o
2
3
1
0

TB. PO.
1
4
3
8
0
2
o
3
o
1
4
4
3
1
1
1
0
0

4

0
0

Totals.35
5
8 12 24 14
7
Earned runs—Newburyports 4, Haverhills 4
Home run—McDermott.
Two base hits—Fish.
Robinson (2), Whiteley. Three base hit—Prince.
Passed balls—Green 1, Robinson 1. Wild pitches
l. First base on errors—Newburyports
—Murphy
4, Haverhills 1. First base on balls—Newbury
Haverhills
1.
Struck out—By Mills 3, by
ports 2,
play—McGarr and Irwin. Uni
Murphy 3. Double
Time
of
pile—Quinn.
game—lh. 55m.
THE

EASTERN N.

LEAGUE.

E.

Tlie following is the standing of the clubs in tie
Eastern New England League to date;
Won.
Lost.
Played. Per cent
76
Brocktous.40
29
61.3
Lawrences.44

30
35
43
51

Haverhills.41
Portlands.
.33

Newburyports.24

74
76
76
75

59.4
54.t
43..
33.4

YESTERDAY'S LEAGUE GAMES.
AT

CHICAGO.

Innings.1
Chicagos..0

2 3
0 0

4
3

5
1

6
1

7
0

S
3

6

Providences .,. .1 o 4 o 0 o o o— 6
Base hits—Chicagos, 7;Providences. 7. Errors
Chicagos, 12; Providences, 0.
AT ST. LOUIS.

Innings.1 234567o9
Louis.3 4 3 0 1 0 3 0 0—14
Bostons.6 1 0 0 1 2 O 0 0— 9
Base bits—St. Louis, 19; Bostons, 12. Errors—
St. Louis, 8; Bostons. 12.

St.

1 2
.O 0

Innings.

Detroits

3
0

4
2

5
1

6
0

7
1

8
0—4

Philadelphias.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 1
Base liits— Detroits, 9; Philadelphias, 5. Errors

—Detroits, 4;

Pidladelphias,

10.

OTHER GAMES.

At Concord—Concords 7. Lawrences 3.
NOUS.
The Athletics will play the Brunswicks on the
Portland grounds Friday, Sept. 25th, at 2 3i

o’clock.

Weidel is developing into a first-class eoaelier.
Keep it up, Gus.
Johnny Shaw lias worked hard for the Portlands
this season, and deserves
recognition from his
many friends in this city. Will he get it?
1 ulmer made two
errors yesterday but
costly
we must remember that he
usually plays finely
Hawes did not
play yesterday, on account of ill-

McGunnlgle filled’ first base in a fine
mam,er
."'hen.lie threw wild to Mcm?oiloilad TUelauK1!
‘uttfr duln t take
to it
c

however*

to

The Eastern New England Base Ball
League diheld a meeting at Hotel Webster, In Haverhill, Monday evening, all the clubs being represented. Several protested games were brought
up, and a very spicy discussion took place. Tin'
eligibility of Flynn and Moolic to play with tlie
Lawrence club was discussed and referred to the
national arbitration committee. The meeting ad-

journed

at 1.15

yesterday morning.

u

God and

nature

speculate

the unknown and unknowable? He may
study along the dark lines but it is not his commission. That so vs "Go preacii my Gospel,” and
"t determined to know nothing among vou save
Christ and Him crucified.” Paul and tlie apostles
preached the Gospel and fed men on certainties
in religious faith.
Tlie preacher to-day cannot <lo
iiiv better.
Speculations arc good but not for tlie
pulpit. Certainties belong there. It is the place
.to heal men. and not a clinic fur the practice of
surgical novelties. Investigations arc well enough
hut let tl em I e Kept where they belong, fn the
spheres of our deepest need Christ did not speak
with uncertain sound. We know of sin from the
Bilde and fry observation of history and experiences.
We know of reward and retribution; of
virtue and its joys. We know of Christ as the
Saviour, that lie came to save. These tilings we
observe and teach. Christ taught certainties; the
Bible is a certainty; hell is a certainty. The
preacher is to preach tlie word, and make fils conception and practice of religion real, practical and
solid.
upon

Again this afternoon the Brocktous and Port-

AT DETROIT.

Two Children Burned to Death.
St. L°uis, Mo., Sept. 22.—Richard Andersin,
living half a mile west of Fenton, St. Louis County, went to Clayton this morning leaving his wile,
two children and brother-in.law, Charles Cramer,
at home. One child was a boy two years old. the
other was not quite a year old. Shortly before

what extended and gave evidence that the
was sound in his line of
thinking.
After the examination, the council proceeded to the public ordination services. The

candidate

Foreign Notes.
Welden, whu was sentenced

Weldon’s friends

at Windham

candidate, as to his personal religious experience and theological beliefs, was some-

Severe fighting has occurred between Turks
ami Albanians, and both lost heavily.

STANDING OF

MEXICO.

Claimants

official

communication published in the La Turquie
states that events in Roumelia necessitate
intervention of the Porte.
Turkey, it says,

AttiAA^A

confident that before long the mines will
be running with as full a force as before the
outbreak.
The Chinese consuls are still pursuing
their investigations and will probably remain through the week.
General Schofield and staff were expected
to arrive this morning.
are

BRENTON’S

22.—An

Interesting Occasion
Yesterday.

Tlie ordination and installation of Sir. R.
Kyle as pastor of the Windham Congre"
gational church occurred yesterday. The
council, composed of twelve churches, met
at 2 o’clock.
Rev. C. H. Daniels was chosen
moderator, and Rev. H.S. Huntington scribe.
Mr. Kyle is a native of Canada; he took a
full course in theology at the
Bangor Seminary, and has. since graduation, been laboring at Brooks, Me. The examination of the

Suppress the Roumelian

Constantinople, Sept.

CENTS.

J.

Rebellion.

Seattle.
the famous Sioux chief, who was a member
of Riel’s council and who took an active
part in the rebellion, has been acquitted of
the charge of treason.
Riel is taciturn and morose since receiving
notice of his respite. He says he does not
think he will be hanged now, but says the
result he wants to sbring about will be accomplished better if the government goes far
enough as to hang him.

palace endeavor to conceal his actual condition.

Turkey

Sakatoga, Sept. 22.—The Republican
State Convention was called to order at 12.20
this afternoon by Chairman J. D. Warren of

Houses of

RIEL’S CASE.

An

of King
Officials of the

Alfonso has become serious.

One Unsuccessful Ballot Taken for a

THREE

ORDINATION AND INSTALLATION.

King Alfonso III.
Madrid, Sept, 22.—The illness

at

Davenport.105

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

There was some good trotting at the
grounds this afternoon witnessed by an audience of about 2500 persons. It was rather
cold but the track was in good condition.

1st

1st

PRICE

The prayer of ordination with the laying
of hands was offered by Rev. H. S.
Huntington of Gorham. The charge to the
pastor was given by Rev. A. H. Wright of
Portland.
He began by reminding the candidate that his
official relationship to the people was the most

on

sacreil and imnortant. that
tween man and men, and
to
Ids office in ids

fulfill

liP

PPinontarl Kil.

charged him therefore

estimation, and in
magnify
the thought and opinion of his people. As the
office can not be separated from the man. covet a
good name for Christ’s sake; be thoughtful of
reputation. In regard to the truths lie should
emphasize in his teachings, the candidate was
urged to set forth those which cluster about the
cross of Calvary.
Teaching whicii ignores the
blood of an atoning Saviour will not
soundly convert souls. The preaching of these truths must
he earnest, positive, the result of strong convictions.
It is better to grapple with the mighty
themes of the Gospel than to hunt for novel texts.
As a pastor, it is a man’s privilege to tie a friend
and brother to each member of his flock, and this
tile speaker urged. He closed with congratulation and good wishes for the future.
own

The Rev. C. H. Daniels of this city gave
the right hand of fellowship, assuring the
new pastor of the fraternal and Christian
sympathy which he would have from the
pastors and the churches; and the Rev. E.
E. Bacon of Saccarappa gave the address to
the people, reminding them of their duties
to their pastor and the obligation which
rested upon them to be loyal supporters of
his ministry and attentive listeners to his
message.

The whole occasion

full of interest,
ministry in Windham under favorable auspices, with a united
people.
•iiid Mr.

Kyle begins

was

his

EDUCATIONAL

MEETINC AT
CHIAS.

MA-

Semi-Annual Meeting of West Washington Educational Association. *

|

A large and enthusiastic gathering
of
teachers and those interested in educational
matters was heid at Town Hall, Machias,

Friday

and

Saturday, September

18th

and

The meeting opened promptly at 10

13th.

a.

Friday, with

Mr. Dresser, the president
m the chair.
Mr. Dresser is the popular
ud efficient principal of Cherryfleld High
"school. Rev. Daniel Greene of Machias, offered prayer and then the records of the
m.

previous meeting were read by Miss Grace
Eaton of Harrington, secretary of the association. At the opening of the meeting
about sixty were present and during the forenoon many came in from the
adjoining
towns, swelling the number to something
over a hundred, which number was
fully sustained throughout the convention.
Hon. N.
A. Luce of Augusta, State superintendent of
public schools being present was called upon for indtrouctory remarks. Mr.Luce
gave a
few preliminary remarks touching upon
amusing incidents connected with his getting
to Machias, and then presented to the Association several ideas relative to re-organization upon a more substantial plain, having a
graded membership, claiming that in due
time all county associations throughout the
State will take on this form of organization.
I'wo counties in the State, Piscataquis and
Vork have already done so with flattering
success.
This form of orgonization secures
to teachers what the medical associations do
to doctors; what bar associations do to law-

yers and so on.
Mr. LllPft VSL4 fnllfiWPil hv Mr Hunar
*
Rven, principal of Harrington Grammar
School, and a member of the York county
association, in a few remarks, giving the actual grading of teachers in the York
county
association, and advocating the reorganization of this association on the same plan.
Remarks were also made by Mr. C. F. Johnson, Mr. Merrill of Machias and others. Miss
L. M. Joy of Jonesport then presented a
very fine paper on '“Thorough Teaching,”
which was ably discussed by Mr. C. E. Perkins, principal of Machias Grammar School,
Mr. Luce and others.
In the afternoon
the convention met
promptly at two o’clock, when business affairs were taken lip.
The committee on
nominations presented the following candidates all of whom were duly elected:
Mr.
Dresser, president; C. E. Perkins, vice president; Miss II. E. Fickett, Millbridge, secretary; and Stephen Nash, Addison, ehuirinan
of executive committee.
Mr. Dresser, Miss
Alice E. Gray and Miss Grace Eaton were
made a committee on reorganization.
I'lie remainder of the session was devoted
to tlie question box and the discussion of
uanv questions relating to schools of all

grades.

much credit is due Mr. C. E. Perkins, for
his untiring efforts to make tiiis
meeting a
-access.
The convention is pronounced as
being one of the most instructive ever held
by tli is society.
o

BATH

NEWS.

[From Our Regular

Correspondent.]
Bath, Sept. 22.
The Hotspur, Capt. W. C.
IVariand, formerly of the ship Twilight, left for Boston
in tow of the Knickerbocker. The
Hotspur
is one of the smallest
ships launched for
years by this yard, being only 1211) tons burden, still one of the finest that hdl ever
-ailed from the Kennebec. Her
poop deck
reaches more than half her leugth, and the

ire deck occupies so much
space that the
-mall space left between the two seems
odd
•
ompared with tlie long stretch of deck common to modern ships.
She has a large and
-team hoister, from the Bath Iron
Works,
and in point of equipments is as

complete as

any afloat.
The steam fisherman,
Hurricane, o£ Rock
land is receiving a new boiler
at the Goss

Marine Iron Works.
Tomorrow tiie
Willie Rosen^OO ton ship
yar(1’ wlu launch
at

high wate?

The high School Cadets have elected the
lollow ing officers for the
en.-uing year t m>win A. 5
McDonald; l.-t Lieutenant,
Hyde; id Lieutenant, M p. Ley don; l.-t
^alliut" " Blfh ; 2d Sergeant, Frank

S.U.

Dennett1

Last night the Bath Light Infantry were
L. M. Fuller, ami City-live
were found ready to enlist
as volunteer militia, instead 01 reserve mili-

by Dr.
examined
able-bodied men

tia as formerly.
The company m.. be blustered into the State serv ice again m about a
and
the
election
of officers ensue.
week,
Hon. W. M. Rogers is putting tue w ays under his schooner preparatory to launching.
Bnwdoin College.

Prof.Robinson is very ill with typhoid fever and W. II. Cothreu of ’SI has been appointed tutor ill chemistry.
During the summer the library has been
increased by four hundred volumes, three
hundred of which were presented by the
family of Rev. Dr. Packard. Under tlie superintendence of Pruf.Little, the library has
undergone many improvements. He has also provided new copies of
regulations, which
have long been needed.

MORNING, SEPT.

WEDNESDAY

23.

do not read anonymous letters and conununcations. The name and address of the writer are
tn all cases indispensable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
We

Up

to a very late (late last night Mr. Fowler was still living in Augusta.

Chairman Brown has started on another
pilgrimage to Washington, resolved to settle
the Portland colleetorship or*“bust.”
It wouldn't be strange if the President
should throw overboard all the candidates
for the Portland colleetorship, and select a
He has a penchant for settling
new man.
squabbles in that way.

Vice President Hendricks informs the
country that his relations with the President
are of the
most cordial character. This
would seem to indicate that Mr. Hendricks
lias not been trying to run the administration lately.
It is safe to assume that the Democratic
politicians who met here yesterday to try and
fix up the offices failed to harmonize matters.

The disproportion between the number of
the hungry and the amount of the provision makes harmony out of the question.
The Boston Post informs the
that they are making too much of

Mugwumps
a

“hoodoo”

the removal of Capt. Bacon and the appointment of Mr. Sterling. “Mugwump hollering," it observes, “won’t budge the Presiover

dent

an

inch.”

Senator Gorman says, “we will never submit to an aristocracy of officeholders.”
If
the Senator is permitted to dictate appointments we shall be in no danger in this direction. There is no aristocracy about Higgins
or Indian Agent Thomas.
Mr.

Sharp, who

is

already

“boomed” for
Dorman B. Eaton’s place, is an Indiana politician. Tlie kind of civil service reform we
should get from him may be inferred from
the fact that Indiana is the State of Thomas
A. Hendricks, William H. English and Aquilla Jones.

The people of Sicily having got the cholera appear anxious to keep it.
All attempts
to make them clean up and disinfect their
houses are futile. It might be a good thing
to transport the Frencli-Canadians of Montreal to Sicily, cut off all communication
with the island and let the natives and the
immigrants revel in cholera and small pox
to their hearts’ content.

Notwithstanding Ills guarded denial itseems pretty certain that Mr. Dorman B.
Eaton is soon to retire from the civil service
board. The resignations of Mr. Gregory and
Mr. Thoman also may be expected in the not
distant future. Tims the President will
have an opportunity to fully reconstruct the
board. The manner in which he does it will
furnish a good test of the sincerity of his
civil service reform

doesn’t
marked

it in the hud.
As yet we get no trustworthy indication of
what action tlie signatory powers purpose to
take under the treaty of Berlin.
By the
terms of that treaty they are bound to restore the status that existed before the Rou-

melian outbreak, that is to restore the Porte’s
sovereignty over Roumelia. It by no means
follows, however, that such will be their action. Probably the inspired article in the
Fremdenblatt pretty accurately foreshadows
the powers’ course.
“The movement”, it
says, “will be kept within the narrowest
possible.” That means, we take it, that
what the revolution lias already accomplished
will not be disturbed, but strenuous efforts
will be made to keep it from spreading.

of

reconstruction

of

pension examiners

to have been attended with
success.
Dr. Bartlett, one of the

seem

appointed, has been publicly accused of crooked practices by Dr. Whittier,
and now Dr. A. Gaston Roeth, another of
the new men, is accused of adultery, of
falsely pretending to be a graduate of the
medical university of London, of attempt at
blackmail and of collecting illegal fees from
pensioners.
new men

It is difficult to see how the President can
fail to interfere in the matter of the appointment of

Sterling after the
worthy’s character. Still

exposure of that
it must be remembered that he did not interfere in the case of
Higgins, though the exposures in regard to
the latter were quite as damaging. But Hig-

1IE FLOURISHES THE

POLITICAL

It if

Hoadly’s scalp,

shirt,” that Sherman
HE HAS

is

and not “the bloody
waving in Ohio.

ONLY TO SAY THE

WORD,

Washington Post.
Gov. St. John called on the President yesterday, and also called on the Postmaster
General to look after some postmasters that
he thought ought to be removed.
THE SAINTS.

Kansas City Times.
Our esteemed contemporary, the Sun, calls
a Prohibitionist a St. Johner.
May we ask
our esteemed contemporary if it cannot go
further and consistently call a Mugwump a

St. Jonah?

WHERE THE FINGER OF FATE IS

POINTING.

Whether or not Mr. Cleveland’s administration is to be endorsed at the polls in New
York this year, the renomination of Governor Hill would mean that the Democrats want
to offer it a previous rebuke, and the finger
of fate seems to be pointing straight in that
direction just now.
CARDINAL DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES.

Chicago Inter-Ocean.
The Democratic party has certain cardinal
lines of political policy which are quite apart
and independent of patronage.
Without attempting to enumerate them all, a few may
be mentioned: 1. That the negro has no political rights which are entitled to respect,
except as these may be exercised without endangering the supremacy in politics of the
whites. 2. Free Trade. 3. The most restrictive interpretation of the constitutional authority of Congresss to make appropriations
for internal improvements.
WHAT NEXT?

New York Tribune.
Havana journals note that the New York
mails arrived at Havana on September (i on
the fishiner sloop Alaska, from Kpv Wpst
and that on the day before the mails for New
York were sent to Key West on a schooner.
When the Postmaster General first diverted
the mails from fleet, first-class ocean steamers they were sent from Key West by secondclass steamers; then they were carried by a
tugboat, next bya schooner, and lastly by a
fishing smack. Will they be floated over on
a life-preserver next?
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Krupp is at present chiefly manufacturing
guns for China, Turkey, Japan and Egypt.
A Maine doctor declares that he has the
spirits of 300 Indians under his control.
Africa produces 1,875,000 pounds of ivory a
year, and kills off 65,000 elephants to do it.

George Augustus Sala says everything is
improving in America but pie.
It is stated that the cranberry crop of
Massachusetts this year will be worth $500,000, if not injured by frost.
“Aunt Dabney,” a negress aged 87 years,
has died in Millersburg, Ky., leaving a husband aged 19.
A Southern negro won’t eat a black sheep
under any circumstances, and the Southern
wool-grower is taking advantage of this superstition to raise none other.
A toboggan slide, 1100 feet long, is being
laid out at Waterbury, Conn., and it is pre-

hardly possible

that he

up the hundred

will be able to pick

or more

votes necessary to

the nomination.
Mr. Davenport
makes a better showing than was generally
anticipated, while ex-Gov. Cornell makes a
It is quite probable
very much poorer one.
that none of the candidates voted for yesterday will get the nomination. The convention is the kind of one in which dark horses
are likely to become prominent.
secure

The right course for the President to pursue in the matter of the
appointment of a superintendent of the Marine Hospital Service,
in place of Dr. Hamilton who has resigned
would seem to be plain enough, if he is as devoted to civil service reform as the Mug-

allege. The proper thing to do is to
promote Dr. Stoner, who is a very efficient
surgeon and is the choice of the corps of the
service. Certainly Dr. Stoner ought to be
preferred to a surgeon who has never been
in the service and whose appointment is
sought by Mr. Hendricks solely as a reward
for curing the latter’s sick toe.
wumps

It is impossible to deny the soundness of
many of the arguments adduced in favor of
giving the ballot to women, and the reason
probably the cause has not made more rapid
progress is to be found in the fact that hitherto interest in it has been confined to a

comparatively few women. When the great
mass of the women rise up and demand it
the ballot will no doubt be granted.
The
purpose of the convention that meets here
today is to stimulate interest in the subject.
Eminent speakers will address the meetings

light will
a question which is
nent every year.

and much

on
undoubtedly
becoming more promi-

be shed

The Govornor and Council have commuted
the sentence of Blauey, the Kittery murderer, to imprisonment for life. The executive’s
decision is based entirely on the fact that
Blaney voluntarily became a witness for the
State and gave valuable testimony. The reason is sound.
The almost invariable custom
of enlightened States has been to show leniency to criminals who aid in bringing their
accomplices to justice, and there was no reason for ignoring it in this case.
It is reputed that a majority of the council are in favor
o£ commutting Mrs. Barrews’s sentence also
because of her sex. Inasmuch as the legislature made no distinction between male and
female murderers in the act restoring the
death penalty it is difficult to see why the
executive should.

The New York Mugwumps have another
grievance. One Marcus Hanlon has been
appointed a special agent of the treasury in
that city at a salary of SO a day on the recommendation of Representative Merriman.
Hanlon used to run a distilery and the New
York Post says he was in “very bad odor

with the

officers.” He was also a
of the Tweed club,
and was
one
of
the delegation
that
called on Tweed to assure him of their continued confidence after the New York
Times's exposure of the boss’s methods had
been made. Late years he has figured
as a Greenbacker.
The Post, after enumerating Hanlon’s qualifications, remarks
with
a fine
touch of
humor, that the
“Secretary of the Treasury can scarcely fail
to revoke this appointment on learning the
record of the new special agent.” These
repeated slaps the Mugwumps are getting
right in the teeth of an election seem to indicate that their “inflooence” is not considered to be worth so much as it was.
revenue

distinguished member

A very small and insignificant
spark is
sufficient to kindle a disastrous conflagration
in the East.
The peaceful revolution in
Eastern Roumelia is followed already by an
outbreak in Albania, and Macedonia is
ripe
for revolt.
Reports from the European
are
so
capitals
contradictory that it is impossible to get at the true inwardness of the
outbreak in Roumelia.
While in some
quarters it is charged that the rising was instigated by Russian agents, in others it is
claimed as emphatically that Russia had
nothing to do with it. It is difficult to believe, however, that the ruler of the little
principality of Bulgaria lias made himself
an accomplice in the violation of
the Treaty
of Berlin without
being assured beforehand
of powerful backing.
Besides the Russian
agents who keep a sharp eye on all the political movements in the East must have
known long before the Roumelian outbreak

yeais. In males it has risen from 39.9 to
41.9, and in females from 41.9 to 45.3 years.

prints. “Seldom,

if

journal, “has it been

ever,,”

said a

leading

fortune to behold
such a noble and energetic countenance.”
Two Norwich men who arrived in New
York recently from a foreign port with two

thorough

bred

dogs

onr

surprised to find
that the duty on the animals represented
seven times their value.
They left the dogs
were

the boat.
A lady from New York, who was on board
the steamer Ticonderoga, on Lake George,
at the time of the accident last week, says
on

PORTLAND,

House

Furnishings

Chamber Sots
in

Pine, Ash, Cherry, Walnut anti
Mahogany. Prices $20, $23, $25,
$28, $32.50, $35, $40, $45, $50
and up to $150 for cash

or on our

SPECIAL CONTRACT SYSTEM.
A good 10 piece Marble Top Walnut Set for $40. TERMS ON ANY
OF THESE SETS a quarter down
and $5 to $10 per month.

the name of

eighteen

could not

charged.

Walters,

and on the

other side

showed conclirively that it
possibly be he. Adams was dis-

men

Mr. Stead, the editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, just now the man most talked about in
all London, is thus described by the corre-

spondent of the Paris News:

He is the type

of a fanatical reformer, with his hair standing in all directions, his light blue eyes are
bloodshot, his face red with ill-suppressed
excitement, and his slight frame swaying to
and fro, but looking like a brave man.

One large Saratoga trunk contained the
President’s wardrobe for the trip, and some
Adirondack mud was still visible on its sides
when it was carried into the White House.
The large straw hat, old trousers, boots and
fisherman’s shirt of blue flannel, which constituted the President’s makeup in the mountains, were not brought back to Washington.
The wife of J. K. Emmet of New York has
a unique mode of
securing her new pet dog
from the fanciers. Upon driving out in her
fine equipage Mrs. Emmett has the dog in a
box on the seat beside her. The box is of
black walnut; it is about 14 by 24 inches and
about 15 inches high, with a perforated back
to admit air; a glass front to view the animal completes the arrangement.
A little daughter of David Norf of Dubois,
Pa., died a few weeks ago. Willis, her 5year-old brother, repeatedly declared that he
wanted to die, so that he might go to heaven
and see her. On Friday last he asked his
mother if he was good enough to go to heavHis mother told him that she
en if he died.
Not long afterward she
believed he was.
heard a pistol shot in a room up stairs. She
ran to the room and found Wiilis lying dead
on the floor.
In his right hand he held a revolver, with which he had shot himself

through the heart.
Paganini is describedby Karoline Bauer in
her memoirs as a haggard man, who seemed
only to consist of olive-colored skin and rattling bones. The black clothes he wore were
literally dangling about this skeleton. His
gait was languid, as if the whole bone fabric
must collapse the next moment and drop at

least some of its joints. His face looked like
a mummy head, covered with a brown
skin;
his cheeks were hollow; from the deep sockets of his eyes shown forth dismal, black fire;
long, thin hair in ringlets enframed like serpents this death’s head.
A novelty in marriage proposals is report-

The Congo king, Massala, a special favorite of the ladies of Antwerp, is reported to have lately won the
heart of an English lady, who, nothing loth,
wrote to the king offering him her hand and
heart and fortune of £50,000. Massala, evidently flattered by the proposal of the lady,
who honestly described herself as “no longer young,” caused an answer to be written to
her in which he expressed his regret that, as
he was provided with a sufficient number of
wives during his stay in Europe, he could
not enter a new matrimonial bond. If, however, she would choose a man from his suite,
Massala would be happy to further the ar-

PARLOR SUITS

fast nearing completion, and but FIFTEEN DAYS are left of the time originally announced by the linn for the disnlav of SPFUTAT
T°BE SUFFICIENT- The fo,lowing UNFABAtLELED

INDUCEMENTS'are offeredl[o^rSdems^pJrtlilnd

gSffiS
the
of
3rln

P<>AT

purchasers of $100 worth and upwards, FARES will be paid BOTH W AYS, the
REE, and parties can pay $10 down and take ONE YEAR in which to pay the

delivered I

BLACK WALNUT CHAMBER SETS.
One Special Lot ot Black Walnut Chamber Sets
consisting of three different patterns, with tops
of Italian Marble, Hudson Shell or
Lepanto
These are full sets of ten pieces each, including
French Bureau, Landscape Mirror and CombinsL
tionCommode. The stock is warranted KILN
DRIED Lumber, the style is the latest, and the
workmanship of the very best.
The former price of these sets was $55.00. As
a Special Inducement, we offer them
during the
continuance of this sale, at

$37.50, $40, $45, $48, $55, $60,
$65, $75 and npwards. Terms on

any of these PARLOR SUITS a
quarter down, balance $5 to $10
per month, according to cost of
suit.

CARPETS,
CARPETS.
$1.00
1.00
1.50
1.50
cents

For cash or on our SPECIAL CONTRACT SYSTEM, in 10 yard lots,
20 yard lots, 30 yard lots, or 500
yard lots. Terms, quarter down,
balance $5 to $10 per month, according to amount purchased. We
have an elegant line to select from.

$30.00.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT, LOWEST PRICES in Maine. We have
the New Byron, Our Choice Viola,
and
and

the famous NEW TARIFF
GROVELAND RANGES.
A good
Range and Ware for $15. Remember, we warrant every top for
a year, and we guarantee every
Range a perfect baker.
Pipe,
Zinc and Ware goes with every
Range. Any of the above Ranges
will be sold for cash or on our

SPECIAL CONTRACT SYSTEM.
Terms $5 to $10 down and $5 to
$8 per month, according to cost of

Range purchased.

CONTRACT SYSTEM.
Our line
includes all the very best makes in

New England in Round, Square
and Oval, with and without ovens.
Terms on any of these PARLOR
STOVES $5.00 to $8.00 down and
$5.00, $800 per month, according to cost or Stove. Bring or
send your measure.
An OIL
CLOTH MAT GIVEN AWAY with
every stove.
Coal Hods from 50 cts.
to
$10.00 each.
Window Shades and Drapery,

defy competition in these Special Sets above,
enumerated, Quality of Materials, Workmanship
and Price being together considered.
We

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.
One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets warranted. These sets have French Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror; the Commode has three drawers and a side door, and the drawer pulls are of
the favorite square shape, in solid brass.
These
sets are unquestionably the best bargains in genuine cherry sets ever offered in this country.
Former price, $53.00; Special Cut Price

$42.00.

One lot yf 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
Mirror. Combination Panels and Handsome Ornamentation. Reduced from $23.00 to

$18.00.
These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
made and attractive looking.
Terms of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and $1 per week until paid,
or S4 per mouth if
are paid montlilv.
We have Forty other different styles of painted
enamelled sets constantly on exhibition at our

Warerooins. Those above mentioned are entirely
New, having been designed expressly for our
Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere else
in Boston.

PARLOR SUITS.

lioganized Panels, French Bureau with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls.
Former price, $33.00, reduced to

lot of 75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits,
7 PIECES complete, including GENT’S EASY
CHAIR, LARGE ARM NOISELESS PLATFORM
ROCKER, TWO-PART BACK SOFA and FOUR
LARGE SITTING CHAIRS. The FRAMES arc
BLOCKED and DOWELLED, and are manufactured from WARRANTED KILN-DRIED LUMBER. REDUCED from $55.00 to

$27.00.

$45.00.

One

One lot of 100 Elegant Malioganized Chamber
Sets of ten pieces complete: Curl v Maple or Ma-

We furnish these Sets with best Italian, Lepanto or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
We have severrl other patterns of Malioganized
Sets, equally low in price, which we have not
space here to enumerate.

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered in
Hair Cloth, with frames of Solid Black
Walnut, and of the very best make. This lot consists of 7 pieces, including Window and Corner
Chairs, Large Arm Rocker With Western Spring
Attachment, Easy Chair, two-part back Sofa, and
two Reception Chairs; reduced from $45.00 to

first-quality

$38.50.

One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, ten pieces

complete, with Landscape Mirror and

tion Commode.
Former price, $36.00, now offered at

Combina-

monthly.

One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the
New Square Design, ten pieces complete.
These
were considered a bargain at $30.00;
but we
have marked them, to close, at

Plush

Terms of Credit on above sets, to residents
Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until
paid, or $5 per month, if purchasers are paid
of

$22.00.

W.J.

addition to these two special offers we have
on exhibition
Parlor Suits in almost endless
variety, ranging from $50 to $160 each, made
from new and fresh Spring designs, upholstered
in a combination of colors of embossed
plush, spun
silk or hair cloth, on which we annouuce similar
cut prices to those above mentioned.
In

have made a sweeping
twenty-five per cent, reduction.
We offer an English Dinner Set of 124
pieces of
the new square shape for $9.00.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44
a,
pieces,
84.50.
An English Dinner Set of 112
810.50.
pieces,
1 eruis of Credit on above sets to residents of
Portland, S3 down and SI per week until paid, or
*4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
tile variety
of designs is fully matched by the cut
prices at which the sets are marked.
We have

STOVE DEPARTMENT.

$22.00.

WE OFFER TO-DAY

25 Seal Plush

Garments, Quilted
Satin Lining, in all Sizes,
at

plication.

Terms of Credit on above ranges, to residents
Portland. 84 down and 81 per week until paid,
84 per month if purchasers are paid monthly

of

or

We Mnst Enlarge! Goods Mnst be Sold!
Catalogue*

and term* of hou*ehoId good*
by mall upon application.
Order* by
mail for any of the above good* promptly
attended to. No

our

see

the

Goods,

prices,see how we

DONNELL BUILDING,

A Few Doors below the Post Office

LITTLE.

03t

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

ISAAC G. ATKINSON, Manager.

THIS WEEK.
School

Paper, 10 cents
Writing Paper, 15

Insure Against Marine Risks Only.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St,

Boston & Portland Clothing Co
i

Marine Hisks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,

1884.$3,958,039.44

Premiums on Policies not marked
oft 1st January, 1884. 1,447,756.70
Total Marine Premiums.$5,505,796.14

1

__

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Pel). 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating iu 1884.

40 PER CEIfT.
J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. II. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J.W. MUNCER &

dtl

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

■%

Portland,
feb3

19 1-2 Exchange St.

...

’85_dlnieodllm&w6w
P ILE S.

eodtf

without tlie
of knife
ligature by
CURED
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street. Auburn.
Treats all

BANKERS,

,,r

ATE. S. HOTEL, ROOM 18,
Every Saturday, from

9 a.

THE

Consipcrxtton_

unanimously

decided that

CALL

they

can

SEE

BEST

THE OLD STAND AND
THE LARGEST STOCK OF
AT

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHINO CO.
COVERS.
than anywhere else. We never sold good all wool goods so low as we
are offering them now.
Some Rare Bargains still remain. Tuning and reThe WINTER OVERCOATS, ULSTERS, REEFERS ,&c,, carried over
pairing to order.
from last season are ha ving a big sale and many bargains still remain.
Remember the prices are from $2.50 and $20.00, and every garment
is selling at much reduced
prices.
We make SPECIAL MENTION of two large lots of FINE ALL WOOL
SUITS in EXTRA SIZES, 42 to 50, at $12.00 to $15.00; these goods 3 Free Street Block,
Portland.
were made to our order and are especially adapted to the wants of
dtf
fo°12_„
1

Samuel Thurston,

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

in YOUNG MEN’S and BOYS’ STYLISH SUITS.
Our ROUGH and TUMBLE School Suits for Boys, as well as
many
other styles, have caused much favorable comment.
We keep a large
stock on hand continually.

STRICTLY ONE

BAKER’S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoaf from which the excess of

PRICE.

Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.,
255 MIDDLE STREET. FDRTLMD, IIE.

Manager.

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
So.
Commercial Street.
jyl4dtf

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 30 to 48 hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
413 Fore Street.

Je23
dtf
NOTICE.
sold my stock of Ship Buiidine MaMutual
Citizens
Relief Society.
terials to W. II. S1MONTON & 80N which
haa been removed to their yard at 426 Commer
stated meeting for September will beheld
cial St., I hereby recommend them to the natron
at Reception Hall, next Friday Evening, at
age of my customers with many thanks for nut
7V-A o’clock, 25th Inst. The Directors will meet
favors.
J. WILMS TAYLOR
half an hour earlier.
M. N. KICII,
1
sepll
scp22dtd
dim
Secretary.

THE

W. BAKER & CO.,

Dorchester,

SAVE YOUR
—

Mass.

HEELS-

BY USING

—

Sanford’s Perfect Heel

Protectors.
Will keep the heel square, will not
slip, are not noisy; will save any man
or woman $1.00 in repairs. Mingle pairs 10 cents.
Applied by shoemakers. Portland office—C. F.
MOULTON, Mgr., 567 Congress St. Main office—
THE SANFORD M'F'U
36 High St Boston,

CC?.,

Mass._____

THIS PAPER
Bureau
Advertising
iy7

aug24dlm

(10 Spruce Street), where ndvertii
IN NEW YORK.
dtr

Ing contracts may be made for It

TDIKSDAY EVENKNCi, SEPT. 94 th
the greatest of American successes,
‘

‘M’LISS,”
Child of the Sierras.

Miss Pixley will introduce in each play new
songs, brilliant medleys, dances, etc.
Sale of
Seats, 75 and 50 ets.: gallery 35 cts.
seats commences Monday, Sept. 21.
seplSdOt

EASTERN NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

aud

Continental

Exchange

bought ;.ud Hold at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Cettera of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Mecuritics Bought and Mold.

Newburyports

Rockland.Gs & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

Bath.Gs & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. R. R
Gs
..

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No. 194
January

MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
1.1884.

6

P

janldtf

RTLAND

Portlands,

vs.

Thursday, Sept. 94.

il4t

PORTLAND^THEATRE.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, SEPT. 25&26.
Important Dramatic Event,

An

KATE CLAXTON
—

AND

—

CHAS.A. STEVENSON
In the Dramatization of Hugh
Famous Work,

eodtf

jan31_

Portlands,

vs.

Tuesday A Wednesday, Mept. 99 Sc 93.

Conway’s

GALLED BACK
Will be Produced in an Excellent Manner.

ELEGANT COSTEMES,
MAGNIFICENT SCENERY,
POWERFUL CAST.
Seats 76 and 50. Gallery 35.
Sale of seats
commences Wednesday, Sept. 23.
sep21dlw

TRUST COMPANT, OPERA SEASON
First National Bank
At CITY" HAEE, by the

Building.

City, County

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
JelO
eodtf

MISS ANNA WILLEY,

OF

PARRIS STREET.
Pupil of N. E Conservatory. d2w*

sep22

English

Classical

and

Orchestra of 14 Boston .Ylusicians.

Tickets: 50, 75 cents and SI. Matinee tickets:
and 50 cents. Now on sale at Stock bridge’s.
Saturday Erg, Oct. 10. “BOHEMIAN GIRL,”
with Stockbridge Course.
Books of the operas
and librettos at Stockbridge’s.
seplOdlw

25

PIANO,

31

Celebrated Artint* in the Cast,
Npecial Ncenery and Elegant Costumes,
(irand Chorus, and an

Friday Evening, Oct. 0, “GIRALDA. Adam.
Saturday Matinee, Oct. 10, “MARTHA,” Flotow.

EDUCATIONAL.

TEACH ER

BOSTON

IDEAL OPERA CO.,

and Railroad Bonds, aud

other First-Class Securities.

School,

1-2 CONGRESS NT., 2d FLOOR.

Open to both sexes. Individual and class instruction. Heat, light and ventilation excellent.
Special attention given to English branches. Graduates of Grammar Schools preparing for College
save a year at this school.
Fall term begins Monday, Sept. 14th.
Z{/"Private lessons after 2 p. m. in English,
Latin, Greek, French or German.
For further information, till above date, address
C. B. VARNEY, A. M.,
Deering, Me.
aug28eodtf_

KINDERGARTEN.

THE

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE

Mrs. Carter’s Kindergarten reopens 148 Spring St., Portland,
Sept. 16. For further particulars
inquire of Mrs. Alice L. Carter,
148 Spring St.

ang28_

OF MAINE.
ORGANIZED

PORTLANDjlCADEMY.

Fall Term

COMPANY,

eodtf

Begins Sept.

IN

1848.

Has liad thirty-five years’ experience

14.

and HIGH SCHOOL
of
JT8 RECORD IS
GRAMMAR
study for pupils of both
Special attention
courses

sexes.

given to those taking a business course. Private pupils received as usual. For particulars ai>MISS ETTA A. FILES,
Ply to
No. 173 Oxford St., or 14 Brown St.

sep4d3w_

No. 180 Middle St.,
sepl7

or

Residence No. 125 Pearl St.

Portland,

d3in

Mr.

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.
7

Dividends,.

4,208,602.74

A

5,592,112.84

TOTAL PAYMENT

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
MILLIONS
TWENTY-ONE
LARS, equal to

BOYD

STREET.

to

OF

DOL-

THOUSAND
SIXLARS, paid policy-holders
for each

year of

the

company’s existence.

are

DOL.

only S5,«

MAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
94#0«000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of $735, 300.00 by the New
York standard.

IT

PERRY7S
UNION MUTUAL recognizing its
for Children THE
in its
tuality, is the
with its
mu-

—AND—

Will reopeu at her residence, No. 110 Winter St.,
inber 21st.
received at the earliest school age and
for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell’s

Sils

it desired.

CLASSES IN SEWING work on a tried
system.
An Advanced Claw iu
Sewing will be
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must understand ordinary plain sewing.
A few pupils in
sewing will be received during Aug. and Sept.

STENOGRAPHY.
thoroughly instructed in Stenography
and Type Writing at this school.
Lessons
orally or by mail. Day and evening sessions.
Copying neatly done in long hand or on the type
writer. Business men furnished witli stenogra'nn-

PUPILS

circular.
PORTLAND SCHOOL OF STENOGRAPHY,
537 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Send for
...

aug21eod2m

CHINA PAINTING AND FIRING.
Drilling, Painting

most liberal company

dealings

SEWINfG CL.ASSES

ers.

3,140,251.96

PRESENT!ASSETS ARE
ITS001.61,
while its liabilities
COLCORD, V««,570i50.

Jan24_atf

School

$7,892,511.71

Endowments paid.
Surrendered policies,

HUNDRED

ICAL STUDIES
J.

Death losses paid,

anil Indelible Ink.

policy-holders.

POLICY CONTRACT
ITSdefinite
in all its terms, and

is plain and
chance for

no

misconception.

ARE
ITS POLICIESINCONTESTABLE

After

three years for any cause except fraud.

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT

ITDISCOUNT, immediately the proofs

are

com-

plete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
any number of days.

or

ISSUES POLICIES
XTplans,
and its

on

nil

approved

premium plan and
Adjusted
NON FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN

are

special features of this company and issued by
1
other.

none

ADVANTAGES of thi« Company are
THE
rASSt EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINAN-

LAK«E SURPLUS, EQUITand ATTRACTIVE PLANS,
and conservative management.
ABLE

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

JAMES

a

circular

SINKINSON,

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

MISS II. K. CKEIGIITOK
Is prepared to receive pupils and form classes for
the winter in tlie above named branches.
She
will make a specialty of China Painting, and w ill
Fire China in her own kiln and under her own
supervision, for her pupils. Plain and Fancy
Marking in indelible ink on table linen, handkerchiefs. &e., done to order.
Specimens of work may lie seen and inquiries
made at 90 PARK ST.
seplBdlm

Portland, Maine.

mar4

Iii lusolveucy.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland, State of Maine. September 15. A. I). 1885.
In ease of CHESTER G. ROBINSON., Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the fifteenth day of
September, A. D. 1885. a Warrant in Insolwas issued by Henry C.
Judge of
vency
the Court of Insolvency for saidPeabody,
County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
CHESTER G. ROBINSON, of Portland,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Debtor which petition was filed on tlie
fifteenth day of September, A. D. 1885, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and tlie transfer and delivery of any proiierty
by him are forbidden bv law.
That a meeting of tlie Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will lie held at a Court of Insolvency to be holdeu at Probate Court Room in
said Portland, on the fifth day of October, A. D.
1885, at ten o’clock ill tlie forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said Comity of Cumberland.

eodtf

®Pii

BUY THIS

PIANO?

THESE THREE MEN
have looked all around and have
DO BETTER at the

to

eodtf

WOULD YOU
A Financial.

in.

4 p. in.

marll

WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPT. liSd,
Fred Marsden’s new Irish Comedy Drama,

No. 218 Middle Street.

or

diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years
experience aed hundreds of cases cured in different parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skeptical.
Portland, Dec. 1,1884.
we, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the conffdence of the public. His method is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.,
RICH’D K. GATI.EY, 59 & 61 Union St„
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St„ Portland.
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL. 60 Cross St.. Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Dr’s. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.

—

Harry Meredith,

sep21
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use

ASSISTED BY

dramatic company of unusual excellence.

and a

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

MRS.

AFTER PROOF.

THIRTY^DAYS

and
and

CHARLES W. CRIMMER,
TEACHER OF VIOLIN AND GUITAR
and other Instruments,

$12,938,289.38.

LOSSES PAID IN

Mr.

ST.

sepl7_

on

ASSETS:

Pound.
per
“
“

Fine Cream and White Note Paper, 25 cents
per lb.
A large variety of Children’s Illustrated books
at very low prices.
Try my Jet Black Writing Fluid, only 10 cents a
bottle.

Open Every Evening. HAVING
ELECTRIC LICHTS.

YORK,

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.

Atkinson & Co.

Good*

ATLANTIC

Premiums

CALL AND SEE OUR BARGAINS

W.,C. WARE,

B. A.

packing.

Company will take risks at their office, New
on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

do business, then if you
don’t save your Dollars
don’t buy. Write for our
contract system, or call
LARGE MEN.
at corner of
Special bargains

Pearl & Middle Sts.,

for

York,

_

manufacturers, saving
profit. Our enormous pur-

Come and

charge

This

&

EXCHANGE

32

aent

delivered in Portland free of charge.

favorite

the

ANNIE PIXLEY

other Investment Securities.

HOLLAND SHADES.
We have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, in 10 different colors, w hich
we will offer in connection with the above
sale at
65c EACH.

OF NEW

As this is to be the popular material for garments the
coming season,
we invite attention to this
early purchase.

MILLETT

Buy and sell City, County
Railway Bonds, Bank Stock

BONDS !

Besides these special designs, we furnish the
celebrated Walker, Magee, and New Hub Ranges
at
very low prices. Every range we sell is warranted to bake.
Illustrated catalogues of our
ranges mailed anywhere In New England on ap-

$25.00 each.

_s<‘t'21

ESTABLISHED 1854.

complete

$17.00.

ONI.Y !

“After an absence of tliree years,”
comedienne

—

BANKERS AND BROKERS.

Mtcs-lin:?

particular attention to this portion ot
our establishment.
One lot of 100 Double Oven Kanges, complete
with ware, reduced from $25 to

THEATRE.

NIGHTS

H.M.PAYSON&CO. EILY.

8e,s

We ask

are

continent.

*50’iUldTea

One lot of 75 Single-Oven Kanges,
with ware, reduced from 8*0 to

Street.

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Hanks aud Trust Funds, constantly
on hand.
eodtf
Jan2h

493

STOVES

you one
chases for our three stores are
made on a much lower basis than
small quantities of goods can be
bought for. Our CONTRACT SYSTEM is the SQUAREST, FAIREST and BEST SYSTEM on this

we

tfSS!*1*t0

Exchange

PORTLAND

TWO

Brocktons

U0„ NO. 5 ONION STREET, BOSTON.
Garments tor Winter! MRU INSURANCE

and RANGES.

sepio

fron?formcr figures.
CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

HbHVhi &

the consideration of all the people. Our goods are all NEW, reports to the contrary notwithWe have distributed
standing.
through New England in the past
four years over a MILLION DOLLARS’ worth of FURNITURE,

get

Carpets, together

reduced

purchasers

Rockers, Easy Chairs, Lounges,
Hat Trees, Sideboards, Marble
and Cloth Top Tables, Parlor and
Office Desks, Dining Room Chairs
and Tables, and a full and complete line of House Furnishings
of every description.
FACTS, unvarnished FACTS for

We

Cor. Middle aud

sroo.K
*

One lot of several patterns All-Wool
Carnets at
«Oc per yard. One lot 50
places All-Wool extra
Supers at «5c per yard.
One lot 75 pieces
Tapestry, of Standard make, at «5c per yard.
elisve “iso a large variety of
Koxbury. Lowwith
«lu M°Quette
ll ** PriCCS

f.,nriYsse*p

$42.50.
We have also a very large variety of other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from *50 to *150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

Stoves and Ranges.

*1mhC
BANKERS

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

In this department

$26.00.

Kirby, Union, Nassau, Quaker

One lot of 50 Solid Ash Chamber Sets of a style
new the past
spring. These are Full Sets
and are warranted. They nave a beautiful Marquetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at our Former figure of $35.00. We now, however, offer f liem tor

entirely

A.tl l'8BM ENTS.

WOODBURY

reniaintUsr®°

MAH0CA1ZED CHAMBER SETS.

which you can select and have
your set made to order for the
same price for cash or on our SPECIAL CONTRACT SYSTEM. Prices

CARPETS, BEDDING,

during me

case

monthly.

Upholstered in all the latest covering, including Hair Cloth, Bannie’s
Sunn Silk, Silk Plush and Mohair
Plushes, combinaeion of colors,

ed from Antwerp.

rangement.

Are

Credit on these sets, to residents of
Portland, *5 down and *1.25 per week until paid,
or *5 per month if purchasers receive their pay

PARLOR STOVES.

Twelve witnesses on one side positively identified a Mr. Adams as a man who passed by

HOUSE

W. H. HERVEY & CO., OF NO. 5 UNION ST., BOSTON,
pibchJ

Term, of

All Wool Extras 60 cents to
“
“
Tapestry Brnssels 57 “ “
Body Brnssels 95 “ “
Velvet
95
Cotton and Wool Carpets 35 to 50

.he MAMMOTH

I~Any person purchasing $25 worth of goods will be PAID HIS FAKE TO BOSTON BY BOAT, and tin11,1
goods will be delivered FREE in Portland.
$5°
o£ S°°‘,S wi" ,,avc hls FABE PA,D BOTH "AYS ,{V
and

the Glens Falls Times, was so agitated that
she rushed up to the captain, and, throwing
her arms around his neck, pathetically asked
him if there was a telephone on board.
For the opening season, says the Philadel- i
300 in stock and 200 more to
phia Record, a dance teacher has devised
what he calls the dervish. It consists of a arrive. 13 different Styles and
few slow', measured, stately revolutions in Patterns; over 20 different sizes,
ordinary waltz time, followed by a dozen ranging iu price from $4.00 to
rapid waltz ooes, done so suddenly that the
Cash or on onr SPECIAL
couples look like wild dervishes of the des- $40,

ert.
Sea W'ater has been converted into a bevA little citric acid
erage by Thomas Kay.
or citrate of silver is added to the
briny liquid, chloride of silver is precipitated and a
harmless mineral water is produced. An
ounce of citrate renders a half pint of water
urinuaoie.
seven ounces would furnish a
shipwrecked man with water for a week.
At 58 Mr. J. T. Trowbridge is a prosperous
man of letters, bearing in his ruddy and
genial face no trace of the trials which he encountered in early life. He lives on the
banks of a beautiful sheet of water in one of
Boston’s most beautiful suburbs, Arlington.
He was born in a log house near where the
city of Rochester, N. Y., now stands.
A queer case of doubtful identity has been
figuring in the Fitchburg, Mass., courts.

Which^^^ent^heen^progress ftn

Um^whi^h EEMA^S?"
ME%

Philadelphia Press.

Mr. Gladstone was greeted with marked
respect by the Norwegians everywhere, and
received many compliments from the public

^ie

can

COR. PEARL and MIDDLE STS.,

FINANCIAL.

15 DAYS MORE!
The ENLARGEMENTS

& CO.,

KNIFE TO EFFECT.

Washington Republican.

first ballot in the New York Republiconvention throws very little light on
the outcome of the meeting. Gen. Carr
leads, as it was sunposed he would, but it'is

from

B. A. Atkinson

SCALPING

dicted that many other American towns and
cities will adopt the exhilarating Canadian
sport this winter.
The journal of the English Statistical Society shows that the mean duration of life in
England has increased during the last 50

was

MISCELLANEOUS.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Maryland where there is a big
Democratic majority, and Sterling is from
New York where the parties are very evenly
divided and the Mugwump vote counts for
something.

gins

FURNITURE.

CURRENT COMMENT.

professions.

Commissioner Black’s

the Boston board

preparations were making for
something of the kind. President Wasburn
of Robert College says that months ago the
signs were abundant that that Roumelia was
contemplating revolution. Had Iiussia not
looked upon the movement witli favoring
eyes she would have taken measures to nip

occurred that

PRESS.

THE

»ed

Soap
PAYS NO
FANCY PROFIT
But is

sepl6&2b

Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of

THIS

cost of
other

market.

Soap,
the

_______dim*

DISSOLUTION

OF CO-PIRTNURMIII’.

ns«i!a»8S\,tB
this’dav

firm name of Lane & Dean, is
disolved
consent. Chas. W. Lane will' continue
business at tlie old stand and will settle the
[he
billsof tlie firm.
CHARLES W. LANK.
the

by mutual

Portland Sept. 21,1885.'

DEAIiscp2id8w

production than any
in the

See that you get this
accept any of

and not

numerous

imitations that

pay the grocer
to recommend.

more

money
The word

WELCOME and the Clasped
Hands are on every bar.
augl3

eodtdec21

DR.

Notice.

Indebted to Maher & Co., or John
A LV,P.T\0»S
1 Mailer, are requested to make
f
payment
tome; and aiicreditors of said Mailer & Co., or
John P. Maher, will present their claims to me
if
they desire to join in the assignment.
II. M. MALING, Assignee
Portland, Sept. 10.1885.
i>34 Miudle st

the

Laundry Soap

___seplf»&23

Assignee’s

original compound,

PUREST
STOCK, and is sold by the
makers and dealers nearer the

III

Maine. September 15th. A. D. 1885.
In case of JAMES C. LEWIS, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on tlie fifteenth day
of September, A. D. 18so, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of tlie Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JAMES C. LEWIS, of Scarborough,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor which petition was filed on the fifteenth day of September, A. I). 1885, to which
date interest on claims is to lie computed.
That tlie payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any propby him are forbidden bv law.
erty
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of ills estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate Court Room in
said Portland on the fifth day of October, A. D.
1885, at ten o'clock in tlie forenoon.
Given under my band the date first above written.
II. R. SARGENT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

an

made from

_

A

BURNHAM’S

EYE WATER.

Vnluiihle Di«r«ter, for the
Preservation of Might.
sight begins to blur, or where the eyes

New null

If your
smart, burn, itch or feel as though sand was in them,
do not fail to give it a trial, it w ill relieve you at once.
These are true symptoms of approaching failure of
vision, iiv its immediate use, the use of glasses may
For all inflammation of the
lie delaye'd (or years.
eyes and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there is trouble with the tear passages.it has no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or where
'here is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
■ataract. tills Is guaranteed a sure cure. Prepared
only) by HUKNHAM liKON.. Opticians, No. 4H6
Main street. Worcester Mass., and 300Mainstrwt
Snffalo. N. V.
Price SOC per package.
For sale by Druggists

;enerally.

sepl7d3m

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 22. 1886.—The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 23.

Colorado Coal.
llomestake.

WITIAND WISDOM.

If you are nervous or dyspeptic try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes you nervous
and nervousness makes you dyspeptic; either one
renders you miserable and these little pills cure
_

3-year-old girl was taught to close her evening prayer, during the temporary absence of her
father, and please watch over papa.” It soundA

sweet, but the mother’s amusement may
imagined when she added "and you had better
keep an eye on mamma, too!”

ed
be

verv

The Burdock Plant is one of the best diuretics or kidney regulators in the vegetable world,
and the compound known as Burdock Blood Bitters, is unsurpassed in all diseases of the kidneys,
liver and blood.
‘‘How old are you? my little man?” asked a
gentleman of a youngster of three years, to whom
he was being introduced.
“I’m not old at all,” replied the little man; “I’m
almost new.”

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They first
make you sick and then leave you constipated.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills regulate the bowels and
make you well. Dose, one pill.
A young man was enraged on receiving an invitation from his sweetheart to “come and play
you cur this evening.

Yellow Biscuits are never seen where the Con
gre-.s Yeast Powder is used, for this powder is so
carefully prepared that it never fails to make the
highest and best biscuits, cakes &c.

FINANCIAL

ANDJOMMERCIAL.

RFEICHTS.:
are recent charters:
Brig Elizabeth Winslow, Portland to Cardenas
or Matanzas, sliooks and heads 25c.
Brig H. B. Cleaves, same.
Schr Perseverance,Kennebec to New York,lumber at private terms.
Schr Sabao,Portland to Norwich, Ct., spool wood
at private terms.
Schr J. Nickerson, Portland to New York, lumber 81,75.
Br. Bark Oneata, Brunswick, Ga., to Buenos
Ayres, lumber $14V2 p M.
Bark Dida E. Clark, Boston to West Coast of
Africa and back at private terms.
Schr Grace Cushing, Philadelphia to Yarmouth,
coal SI and discharged.
Bark Golden Sheaf, Charleston to Paysandu
and back to U. S. at private terms.
Brig Stephen {Bishop, Norfolk to Martinique,
M.
staves $9
Brig Stephen Bishop, Orchella to Baltimore,
guano 82 19 ton.
Brig Gipsey Queen, Norfolk to St. Tbornas, coal

following

The

Plymouth.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 22.1885.—The followng are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Male & Norcross.6Vs
Savage. IT's

Brig Gipsey Queen, Turks Island to Philadelphia, salt 6V2C p bush.
Schr Lucy A. Davis, Baltimore to La Guayra
and Puerto Cabello, coal $2.25 and port charges.
Schr Maggie J. Chadwick, Rockport to Charleston, lime 25c.
Schr Minnie C. Taylor, Frankfort to New York,
paving $14 p M, granite $1 ^ ton.
Schr Etna, Kennebee to Philadelphia, ice at
terms.

Bark Henry A. Burnham, Portland to New Orleans, plaster at private terms.
[Special to Press.]
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 22, 1885.—Wooden
vessels fixed at 20s to Liverpool direct; 27s to
Cardill direct.

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Sept. 22, 1885.
Tho following are the closing quotations of*
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Grniu.

Flour.

lHigli Mixed Coru.55@5G
low grades..3 *25@3 50 No 2 do, car lots..54a55
X Spring and
57.£58
Corn, bag lots
XX Spring. .5 00£)5 25 Meal, bag lots.... 65 c|56

Superfine and

w

—

Patent

Surine

Oats,

car

lots.3G

<|38

Wheats.5 50^5 90 Oats, bag lots.. ..38;§40
Cotton Seed,
Michigan Wintorstraights4 50@475 car lots..27 00@27 50
4 75 ogB 25 Cotton Seed,
do roller
St Louis Winbag lots-.28 90v§;29 00
—

straights. ..5 00@5
do roller_5 25o>5

WinterWheat

Patents.5
Fish.

25
75

Sack’dBr’n,
car

lots.. 17 50@18 00
g...l8 60@19 00

d
50@5 75, Midlings,crl8 00 a, 21 00
do bag.... 20 00@24 00

Provisions.
Cod. ^ qtl—
Large Shores 25 ©3 50 Pork25 ^13 50
Banks
50
Backs—13
25^3
Largo
Small.2 75 eg 3 00 Clear.12 75@13 00
10
00
50a4
00
Mess
50all
Cod3
English
Pollock.1 75j£2 75, Mess Beef.. 10 50^11 00
Ex. Mess. 11 00 «11 50
Haddock.1 60ij§2 00
11 60gll 75
Plate
Hake.1 7525
Ex Plate. 11 50^12 60
Herring—
Sealed & bx... 14@18o LardTubs t> lbNo. 1.12^16c
@7 c
a7
Tierces....
c
Mackerel D1 bbl—
Shore 1. 14 00«*)lG00i Pails.71,4s;8 c
No. 2, 6 00^7 801 Hams p lb.loy2 ftllc
a) 14c
Large 3s.I covered.. 13
Oil.
Medium.4 00^5 001
Small.2 25.<£3 00: KeroseneI Port. Ref. Pet. 7%c
Produce.
IWater White.10% c
Cranborries—
IDevoe Brill’t.I2y2<*
Cape Cod...
Maine.»G 00ia7 00 ! Piatt’s Astral...12 al^e
—

Pea Beans

1 75 u.1

—

85!Ligonia.lo%e

10c
Mediums....1 60^1 70!Silver White.
md.l 40 a 1 501 Centennial.... • —10% c

German

VTeilowEyesl

G5al

751

Need*.

3 25^/3 501 Red Top.2 25 ®2 37
Onions
45a&50 Timothy Seed2 00 a2 10
Potatoes, bush
Eggs £> doz.. 19,a^Oc Clover.10y2@llc
Kni*iu*.
lb
Chickens
15®20ci
11 a 13c Muscatel.2 50^3 00
ib.
Fowls
S.Petatoes.$2 75^3 25 London Lay’r 3 15^3 37
II u tier.

Ondura10 a)l 1

c
c

Creameryplb 24g25c Valencia.Gy2@S
Gilt Edge Ver 21 a23c
Apple*.
Choice. 18a;20c New m bbls 1 50fdi2 50
Salic
Good. 15;»16c Evaporated.ib
Store. 10^12c i Dried Apples. 3V2^4l/2
Sliced do
Cheese.
4y2«i5
Orange*.
Vermont... 9V2c$10e
Mesina.3 50&4 50
N. Y. fact’/ 9l/a to L Oc
JLemou*.
Nsignr.
ib... 7A/2 c i Palermo.4 50®G 50
Granulate l
cl
Kxtra C.7
Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND,Sept. 22, 1885.
Maine Central Railroad, for Portl-

Received by
and 28Jcars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads, 127 cars; miscellaneous}mereban
dise.
«__
Hides and Tallow.
following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides
Gy2c ^ lb
ib
Cow Hides, all weights.6y2e
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights.... 4\/2c 4> ib
ib
Calf Skins, 7 to 10 ibs.... 10
The

Skins.50@66c eacii
Light and Deacon Skins, 30 to 35c each
Rendered Tallow.5 c$> lb

Lamb

Rough

lb

Tallow.

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received
daily :

(By Telegraph.)

T. & 8. F. C8%
Mexical Central 7s. 42
New York & New England. 21 Va

Telephone.190

Bell

New York Stock and

Money

Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 22. 1885.—Money on call

continues easy at l^filVi; prime mercantile paper at 4.&5. Foreign Exchange dull and unchangState bonds
ed. Governments dull and steady.
dull and steady. Railroad bonds active and rathStocks closed dull ami firm at figures
er heavy.
that are generally not much helmv best of the day

and fractionally higher than yesterdcy's closing.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 160.198 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations oi
Government securitirs:
United States bonds, 3s.108%
lilted States bonds, 4‘4 s, leg.112 V»
United States bonds, 4*4s, coup.112*4
United States bonds, 4s, reg.122*/8
United States bonds, 4s, coup.123*/8
Pacific (>s. ’95.127
Tbe following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Stocks;
Chicago & Alton.131*4
Chicago* Alton preferred.150
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.129*4
Erie. 15%
Erie

preferred.

31

Illinois Central.131*4
Lake shore.
71*4
Michigan Central. 05%
New Jersey Central. 41%
Northwestern
97*4
Northwestern preferred.127
New York Central. 98*4
Rock Island.119*:.
St. Paul. 79%
St. Paul preferred.113*4
Union Pacific Stock.
Western Union Tel. 08*4
American Express Co. 98
Adams Express Co.140
Alton & Terre Haute. 32*4
Alton & Terre Haute preferred
98
Boston Air Line. 94
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. 60
Central Pacific. 37
Canada Southern. 37 *4
Del. & Lackawanna.101%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co. 84*4
Denver * R. G. 12%
E. Tenn.. Vir. & Ga.
o*4
...

dnioreferred.

Hartford & Erie 7s.
Missouri Pacific.
Houston & Texas.
Hannibal & St. ,lo.

donreferred.

10
20

<)2&/h

ojj
S8

Kansas * Texas. |. or\Y
Louis & Nash.
2/J
Lake Erie & West..
Morris & Essex.
',
Mobile * Ohio.
f/./J
/J

Metropolitan Elevated.

j.jJ,

Manhattan E evated...100
New York Elevated..
Northern Pacific common. 2,6/,
do preferred. 471,5
Oregon Nav. 80
Pittsburg* Fort Wayne.130*/

Pittsburg.141
Pacific) Mai!. 48-ti

PullmanICar.128’/
Richmond & Danville. 75
Rending. 18
St. Paul & Omaha. 33
8t. Paul & Omaha preferred. 92 V
St Louis and" San F rancisco. 18
do 1st
<lo 2d

preferred..82

preferred. 32
Union Pacific 6s.115
Union Pacific L. G. 7s.107’/
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.119
St. P. M. and M.101*/
Wells Fargo Express.114
U. S. Express Co. 64

IVs
l®/«
1 Vs

1,.
JVs
BVi

13 50; backs 13 00'a 13 50: light hacks 12 00*
12 50; lean ends 12 73*13 00; prime mess 13 00
*13 50; extra prime 10 50*1100; mess 11 00*
11 50.
Bard 6%@7V4e
it for tierces; 7ya@7%o for
10-lh pails; 7%@8efor 5-lb pail": s.asiXe for3-lb

lb, according to size

PENSACOLA—Ar 19th. barque Levi S Andews,
Watts, Rockport; sch Lizzie Chadwick, Gilchrist,
Baltimore.
Cld 21st, sch Gertrude L Trundy, Sliaekford,
New York.
8AVANNAHA—Ar 19th, sell Emma F Hart.
Keiraebee.
RICHMOND—Ar 21st, sell Alfred Keeeu, Gree
lev, Windsor, N8.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 2lst, sell Yale, Hodg-

don,

Hay—Choice prime hay $20@$21; fancy J—;

fair to good, $19®$20; choice East line 817*818
fair to good at $10 *$17; poor do $*14*15. Rye
straw, choice $15*10 50.
Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN,Spt. 22,1885,-Cattle marketdemand and quality not Improved.

Bath;

Cattle Market.

Telegraph.)

CHICAGO, Sept.122,1885.—Cattle—Receipts 5,000head; shipments 1,800bead; firm; shipping
steers at 3 00@6 00; Stockers and feeders at 2 50
@4 00; cows, bulls and mixed at 160@3 00;
Texans 2 G0@4 00; Western rangers, natives and half breeds 3 G5@6 00; cows at 2 75@
3 60.

through

Hogs—Receipts 13,000 head; shipments 0,000;
10c lngherjrougli and mixed at 3 60@3 90; park
ins and shipping at 3 95@4 35; light ,3 60@4 50;
skips 2 50a3 60.
Sheep—Receipts 3000 head; shipments 000 hd;
steady; natives 2 00@4 00; western Texans 2 00
@3 40; Texans 2 0O@3 10.
Domestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
YORK. Sept. 22, 1885.—Flour market
—Receipts 21,594 bbls; exports 1954 bbls;strong
or and 5;&16e 0 bid higher; export demand light;
lair jobbing trade; sales 18,050 bbls.
■ Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 35g3 SO; Superfine
Western and State at 2 95@3 50; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 46@3 85; good to
choice 3 90@5 60; common to choice white wheat
Wes extra, 5 00b 5 25: fancy do, 6 30@5 60;eommon to good extra Ohio, 3 45® 5 60; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 45®5 60; patent Minue
sota extra, good to prime, 5 10®5 40; choice to
double extra do 5 50@5 76, including 400 bbls
city mill extra at 5 00@5 05; 600 bbls fine do at
2 35 a 3 30; 400 bbls superfine at 2 95 o 3 00 ;1500
bills extra No 2 at 3 40a3 85; 4800 bbls Winter
wheat extra at 3 45 ®6 00; 0300 Minnesota extra
at 3 4o@5 75.
Southern flour held firm; good to
choice i05®4 50.
Rye flour very steady. M'heni
—receipts 81,200 busli exports 53,023 bush; spot
lots advanced about lc, closing firm; speculation
very brisk; sales 112,000 bush spot; No 2 Chicago
at SOVsC; No 3 Red 92% ®93e dNo 2 Red at 95Ms
@96c elev; No 1 Red Stale at 98c; No 1 White
at 94Vic. Rye nominal; Western 51@61c; State
Corn 14@y2C liigiier, closing with a
GO®64c.
slight reaction and fair export demand; speculation verv quief; receipts 63,700 bush; exports
134,7GO bu: sales 209,000 bush oil spot; No 3 at
48c; No 2 at 48V&&49C elev, No 2 White 49y2c.
Outs lAslVtc lower; receipts 137,75o bush; exports 96,085 bush; sales 106,000 bush on spot;
No 3 at 2G%@2714c; do White 30®3lc; No 2 at
29% ®29%c; do White 33c.; MixedWestern 28y2
a 32c: do White State 34» 42c; White Stete at 30c.
Coffee is dull. Sugar dull; refined steady; Cat
5%&oy«e; Extra C 6%@6%c; White do at Gc;
Yellow at 5% «5%c; off A 6V2@G 9-lGc; Mould
at A 7c:standard A at 6%c; granulated 7@7Vse;
Confectioners A 0%c; cut loaf, and crushed 7s/sc;
powdered at 7%@7*4C; Cubes 7V*C. Petroleum
Poi-lt is firm;
Tallow firm.
—uu ted at 1 OOc.
Beef is dull.
mess lo 00® 10 50; inspected 11 00.
Card lower; Western steam spot 0 35@6 40c;
refined for Coutieut at 0 66; S A at 7 10 n 7 15.
Butter rather weak: Western at 8@22l/2C. Cheese
firm; State GVi@8%c.
Freights firm; Wheat steam 3%.
Chicago. Sept. 22.,1885.—Flour market strong;
choice and fancy winter wheat 4 85:6,5 25; choice
and fancy Michigan and Wisconsin at 4 50@5 00;
Patents at 5 00@5 50; Minn. Bakers 3 45 ai 20;
soft Wheat Spring at 3 50u4 00; low grades 2 25
@3 00. Rye flour at 3 25@3 60. Wheatlliigher;
September at 82%@84%c; No 2 Spring at 84%
@85%c. Coriyhigher at 42!4®42%c. Oats are
higher at 25%c. Rye firmer; No 2 at 57. Barley
quiet; No 2 at 70c. Pork closed steady at 8 95 a
Boxed Meats
9 00. Lard lower at 0 20@6 25.
steady—shoulders 3 75@4 00; short rib at 5 75;
short, clear G load 15.
Receipts-Flour 13,000 bbls;‘ wheat 35.000 bu;
corn 30,000 bush, oats 187,000 bush, rye 12,000
bush, barley 56,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bids, wheat 31,000
busli. .corn 312,000 busli, oats 138,000 busli,(rye
A
10,000 busli, barley 10,000 busli.
ST. LOUIS,Sept. 21,1885.—Flour strong el X X
3
choice
at
3
at
3 30®3 40; family
75@
50@3 GO;
3 85Tlaiicv at 4 30.64 75: patent at 5 00@5 20.
Wheat is liiglierjNo 2 Red at 91%@02c bid. Cora
firmer; No 2 Mixed at 40% 641 Vre; No 2 White
Mixed 4214c. Oats are firm at 24%@24%.
Receipts—Flour 6.000 bbls, wheat 26.000. bu,
corn 120.000 busli,oats 17,000 bush, rye 1,000 bu,
barley 3,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls. wheat 9.000 ;bu,
corn 46.0001 busli, oats 11,000 bush, rye 1,000
bu. barley 11,000 busli.
DETROIT, Sept. 22,1885.—Wlieat easier; No 1
White at 91c; No 2 Red 93c.
Receipts—Wheat 6,G30 bush.
NEW ORLEANS. Sept. 22, 1883.—Cotton is
steady middling 9ViC.
MOBILE, Sept. 22, 1885.—Cotton firm, middling 9 1-10C.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 22,1885.—Cotton is steady;
NEW

middling 9 l-10c.
CHARLESTON,Sept. 22, 1885—Cotton steady;
middling 9ysc.
MEMPHIS, Sept. 22. 1885.—Cotton firm ; middling 914c.
*

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Sept. 22,1885—U. S. 4s, 125%.
LONDON, Sept. 22, 1885—[Beerbohm’s report
to Merchants’ Exchange.] Floating cargoes ot
wlieat a turn dearer; Cargoes on the passage of
wlieat firiiilv held; corn quiet. At Liverpool .wlieat
steadily held; corn weaker. Weather in England
fine.

LIVERPOOL, Sept. 22, 1885.—Cotton market
firm; uplands at 5 7-16d; Orleans 6%d; sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Sept. 22. 1885—Winter wheat Is
atoslodqjs; spring wheat at tis 9da7s; Cali-

fornia average Os 8d «,Gs lid; club 7s 1 da7s 3d;
Corn at 4s 7d; Peas at 6s lid. Provisous, etc—
Pork steady 62s Od; bacon 31s Od for short clear
and 30s Od for long clear; lard, prime Western at
32s Od; cheese steady at 39s. American Tallow
28s.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Alisa.New York..Hayti.Sept
City of Rome.New York..Liverpool. ..Sopt

Philadelphia.New York.,Laguayra ..Sept

Eider.New York..Bremen —Sept

City Alexandria.. New York..Ifav&VCruzSept
Brittanic.New York..Liverpool.. .Sept
Hamnionia.New York..Hamburg...Sept
Andes.New York. .Porto llieo .Sept

22
23
23
23
24
24
21
25
26
20

Newport.New York..Havana.Sept
Etruria.New York..Liverpool.. .Sept
Ci v of Chester. New York..Liverpool.. .Repf 20
Sept 20
Ethiopia.New York Glasgow
Rhein.New. York..Bremen.Sept 26
Suevia.New York..Hamburg ..Sept 20
...

Werra.New York..Bremen— Sept 30
Fort uuse..New York. Brazil.Sept 3(J

MINIATURE ALMANAC. SEPT. 23.
5.30 n,,,) ..10.20AM
Sunrises
"dttr
i 10.40 PM
Sun sets. 5.37 Ulg“
..

»iglittldc

{::: f.ai1,

NEWS.

MARINE

PORT OF PORTLAND,

TUESDAY, Sept. 22.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell J H Kennedy, Doughty, Western Banks
with 20,000 lbs fish.
Sch Alice M Gould, Annis, Western Banks
with 20,000 lbs fish.
Sell Lyilia Webster, Webster. Casting.
Sell Sylph, Tracy, Bangor—fish barrels to A M
Smith.
Sch Tivano, Geyer, Pemaquid.
Sdi Grampus, Gordon, Franklin for Boston.
Steamer Novelty, Joyce, Bay Fundy, with 2G(
bills mackerel; sells Anna & Lilia, 100 bids do
Forrester, 30 do.
Cleared.
Sell Clias E Balcli, Manson, Kennebec Chase
Leavitt & Co.
Sell Excelsior, Couseus, Luhec—N lilakp.
Sch C V' Minot, Hathaway, Manillas—N Blake.
Seh o B Kimball. Kimball, North Boothbuy—N
Blake.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

LUBEC, Sept 21—Ar,

York.

sch

Huntress, Hunt, Nev

Loading, sch King Hhillip,

for

A

Hayford,Belfast; Nightingale,

and

Mary

Lymburner, Gardiner; Maggie Cummings, HalloCarrie Belle, Kennebec;
well; Minnesota, do;
War Steed, Portland; Ira Bliss, do for Norfolk;
Ann Eliza, and Georgia, Rockland;
Emerson
Rokes, Portland; Lucy Ames, Rockland; Alpha
and Damon, from Sullivan.
Cld 21st, barque Annie Reed, Crowell, Dundee
and Auckland; Mary E Chapman, Wyman, Portland; brig Mary E Pennell, Mitchell. Gibara; sch
1

New York.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANOE.
Passed Anjier Aug 8, ship Grandee, Jacobs, fn
Philadelphia for Shangliae.
Ar at Liverpool 21st,
ship Alfred Watts, Mol
toil. New York.
Sid fm Macassar July 29, barque Abiel Abbott
Chase, Amsterdam.

Apply

at 25

laibbi’; mcnatbii iiuituit

iumiuvoiuuji.

PERTH AMBOY-Ar 19th, sell Douglas Ilovey,
Wright, New York.
Sld 19th, sells Marion Draper, Bailey, Gardiner;

J 1, Newton, Stover, Boston.
Ar 21st, sehs Chas E Sears, Allen, and J C Nash
from New York.
NEYV HAVEN—Ar 19th. sells Ralph Sinnett,
Piukham, Norfolk; A L Mitchell, Bunker, Franklin ; Addie Sawyer, Cook, Calais; Nellie Brown,
Calais.
Ar 20tli, sell Hattie French, French, Ellsworth.
FALL RIYrER—Ar 21st,sell Ira E Wight, Arey,
Rockland.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 20tli, sch Edward Stanley, Cousins, Lincolnville.
Sld 20th, sch Ira E Wight, Arey, Fall River.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, sells Catawamteak, from Rockland for New York; Ann, from
Deer Isle for do; Marcellus, Bluehill for do; A
Hayford, Bangor fordo; Dolphin, Ellsworth for
Providence.
Sld. sehs R M Brookings, Clara Fletcher, War
Steed, G M Brainard, C Matthews.
Ar 20th, sch Standard, Benuett, Georgetown for
Boston.
EDGAKTOYVN--In port, sehs Laura HlJones,
Stevens, New York for Bangor; Jennie E Simmons, from Georgetown for Gardiner; YV M Snow
Rondout for Portsmouth.
HYANNIS—Ar 20tli, sch F A Pike, Norwood,
BOSTON—Ar 21st, sells E L Higgins, Mitchell,
Calais; Arcade, Lewis, Machias: ltaska, Wilson,
Cherryfleld; Diadem, Sadler, Bangor; St Leon,
Perkins, Castine; Oregon. Lee, Rockland; Boxer
Barter. Wiscasset; Ariel, Gray, Gardiner.
Cld 21st, sells St Croix, Handy. Cape de Verds:
Georgie L Dickson. Harding, Norfolk.
Ar 22d, sehs F N Tower, Wilson, Charleston;
Standard. Bennett. Georgetowh; Cyrus Hall. McKown. Philadelphia ; J C Harradeu, Strout, Cher-

rylield.

Cld 23d, harque S R

Lyman, Piukham. Portland;
Willard,

sell Applna & Amelia,
do.
SALEM—Ar 21st. sells Richmond, Chipmun,
Buck sport; Odell, Wade. Boston for Belfast.
Sld 21st, sehs Palestine, for Calais; Petrel, for

Bangor.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 18tli, sell Alibie S Walk-

er, Dobbin, Baltimore.
Sld 19th, sell Mary L

Allen, Butler, Bath.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21st, sehs A

It

Weeks,

Henley, Baltimore; Lizzie Guptill, Smith. Rockland ; Mary Willey, Witliams, Bangor.
Foreign Ports.
Hong Kong Sent 16, barque N Gibson,
Bailey, Newcastle, NSW.
Sld fm Iloilo July July 18, ship Daniel I Tenny,
Wilson, New York.
Passed Anjier Aug 2d, barque Jalm M Clerk.
Conant, from Macassar for Padaug.
Ar at Cape de Verds 4th inst, brig L YV Snow,
Burgess. Boston for Africa.
Ar at Sierra Leone Aug 20, brig Eugene Ilale,
Harding, Boston.
Sld fm Dunkirk lOtli inst, barque Hattie G McFarland, Dodge, Philadelphia.
Passed Prawle Point 18th inst, ship Joseph S
Spinney. Curling, from Antwerp for New York.
Ar at Plymouth 17th inst,ship Tillie E Starbuck
Rogers, Portland, O, via Falmouth.
sld fm Queenstown Sept 10, barque Charles G
ltioe, for London.
Ar at Aspinwall 15th inst, brig II C Sibley,
Hieliborn, Boston.
At Baranquilla 9th inst, sch Jos Farwell, Davis,
from and for New York.
Sld fill Cieufuegos 3d inst, barque Sarah A Staples, Barrett. Delaware Breakwater; 14th, sell
J C Gregory, Santa Cruz.
Cld at Havana 17th, barque Mignon, Blake, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Sagua 13th, sch E S Newman, Keyes, for
Arat

New York.
Sld 15tli. barque Nellie Smith, Leighton, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Cld at Cardenas 16th inst brig Hattie M Bain,
McDonald, Delaware Breakwater; sch E R Emerson, Child. New York, (and both sld 17th.)
Ar at St John, NB, 21st, sell Sea Poam, Nichols,

with its agonizing
itching and burning, instantly relieved by a
warm bath with Cuticura Soap, and a single application of Cuticura, the great Skin Cure. Tins
repeated daily, with two or three doses of Cuticura Resolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to keep
the blood cool, the prespiration pure and unirritatlng.the bowels open, the liver and kidneys active,
will speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriasis. Lichen, Pruritus, Scall Head. Dandruff, and
every species of Itching, Scaly and Pimply Humors of the Scalp and Skin,when the best physicians
and all known remedies fail.

ECZEMA,

Will

or

Salt Rlieum,

McDonald, 2542 Dearbon St., Chicago,

gratefully acknowledges cure of Eczema, or Salt
Rlieum, on head, neck, face, arm and legs for sevon hands
enteen years; not able to walk
himself
and knees for one year; not able to
a

except
help

for eight years; tried hundreds of remedies; doctors pronounced his case hopeless; permanently
cured by Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier)
internally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap
(the great skin cures) externally.
Houghton,
lawyer, 28 State St.,
Boston, reports a ease of Eczema under his obserwhich
covered
the patient's
uation for ten years,
body and limbs, and to which all known methods
had
been
without
of treatment
benefit,
applied
which was completely cured solely by the Cuticura Remedies, leaving a clean and healthy
Chas.

10-1

TO

This Powder never varies.

A marvel

of

purity

as working housekeepWANTED—Situation
in
small family. References given and
141 Cum-

a

goon

22-1

WANTED-Theuseofagood
\\TANTED—A first class
it
immediately. Apply

Cumberland Mills, Maine.

Square.

WANTED-Situation by a competent nurse.
YY Apply |Q 100 FEDERAL ST.
22-1

22-tl

house in good repair,
TO with sebago, pricestory
*8.00; also a small run
for *5.00. Apply to W/W.
2 2-1
CARR._
I.ET.—A

TO

GET—Two

of 12 rooms each,
Fore St.;
*12 per
Apply to
P. McGLINCHY, Cor. Mountfort and Adams sts.

tenements
TOami
opposite the Portland Co.’s office,
rent
month.

BENT—A small pleasant convenient
Suit for a small family.
Apply at No. 80 GREEN ST._ 18-1

FOB
rent, No. 80 Green St.

JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

feb!3MWF&wly

VARNISH
MANUFACTURER,
Offlctw18-1

Law-

to collect, for Doctors,
WANTED—Bills
yers and Merchants generally, by student
at
this
if

GET—No. 37 Tate St. A pleasant first
X floor tenement with seven rooms, Sebago waBent
ter, family without children preferred.
*12.50 per month. Apply at C. H. LAMSON’S,
201 Middle St.
17-1
m©

EZCJEMA!
For the benefit of suffering humanity, I deem it
only my duty to give this unsolicited testimony in
favor of Swift’s Specific. My wife has been afflicted with Eczema from infancy.
We tried every
known remedy, hut to no avail.
She was also
afflicted with a periodical nervous headache,
sometimes followed by an intermittent fever, so
that her life became a burden to her. Finally I
determined to try Swift’s Specific.
She commenced seven weeks ago. After taking the first
large bottle the disease seemed to increase; the
burning, itching and inflammation became un
bearable. She, liowever. persevered in the use of
the medicine. After taking the second bottle the
inflammation began to subside.
After the third
bottle the inflammation disappeared, and sore
spots dried up and turned while and scaly, and
finally she brushed them off in an impalpable white
resembling pure salt. She is now taking
powder
the sixth bottle; every appearance of the disease
is gone, and her flesh is soft and white as a child’s.
Her headaches have disappeared and slio enjoys
the only good health she lias known in 40 years.
No wonder she deems every bottle of S. S. S. is
worth a thousand times its weight ill gold.
Any further information concerning her case
will be cheerfully given by herself at her residence, 135 Mullett Street, or by me
JOHN F. BRADLEY, 44 Griswold St.
Detroit, Mich, Mav 1(S, 1885.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
N. T.. 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.

a

law in
eitv. References given
required.
Address C. O. D.i Press Office.17-1
from

eight
Elderberries,
WANTED—Ripe
ten tons. Any parties living where the berries
and would like to turn their labor

103 State St.,
F. Phillips house, being
TOthe W.GET—No.
locations in

known as
one of
the
the
house
will
Portland;
pleasantest
be rented partially furnished; possession given
immediately. For particulars, enquire of BENJ.
SHAW. 48Va Exchange St.
16-1
BE

are

W

STORE

plenty,

ply

wild has been at work for Dr.
W. ObKSON, 40 Adams St.

To Let.

ROOMS

TO LET.
Thompson block,
117,119,
121 and 123 Middle street,
STORES
few door below
fitted suitable for wholesale
Nos.

a

re-

business,
light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 164 Brackett St„ Portland. Me.
janl4dtf

BEWARE OF (JOINTERFEITS!

CAUTION—Remember that

FOR MALE.

Food and other
that

Speediest

The

and most certain
cine in the globe.

ALL

FAMILIES

USE

medi-

MALE.—The three story brick house.
No. 76 Park street, containing fifteen finished
rooms besides hath room, heated with steam and
plenty of sun, is one of the best built houses In the
city, is offered low and immediate possession given.
Terms very liberal.
Apply to JOHN C.
PROCTER, Centennial Block._19-1

iTtOR

IT.

Back, Enlarged Joints, Paralysis.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Diphtheria,
Sciatica,
Prolapsus Uteri, Female W'eakness.
The best and only certain remedy to relieve pain
of all kinds, no matter of how long standing. Instant relief guaranteed cripples. Swollen Joints,
No oil

or

House at No. 26
rooms furnished
throughout, has a very pleasant dining room, in
one of the best localities in the city, is well filled
with boarders and pays well.
19-1
MALE.—A Boarding
Free St., has 19 letting

I30R

Veins, Bites of Insects or Sick Headache.
grease, is clean and sweet; will not soil.

Inflammation of

Kidneys, Bright’s

the

SALE—Very low, 100 H. P. engine,
IlOR
first-class in every way; made for parties
who have
their business and have

Disease, Diabetes, Incontiuiiaucc of Urine
Is the only Liniment in the world possessing
alterative powers. Can he taken internally; cures
Cramps and Colic, Diarrhoea and Dysentry.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

for it.

TRIAL BOTTLE, 25c.

changed
JONES & HITCHINGS, Portland,

no use

Me.
16-1

FOR

for
property will be sold cheap, or will
property. Apply to FRED BOUCHER, Cor.
16-2
Silver, Pearl and Market Sts.

MALE—One of the pleasantHOLME
est locations in western part of city,
line
horse
house contains 12
batli
FOR

on

NEURALGIA!

of

rooms,
cars;
room, sebago. etc., garden with fruit trees in the
rear; entire lot contains over 7000 sq. feet, will
sell at a bargain.
BKNJ. SHAW, 48V2 Exchange
SL15-1

DK. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has discovered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Sick Headache, Nervou* Headache, Neuralgia, NervouMneaN, Nleeple**ue*», Pa-

alyMiM,

male or
House on Lincoln
Ileering, consisting of 9

For

Dance,
they act directly upon

few choice seats to the Stockbridge Course, situated in the centre of the
middle
aisle.
Prices reasonable. Address
ball,
14-1
Box 855, Portland, Me.

and

food,

w'e

know that

during the

equal

must

say that his life wras sustained by his
body, as it is impossible to sustain life

to

a

half

his former w'eight,

flesh

AUWIUV1

SAGE—A 4 year old Jersey cow; cau be
at Greenhitne, near Fort Preble; also a

seen

r

Address C. R
11-1

MAGE—The lot of land No. 17

and If

South St., made vacant by the recent fire
FOB
drained and well located foi
said lot is

thoroughly
a hoarding stable or tenement houses; has a front
age of about 56 feet, depthlabout 105 feet, are;
9562 square feet.

BENJAMIN SHAW.

7-1

SAGE—Rock

C(

Gorham Village; the Store:
1
house, on northerly side of Main St.; een
trally located, large lot with garden spot and frui
trees; very desirable property, and will be sold a
a bargain.' Albert Storer, Adm’r with the will an
nexeu of tlic estate of Catherine Storer.
Inqulri
of JOHN A. WATERMAN.3-4
JOB MAGE-At

I

This Plaster
Acts
directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain
FOR 11,1,
Lung troubles whether lo

ulyinir between the shorn
der blades.

Elegant

Pain in the Side and Bael
|Ache, they are a certaii
and

PAINS.

French roof residence

Promenade, containing

Sold by Druggists for 21
cents, or five for $1.
Mailed on receipt o:
price by Smith, Iloolit
tie & Smith, Genera
Trade mark, Patented Agts., Boston.
eodtfcM
sep21

aul8dtf

_JOHN

GOMT

Traill* South

Hebron.5.50

LOST—September

OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

pocket diary.
LOST—A
suitably rewarded by

FOB SALE BY

OFFICE.

Importers

ft

c

tpBifter

_

Island^ ^

7

AGENTM WANTED.

MAINE

"Ijston,'a

■

FOUND.-Boat

PORTLAND, ME.

5
s

stands pre-eminen
It checks the furthc r
progress of all disc:
ders of the stomacl
liver and bowels, ri
vives the vital stam
£ na. prevents and ren
edles chills and feve
increases the activit
.of the kidneys, com
teracts a tendency I
rheumatism, and is a
genuine stay and so
ace to aged, innri 11
and
nervous person k.
tw
,T.U,.U
^
STOMACH
article is, mob
^
^ The
over,
derived fro! n
I1IM0 Cjl
“Mat 1 I E
tlie purest and mo: it
^
r
■ IB*
reliable sources,
sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
eod&wlm
sep2
*

16-1

with sail. The owner can liav
same liy calling on subscriber and pay ing c:
penses. JOSEPH GRAY, Cushing's

1
J

W ^CELEBRATED *

The finder will h
leaving it at TH1 5

>-

active
WANTED—An
ii

manor

in evei
$75per mont

woman

county to sell our goods. Salary
and expenses, or commission. Expenses in advanc
Outfit free. For full particulars address STA,

I,

DAKD SILVER WARE CO., Boston, Mass.

_aug31d3m

WA\te i>_I want 50 agents to canvass f<
the best selling household utensil yet 1:
vented, large profits and sure to sell. For parti
M
ulars, inquire of J. C. NICHOLS,

t

ames g. bgaine’m great histor V
outsells allothcr books. Agents wanted c n
commission or salary. The Henry Bill Fill i.

BOSTON &

J

Co., Norwich,Ct.

sep3

:

wlmSO

marlO

WANTED.
OUNG Ladies in city or country to work for 1
at their homes; fascinating employment; 1
instructions to buy; work can be sent by mail (di
tance no
objection) ;$6 to $9 per week can be nuu
No canvassing, particulars free, or sample of wo: *
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please addret
V
Home Manueactuking Com Boston, Mass. P. JBox 1916.
augl4d3m

TAff JTPi
|ri|
I 111 IT
i

febl2

Sundays).

eodly

seplOdtf_

re-

a.m.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT GO.
Ateniner* Leave

n

3.10
3.23
3.35
3.50
4.04
4.10
4.25
4.35

BOSTON
—ANI»—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship

Philadelphia,

at 10 a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate ot

sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
Smith by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Engage Ten Dollar*. Rouud Trip $1N.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to.
E. «. MA.YIPMON, Astern.
70 I -on it Wharf. Komoh.
Sldtf
_

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

i

J

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
je29dtf

New York.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.
Returning, leave Pier
38, East River. New York, on Wednesdays and
4
m.
J. B. COYLE. Jn.,
Saturdays at p.
General Agent
sep2t-dtf

TRAINS LEAVE POBTEAND
2.00 A. NI.* Daily, (Night Pullman) fc
Saco, Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn anil Boston
arriving at 6.20 a. m. AT 9.00 A.N1.: For Cap r
Elizabeth, Scarboro, Went Scarboro, Sac«
Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Wells, North Bei
wick, Conway Junction, (connecting fora II
stations on Conway Division,) Kittery, Pori
mouth, Newburyport, Salem, Rloueestei >
Bockport, Eyun,Chelsea and Boston, arrit
ingat 1.10 p. m. AT 1.00 P. NI.: For Bidd<
ford, North Berwick, Conwny Janrtio a
(stops only to leave passengers), Kittery, Pore ■month, Newburyport, Salem, Eyun an
Boston, arriviug at 4.50 p. m., connecting wil
Sound and Rail lines for points South and Wes (.
AT 0.09 P. NI,: (Express for Boston and
pri lcipal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 ’■
m.. connecting with Rail lines for New Yor
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON at 7.30,9.( y
a. m,. arriving at Portland 11.50 a.
m., 12.25 p.m s
at 12.30p, m. runningfrom North Berwick to Sea
boro Crossing via Western Division,
stopping it
••Kennebuuk, Saco. Biddeford and Old Orchar
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p.m. daily, arriving at Portland at 10.< 5
p. m.
**81008 to leave passengers taken West of Nor
Berwick only. PITEENI AN PAHEOK4 All
on trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m.. 12.30. 7.00
m.. ;iml Portland at 9.00 a. m.. 1.00 ami 6.00 p
THROUGH
PUEENI AN
SEE E PIN g
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.
and Portland 2.00 a. in.
Through tickets to all points South and West f
sale at Depot Ticket Offices; also at 40 Ei
Street.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street W’liarf

From
i>. m.

PORTLAND

AT

change

Line.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

EASTERN DIVISION.

I

iollown:

Leave Portland, 7.30, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.00,
4.30, 6.00 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 7.50, 9.20, 10.50 a. m.,
2.20.5.10 6.20 p.m.
Leave Evergreen, 9.25,10.55 a. m., 2.25, 5.00
p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 7.65, 9.30,11.00 a. m., 2.30,
5.05, 6.25 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 7.45, 9.35, 11.05 a. m.,
2.35, 5.10, 6.15 p. m.
Leave Peaks’. 8.15, 9.25, 11.15 a. m.. 2.20,
6.25, 6.40 p. m.
seplOdtfB. .1. WILLARD, President.

MAINE R. R.l

LEAVE

n»

Custom Hulls. Wharf, 5.45, 7.00, 9.00, 10.30 a.
2.00. 2.15, 3.00, 4.30. 6.10, 7.30 p. m.
Peaks’ Island, 6.10, 7.25,9.30,11.15 a. m., 2.35
3.30, 5.10. 6.30, 8.30 p. in.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.15, 7.35, 9.20,10.50 a.
in., 2.20, 4.50, 6.30. 7.50 p. m.
Leave Evergreen. 6.05, 7.25, 9.25,10.55 a. m.
2.25, 4.55, 6.40, 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.10, 7.30, 9.30,I1.00 a. m.,
2.30, 5.00. 6.35, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.20, 7.40, 9.35,11.10 a.
m., 2.35, 5.10, 6.45. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
m..

a. m.

For BomIou at 6.15,8.46 a.m., *12.45, 3.30, *5,31
p.m. Arrive at Bowton 10.30a.m.t 1.15,4.55,8.00
9.25 p. in. KonIou for Portland 7.30,8.30 a. in.
l. 00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arrive at Portlnnd 12.05
Srnrboii
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. ni.
and Pine Point 6.15. 8.45 a. m.. 3.30, 5.00
6.00 p. in. Old Orchard. Saco Biddeford
Kcuucbuuk and Keuuebunkpoi t 6.15. 8.41
a.in.. 12.45, 3.30,5.00. 5.30. 6.00, p. in. OldOt ch
ard Beach for Portland 7.59.9.30. 11.36. 11.51
a. m., 4.05, (from Scarboro Crossing via Easi* ri
Division 14,33. 7.43, 9.34 p.m. Well* 6.15.8,45 a
m, 3.30,5.00,5.30 p.m. North Berwick 6.15,8.41
Brent Fall
a. in., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. lit.
and Dover 6.15. 8.45 a. m., 12.45,3.30. 5.00, 5.3<
p. in. Exeter, Haverhill, Eawreuce and Low
ell 6.15. 8.45 a. in., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Koch
ester, Farmington and Alton Bay 8.45. a. Ill
12.45, 3.30 p.m. M oll*boro and Center Harho
Weir* and Eake Village via Alton Bay am
Nlnu
steamers aeross the Lake 8.45 a. m.
Chester anil Concord (via Newmarket Juni
Lawrence
8.4<
m.:
via
6.15
a.
3.30
m.,
tion)
p.
а. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS for Boston 1.0<
5.30. p. m. Arrive 5.30, 10.00 p. in. Bo*toi
for Portland 6.00 p. in.; arrive 10.15 p. in. Fo
Pine Point, Scarboro nud Old Orehnr<
Bench,Saco, Biddeford, Dover ami Grea
Fall* 1.00,3.00 (mixed) 5.30 p. ni.
*The 12.45 p. in. train connects with Snum
Lines for the South and West; the 5.30 witli Ra
Lines for New York. Parlor cars on trains leavin
Portland 6.15 ami 8.45 a nt., 12.45 and 5.30 d. m.
on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. m.. 1.00,3.30 an
б. 00 p. m.

dly

F IN I I 1)1

I

well and Orr’s Island. Return, leave Orr’s Island
for Portland at 0.45 a. m., touching at intermediate laudings. arrive at Portland 9 15 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on hoard to
OAPT. J. L. LONG.

WESTERN DIVISION
TRAINS

Cure,I without Ihe u«e ot' ah s
knife.
WILLIAM KEEI) (X :
IW 11 11 1
j) Harvard. 1842.) and KOBER'
M. REEIi (M. D., Harvard, 1870.
Evnnn House, 17.1 Tmiiou »
ANB
81.. Boston, treat HSTH.I
;
PII.EBii.mI ALI, 11ISEASE! *
OF THE BECTF.il withot! t
detention from business.
Refe
li v ences given. Send for pamphle
Ali Office Hours, 11 a. m. to 4p. n
ft

permitting) at
excepted,
p. m.,
Long Island, Little and Great Chebeague. Hnrps-

effect Holiday, September 14, 1885.

in

-—--—————-

lyfCtrillTI

at

September 1C», 1885. steamer GorONdonandwillafter
leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays
weather
2.oo
for

PASSENGER SERVICE

18 BEAVEK STREET,
YORK.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT (10.

Stage eonnections dally with passenger train a1
West Minot for Hebron Academv: at Blickfield foi
West Sumner.Chase’s Mills anu Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfield. Mexico and Rumford Falls
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jy9dtf

As a general beverage and uecessari
corrective of water rendered impure bi
vegetable decomposition or other enuses
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper,'Ac.
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior t< 1
every other preparation for these pur
poses. A public trial of over 30 year
duration in every section of our countr;
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its 1111
solicited endorsement by the inedica I
faculty and a sale uneqtialed by an;
other distillation have insured for it th
reputation of salubrity claimed for it •
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

SEW

CHAM«E OF TIME.
On and after Wednesday. Sept. 9th. this new and
staunch steam vaeht will run as follows:
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city, 5.50, 7.20, 9.00
10.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.15, 5. 0.15 p. in.
Leave Diamond Island at 0.20, 7.50, 9.30,
11.15 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. m.
September 7th, 1885.
sepSdtf

I’AsaTt

Sumner.11.50

SCHNAPPS

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO.

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.
STEAMER ISIS.

9.26
9.36
9.50
9.55
10.10
10.20
10.32
10.45
12.35

Hartford.12.10 p.m.
Ar. Canton.12.30
Gilbertville

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Brunswick^

EXCTRNIONN.

MIXED

WOLFE’S
l

Male

Mechanic Falls.10.00
West Minot.10.32
....10.50
Hebron.
Blickfield. 11.30

0

AND FOUND.

Agents.
E. A. ADAMM A CO.,
115 Mtnte Mtreet, Cor. Broad Ml.. Boston.
febftdtf

West Minot.0.10
.6.30
Ar. Mechanic Falls
Portland (G. T. Ry).8.35
p. m.
Trains North
PASS’H
Lv. Portland (G. T. Ry).... 7.25 a. m.| 1.30 p. m.

Wester:

C. PROCTOR.

on

MIXED

Gilbertville.
Canton.4.30
Sumner.5.06
Blickfield.5.30

an

regularly

era

Company.

Hartford.4.50

besides bat!

14tli. a pair of Ladles’ Gol
Bowed Glasses and two Keys, either a
Woodfords or Portland. The finder will be suit:
lily rewarded by leaving the same at this office, <1
1C-I
at ltlNES BKrtS.’ Store. Congress St.

WINES and LIQUORS

HARRISON,

the

Steamers sail from San Francisco
for
and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General East*

Japan, China

Fall Arrangement, in Effect Sept. 14, 1885.

room, lias nice brick stable and carriage house
and lot containing fourteen thousand square fee
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate posse;
sion will he given. For particulars apply to

I M P O R TED

R. STANLEY & SON,

on

14 rooms,

ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.

Romford Falls and Buckfield Railroad.

Residence for Sale

desirable 3 story
THEMrs.
Barker’s, situated

speedy cure.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwnll on
10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

the 1st.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 25,1885.
je20dtf

SHARP

[yFnr Kidney Trouble
Rheumatism. Neuralgia

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.

a. m.

all point* in the Province*
duced rate*.

—

1JOK

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA

m.

Perry

ilUII

and

je!9_dtf

Eastward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Dessert
Ferrv, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings anil
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
Limited Ticket*, fir*t and *econd cla**, for

A fine residence, situated a
MAGE
Saecarappa, 2 Vi story, 12 finished rooms
convenient for two families; sightly, healthy, am
pleasant; in a good neighborhood; will he sold a
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire 0
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saecarappa, Me.

deeply seated, this
plaster will be found ti
give Instant relief by ap
or

the

Bates: First cabin, *60 to $100; second cabin,
•40 to $00; intermediate, $36 to $40: steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British ports,
$16, round trip $30: steerage, outward and preto and from Continental ports, $17 to $25.
paid,
Scandinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St

on

Lv.

fastest and best

largest,
passenger
BY mail steamers
between America and Europe.

Wlachia*port;

BRANCH) 7 Nnow llill, I,on,ion.
W'OltKM, j 384 81. Paul 81., IVIontrenl.
WS&Mtf
aug21

Washington St._7-2_

Commercial St.,

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.

by

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.

bird

and

yellow
maple
wood for open grates. C. W. YORK, No
1JOK
and 6

UIIIUJ,

follows:

COMMENCING MAY 1. 1885.

to whom we can refer extract*
unsolicited letter sent Aug. 11, ’85.
About six years ago 1 comnmuced taking your
Liquid Food. 1 thought perhaps you would be interested to know something of my preseut condition. For four years I have not been able to get
out of my chair without assistance, and am so
nearly helpless that I cannot wipe the perspiration from my forhead. I suffer a great deal all
the time, and my limbs are much distorted, and
my head lies on my right shoulder. My stomach
has not been able to retain solid food for several
For
years. 1 take all mv food through a tube.
more than two years my diet has been three pints
of milk, two tablespoonfnls of Wheat Genu Meal,
and five tablespoonfids of Murdock’s Liquid Food.
I am anxious to get on my legs again, as it is Just
eleven years that I have been laid up.
I always
speak a good word for your Liquid Food, as I am
I
that
should
have
been
able
to have
convincep
obtained it.

from

FOK

‘‘Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable, used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second
cured me entirely,”—J. S. Williamson,
Rochester, N. T.

in

FARE $1.00.

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

THE

STEA.UER
CITY OV RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 13.00 p. in. after arrival of night train from Boston, for Kockland, Ca*tine, Deer l«le, Medgwick. Month West Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Jlillbridge, Jonesporl aud
or parties for last three named points desiring to
rail to Mt. De*ert Ferry
do so can proceed
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Boat and connect with the RichHarbor by
mond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry

nettn. and

MAGE—A beautiful residence in Centre
Ueering, 11 rooms, good stable, plenty good
water, abundance of fruit trees and grapes in
bearing, cemented cellar and furnace, stable for
two horses nearly Va acre land. Call on or address CHARLES PERKY, 187 Middle St. 11-1

FOB

iUC

as

eliias Steamboat

ITIurdoek’a Liquid
Mistaining powers
Food equal to the above cases. The party
in a gentleman well known in ITIannachii-

FOK

tod-covered sleigh and a chaise.
BURR, Fort Preble. Maine.

UBV

&

Portland, Bangor, 3ft. Desert and Ma-

of

SAGE.—The three story brick house
No. 104 Danforth St., corner of Tyng St..
twelve rooms, arranged for two families, a good
BENJAchance for investment or occupancy.
12-1
MIN SHAW, 48V2 Exchange St.

one bottle
relieve any case

a.

STEAMERS.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

1.50

heavy loss, and death always

Manager.

BOSTON

Sunday mornings.

we

J. It. COYLE.

mytsdtf_

Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p.m.; the afternoon
trains from Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Kockland
and Lewiston at 5.35 p. in.; Flying Yankee at
5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at

system.

HWVIHDWUN

Apply
National Bank Building.12-1

State Rooms and further information apply at
Company's Office, First National Bank Building
corner Middle and Exchange streets,

Congre** Mtreet at 14.3A p. in..
Fast express trail) for EH*worth and Bar
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowed, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor only
This train must be taken at Congress Street sta
tion as it is a through train from Boston to
Harbor.
The 11.15 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland station.
$The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skowhegan o
and Dexter o
Monday mornings or to Belfast
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on

lost of

HHXHF,

IS A1 i.IIO A l>

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland, at 7 o’clock i>.tn.,aud INDIA WHARF, Boston. at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers liy this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lilies, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.
aug24tf

12.35 p.
From

Inst three

he

TUI*

I.FAVE

foot of State street, ■•very Monday, Wednesday
Friday at 5 p. in., lor Eastport and St. John,
with eouneetions fur Calais, Rohbiuston, St. An*
drews. Pembroke, Boulton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campohello. Dighy, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, liaihousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, ami other stations on Ihe New Brunswick and Canada, Interand
colonial, Windsor
Annapolis, Western
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage checked
to destination.
iy Freight received up to 4 p. m., and any Information regarding the same may be tiad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,

Monmonth,
Winthrop.
Oakland and North An*on, 12.3.0 p. m.;
via
Brunswick,6.45 a. in, and
Farmington

sustained

OF

WILL

and

Farmington,

—

ewe

immediately relieve, and

cal

MALE.—A

SHEEP
A limited number of buck and
THOKOMillKKEU
to J. B. LIBBY, First
lambs for sale.

felt from Irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action, the retention of deoayed and
effete matter, with its poisonous
gases, soon poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will

Constipation.

BAKER HOUSE

011
Me.,
easy
has been kept by the present proprietor for 16
in
is
years,
good repair, and doing a good business.
14-2
Address D. S. MOODY, Yarmouth, Me.

ly

of

a

The value of Murdock’s Liquid Food in such
cases we cannot illustrate better than by giving
a case that came under our treatment (outside of
our free hospital, as contagious cases are not admitted) The case showed to all that it was manvfold worse than General Grant’s, and had been
uuder treatment for several years in some of our
best hospitals and also by some of our best physicians out of tin; hospital’s care, growing worse
daily, until she commenced taking Murdock’s
Liquid Food equal to two ounces daily, when she
commenced gaining rapidly in flesh, gaining, as
all do, equal to ten pounds of new blood every
month. Tills case was well known in Boston, as
\\v invited
many of the leading physicians of Boston to visit us at our quarterly receptions at the
Tremont House to see her: but for an accident she
met with she would have lived many years, as she
never ceased to gaiiwn flesh as long as she
took
>ur Liquid Food, and the new blood she
made
daily by being nourished more than all other
Foods, Tonics or Extracts could do, cleansed Her

situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
FOR
is offered for sale
terms. This house

FOR

not

trade

follows.

IjlOR

There is no medium through which
disease so often attacks the system
as by Constipation, and there is no
other ill flesh is heir to,more apt to
be neglected, from the feet material
Inconvenience may not he Immediate*

extract

I,INF

..jjj-.

—^

m.; Waterville, (5.45 a.m., 12.30, 12.35,
5.15 and 111.15 p. 111.; for Auguetn. Hal
lowell, Gardiner and Brun*>vi<-k. (>.45
a. ill.. 12.35, 5.15, tll-lop. m.; Bath, 0,45 a.
in., 12.35, 5.15 p. m., anti on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. ill.; Rockland and Knox A Lincoln R. R., 0.45 a. m., 12.35, and on Saturdays only at 5.16 a. ill., Auburn and Lewiwtou at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 5.10 p. in.; Lewinton
via Brunswick, 0.45 a. 111., $11.15 P- Hi.;

advised

was

after such

MALE.—A female pug dog, 16 months
old, good for breeding, fine English male
coach dog 14 months old, nice and kina, one South
American parrot, one year old, fine talker and
handsome plumage. Angora cats and kittens. Address M. II. RANLETT, Rockland. Me.
14-1
MALE—The well known

use our

four mouths of his life that

own

FOR
Ileering St.;

CONSTIPATION!

positively

or

MALE—Or to let ; a fine residence on
possession given about the 15th
of October. For further information, inquire of
S. W. ROBINSON, 191 Middle St.15-1

and all nervous troubles, as
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialpeople,
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or G boxes for $2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
St., Baltimore.mayl3dGmnrmcW

are

When

cottage

let—a

St., Woodfords Corner,
finished rooms just painted and papered, heated by furnace, Segago water,
&c., &c. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Con15-1
gress St.. Portland.

St. Vitus’

cure or

to

in

names

tin

WEEK.

NTFAVIEK*

n.

original Liquid

IT. IS

TltlPS

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

Portland

by the press how General
during his late illness
by manufactures of extracts, and grain
foods, also by his physicians. Dr. Douglass
in his report says, “The application of nil
odynes had had a good result, and was subsequently changed for a stimulant iu the
form of food.”
Dr. Slirady say.s, His food consisted of beef extracts. milk, eggs, etc., farinaceous materials always in a liquid form.”
We

Grant

pole;
exchange

other

the

3

For Bangor, Vnnceboro, Mt. John, Halifax, aud the Province*, Mt. Mtephen und
Aroostook County, 12.30 p. in., via Lewinton, 12.35 and til-15 p. m.. via Angiiwta; and
for Bangor at 5.15 p. in.; for Baugor A Pi*
catnqiii* R. B., til.15 p. in., for Mkowhegan, Belfa*tnnd Dexter,12.30,12.35. 111.15

bottle.

MALE—One hack with wheels and runners, same just been thoroughly repaired and
this
painted; also one light new shifting

Write Dr. Giles, Box 3482, N. Y. P. O., who
will give advice on all diseases free of charge.
GEp^Beware of unscrupulous dealers and coun
forfeits. The genuine has the name blown in the
glass and fac simile of the discoverer's signature
over each cork.
mayl3eodGmcw

ax

TRAINS.

Monday, J une 49,
Trains will leave

On and after MONDAY, Sept. iiist,
1883, Passenger Trains leave

mark, essay*, etc.,
our authority;
said parties we
have sued for outraging our rights, as by so
doing they are deceiving the public.
The Murdock Liquid Food Company always de
fend their rights, cost what it may. The last party that outraged them we carried through live
suits, receiving judgment in every case and receiving large cash damages.
We are the only manufacturers of Liquid Food
in the world, and are so acknowledged by the governments of the United States ana England, as
they use it iu theii; hospitals, as well as the leading governments of Europe, and all hospitals and
physicians in all countries that have ever tried it.
Every bottle and label carry our trade mark and
warrant—“A. L. Murdock. Trade (Liquid Food)
Mark. 12Va per cent. Soluble Albumen.” There
never was an essay ever read before any medical
association or society in the world except on Murdock’s Liquid Food. Said essays are in our pamphlet, with our hospital reports which is around each

FOR

Weak

Varicose

they
without

MALE—Cheap; horse, color black.
weight 960 pounds, sound and kind; will
work in any place. Apply to E. F. SHAW, Junct.
York and Pleasant Sts.
22-1

Ammonia,

public

offered the

Arrangement,

Commencing .11 n> 18, 188.1.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

15-1

The surgical staff of the Murdock Liquid Food Company’s Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, SO Lcverett
street, Boston, are in daily attendance,
except Saturday, from 9 to 10 A. M.,
to examine patients and assign beds.

maylo__dtf

or

Address

A

To Let.
to let single or in suits, with board.
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring,

in the

or to
man

SECOND-HAND Set of Sheet Hon Worker’s
Tools. Address
B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets, Portland.
dtf
aug26

Je22_dtf_

post office;with
tail

Buzzell.

a

WANTED.

STORE

the

as

Calais. Me.. St. John, N. B.
Halifax, N. S., &c.

Summer

trains of Grand Trunk K. B.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
jn26dtf

16-1

ST._

situation

No. 071 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH L. LARRABEE, No. 390 Congress St.

d&wlynrm

Giles Liniment Iodide

PLUM

to 37

teamster,
WANTED—A
take care ol a gentleman's horse, by

au29dtf

Street.

to

into money will write me by mall at once, and I
will send directions how to gather, pack and ship
them, and the price per hundred weight and how
to he paid for. W. S. MAINS, Portland, Me. 16-1

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
L.
C.
possession given October 1.
Young;
by
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS. No. 151 Middle

Eastport, Me.

12.50j).

on

__19-tf

ISTEBNAT10.YAL STEAM SUM’ CO.

at 7.40 a. in., aud
m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. in. and 7.25 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.60 p m. and 5.4«»
p. iu.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg.
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Epping
at 7..40 a. m. and I.IO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North
at l.lOp. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waterboro anil Saco River, 7.40 a. m., 1.10
p. m. and (mixed) at 6.40 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. ni., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m.,
m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford's at 7.30
a. m.. 1.10,6.20, aud mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The I.IO p. in. from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with lloosac Tuuucl Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and nil rail,
via Springfield, N. V. A N. E. R. R..
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, and the South and
with Boston A Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

a capable girl to do general
a small family, or second
No. 50 Adam street.19-1

at

NTBAiHFBM.

l.lOp.

book work, at 37
WANTED—Compositor
1S-1
Plum St. STEPHEN BERRY.
A traveling salesman in
the
AdWANTED—
varnish and lubricating oil business.
This
dress

Sebago;

gas

Apply

On and after

S’^gjJPortland

WANTED—By
liouse-work lit
work.

d3m

•Je30

Passenger

IlfANTED-A Drug Clerk. A strong active
11
young man, with from one to three years
experience in the drug and paint business preferred. Best of references required.
Address,
‘DRUGS,” Press Office._19-1

GET.—House onMunjoy Hill, nine rooms,
modern convenience. *200 per year.
Apply
to W. R. ANTHOINE, Attorney at Law. 48V2 Exchange St.19-1

SH HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
Wo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
yell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
DNLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
iJ ways bears the above symbol, and name oi

janl

one

___

custom coat maker
to C. W. BOGGS,
22-1

TO

Summer Arrangement in Effect June 29th.

—

ARRANGEMENT-OF

only;

SnpL

te27atf

Connect ions via Fort land & Ogdeuslmrg H. R.
•! • • »• p. ru.
Leave Portland s.25 a. m.. 12.
lt< turning. leave Brio l-ui««in •*. ni.,
f
and 5.40 p. in. arriving
a. m.,
12.35 anu 8.00 p. in.
v*. liridgStage connects with * w \ tr. in
ton ami Harrison, and with train leaving P* rtland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, Passenger Agt.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

driving horse

through line.

J. HAMILTON.

Portland and Worcester Line.

ith

and team for its board, best care taken, to
no work.
Adbe used as a driving horse
dress G.. Press Office.22-1

I.ET—First-class house No. 170 Neal St.;
also office No. 2 Motley Block. Inquire of F.
N. DOW. Room Nos. 6 and 7, No. 12 Market

washiug“»bleachd;g

man w
in a

on

8RIDGT0N & SAGO RIVER R. R.

septl4dtf

six years
Wholesale or
Retail Grocery store. Best of reference given.
Address C. F„ Press Office.22-1
a

a

TO

abbitah.

Juue 27.1885.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
\VM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t.

Company an interest in part
Haying business. E. F. C., Press Office.

young
WANTED.—By
experience, position

a
re-

TO

_FROM

mu.————

of

GET—A tenement with stable and carriage
house *8.00 a month between Dailey and
Leighton’s marble yards, Oak St., Deering. Enquire of R. S. DAVIS, Cor. Exchange and Federal
St., Portland.
_22-1

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER >

M.4..

GET.

whole store can be rented at a low figure; will
model the store to suit the business if desired.
Apply at No. 181 MIDDLE ST.22-4

Also Goneral Managers for New
England for tli
Celebrated

One trial will prove its merits.
are instantaneous.
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.

HOUSEKEEPER,”

buy some good Stock in a Lo\\TANTED—To
t T
cal
or
or whole

business

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Its effects

—

connecting lines.

N.45 it. IU., from Bartlett and way stations.
S‘J..T.1 n. III., from all w bile .VI on n In in points.
5.4.1 p. iu., from So* Con w»y Hint way 'll at tens
Si.UO p. ni., from Ulnuireal, Burlington and

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.

a

required. Address
berland street.

in a
5-6

or

Half'*

Bruises, Frosted Feet & Bars,
and all other Pains and Aches.
A safe, sure, ana effectual
remedy for (falls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, &c„ on Horses.

er

low, to anyone doing
TO inGET—Rent
crowded for want of room,
chambers,

sepKSWS&w2w

Hotter the great Cough cure, 25e., 5j(J
and $1. c leuIt's Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c. German Corn Remover kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dje,
Black and Brown, 50c.
Pike’s 'Poolbat he
Drops cure in one minute, 25c. Deans Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure, 60c.
ia"lO
eod2dp&wlynrm

BOARD.

Canada^ Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omnha. Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco
and all points in the
Northwest, West sum! Southwest.

22-1

Office.

22-1

MUSCLES,

for rest and rethe children of
lief.” Like
Israel is the Cuticura Plaster to
the tired, overworked, aching muscle.
Do not deny yourself the comfort afforded by this new, original and speedy
.(antidote to pain and inflammation. At
druggists, 25c.; five for $1.00. Mailed free. Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

TICKETS SOLD ATM! EDUCED KATES

TO

Sold by all druggists. Price:Cuticura, 50cts.;
Resolvent, $1.00;Soap, 25 cts. Prepared by the
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
A JTTIFY the Complexion and Skin by
’■>*/
MMnjIm.
using the Cuticura Soap.
nerves
manna to

WANTED—By

rooms

dlv

mai'7

ill.

GET—Unfurnished rooms at the St.
Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle St.; good restaurant connected with house. Apply to It. W.
13-7
UNDERWOOD. Janitor.

MER, Employment

BE

GET—With board; large airy
TOpleasant,
quiet locality. 74 SPRING ST.

Royal Baking Powder Co., let! WaU St., N. T

7.20 p.

young lady, situation as copyist and to assist in office work: owns and
operates type writer, which site would use. Moderate salary required.
Address “F," Box 1694.
22-1
Postoflice, City.

TO

strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be soldincompetition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans

in.

TO

_10-1 f

ou

tions.

From Chicago and Montreal 12.25.
From Quebec,!12.25 p. III.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train ami
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

to

GET.—Rooms at the St. Julian, No. 196
Middle Street. Apply to R. W. UNDER
5-8
WOOD. Janitor.

Pure.

Absolutely

a.

TI7ANTE D-Situations by St. John girls,
1 1
do first and second amt general housework;
also cooks, table and chamber girls furnished for
hotels and restaurants. Apply at 379>ACongress
St., second building east City Hall. MRS. PAL-

__

OWDER

ISW

mixed.

WANTED.

GET—A furnished room opposite Lincoln
Park, 124 FEDERAL ST., right handbell.

points

all points

8.30

29th, 1885,

|*i. to p. iu.—Express for all points m W hite
Vlountn in«. arriving at FnhyunM 4.30. Ilethleheui 5.10. l*»olile llouwe 6.00, * mu mil
Iflt. W ashiugton 0.30 p. in. This train will
not stop at Month W indham or Hiram.
6.00 p. in., for Bartlett and intermediate star

ARRIVALS:
From LewAston and Auburn
12.25, 3.15 and 6.60 p. in.
From CS or ham, 9.30 a.m. and

__

I

AIUITC,

11-1

_

TO

of Cuticura and four bottles Resolvent have
entirely cured me of this dreadful disease.”

AND

with board,
86 STATE

lltKAiMOEMLNT,

until flirt ht r notu***. Pa.ssiugiT Ti&.ilh will
Leave l*»i tian.i as follows, s.23 m. in., for
I'aboiUNi B**thl«*hd»iu, l,itil«ion. l.aiura*ler, M •Oilxville,
tloiii|ielii>r, wi. Johuaimry. Nenpoit, .Uouimil, <)iirbn-, liurlint;t«u, gwanton, Oxaeunburih, ami all

For \nbum and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. ni.
For Gorhum, 7.26 a.m. and 3.30 p. m.. mixed
For Rorhaui, Montreal aud Chicago, 1.30
>
p. in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. ill.

FOB

SOIJIKIt

CO Vfi4£NCiNii MUNQAY. JUNE

DEPARTURES:

KALE-A lodging house in Boston, in
very central location; 13 rooms,all furnished
and let to good parties; on account of sickness, it
must be sold regardless of cost, and we have reduced the price to $450 for a quick sale; this is
one of the best bargains in Boston.
ROND &
21-1
BRITTAN, 339 Washington St., Boston.

GET.—To one or two gentlemen, a large
front room, sunny and pleasant, table board
next door if desired. Address 42 HIGH ST.

Mr. John Thiel, Wilkesliarre, Pa., writes:
.' I have suffered from Salt Rheum for over eight
ears, at times so had that 1 could not attend to
Three boxes
my business for weeks at a time.

“TIRED

On and after MONDAY, Nept. 14,
Trains will run as follows:

_21-1

___

11-1

St._
room.

skin.

erving through countless

St.

GET—Suite of front rooms,
TOsecond
floor; also single

Spoken.

And Every Species of Itching
and Burning Diseases
Cured by Cuticura.

in 3d story of
Address MRS.

roooms

BURR, os Thomas

,

CHANGE OF TI1VIE.

wishing a good business arc requested to investigate. Write at once, or call on BOND & BRITTAN, 339 Washington St., Room 5, Boston, Mass.

St._14-1

PORI LANii & OGULNSGURG R. R.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

plenty

as

No. 262 Spring

at

GET—Two front
TO House
033 Congress

Burpee C, YVasson, Rockport.

ECZEMA

BABE CU ANCE-Fnrnlture and fixtures
as good as new, In a first class lodging and
tor sale, few miles out; 11 rooms
all modern conveniences,
of boarders, rent
low; cause ill health; must be sold at once at a
be
will
sold
on
great sacrifice;
easy terms; any

A

boarding house

room

Camden.
Cld 21st, sells Mabel Purdy, Colwell, Rockland;

Aug 17, lat 22 N. Ion 34 YV, ship Saeliem, Bartlett, from New York tor Yokohama.

puugs, etc.; good trade; no bonus, actual
value; must be sold before Oct. 1st. J. W. WIL23-1
BUR, 200 Washington St., Boston.

PINE ST.15-1.

or

Inquire

Boston.

BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, sch William Deming,
Hudgins, New London.
Sid 20th. sells John Bird, and C IS Church.
Ar 21st, sch Rosa Mueller, McLean, New \rork.
Cld 21st, sells Sarah Potter, Sumner, Batii; Jennie F Willey, Chadwick. Newburyport.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar I9tli, schs Frank McGee, Shun), Kennebec; George E Prescott, Truworthv, Yinalhavun.
Ar 2"lst. sells B C Cromwell. York, and Jos It
Smith, Case, Kennebec; A H Whitmore, Whitmore, and Nat Meader, Brown, do; Augustus
Hunt. Baker, Boston.
Cld 19tli, schs Dora Matthews, Brown,Key West
BeuJ Gartside, Sharp, Gardiner; Geo E Prescott,
Truwortliy, Vlnalbaven; Ariadne, Colby, Portland.
Cld 21st, barque Emma T Crowell, Pendleton,
Slianhae.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 21st, sch R F Hart,
Marshall, Windsor, NS j barque Jennie Sweney,
Portland for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, schs Lewis A Hodgdon,
Alexander, Hayti 10 days; Victor,,-and Alexander
from Nova Scotia: Chas Heath, and Maggie Mulvev, Bangor:
Vicksburg, do: It M Brookings,

Fruit—Evaporated apples 6%*7%e;p lb;faney
8c, and North and East quartered ami sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50*5 00; Palermo do 4 00$»
4 50. New apples 1 50*2 75 (> bbl.

Market Beef—Choice 8 75; extra at 8 00*8)50;
first quality at 7 00*7 50; second quality 5 00*
0 50; third quality 4 00*4 50.
Receipts of cattle 869 liead.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen (Ppair $100@S225;
Milch Cows and Calves $25*$48; Farrow Cows
at $15g$30; fancy at $50*$80; yearlings $10*
$18; two years old $14*$27; three years $24®
$40.
Swine—receipts 14,027 ;Western fat, live, 4%*
4%c; northern dressed hogs 5Vi@5V2C.
Sheep and Lambs—Rceipts 8044 head; in lots
2i00@3 50; extra 4 00*4 50.
Veal Calves 2ya@6%c.

ORLEANS-Ar 21st, sch Jas B Jordan,

Martin, Philadelphia.
Below 22d, sell Clara Fletcher, Sargent, from
Bangor.

and

2 00.

(By

required.

Fishermen.
at Gloucester 21st, schs Corporal Trim, shore
maekereling; F A Smith, and Henrietta Frances, do.
Ar at Bootlibay, 20th. schs Fannie Spurllng,
Sargent, and Margaret Smith, Evans, Portland.

NEW

FOB

a

ST., cor. Gray St.

GALVESTON—Ar 21st. sch Geo Moulton, Jr,

Butter—Northern creamery, good to extra, at 22
@24c; fancy 25c; New York dairy 18@20c; Vermont dairy at 2l@22c; selections higher; extra
Western fresh made creamery 22*23; fancy 23Vs
*24c; coni, to good 18@20e; Western ladle" packed 10@12c; do fair to good a; 9* lie; imitation
creamery, choice, 16@17c. Jobbing prices ranee
l*2c higher than these quotations
Cheese—Cliuice North ati73A@8c; lower grades
according to quality; Western at 7Va*8c. Job
lots Vac higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras 20@21c; Eastern firsts at
19*200; New York and Vermont 19*20; North
19*19 V2c;Westem at 18 £19c; Island 19*19% ;
N 8 19al9%C.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 Co
,®1 05 } > bush; choice New York small hand pick
ed do 1 70* 1 75 ;Ismall Yt hand picked peas 1 75
*180;com to good 1 45*1 50c jchoicejscreened do
140@l|45;hand picked mediiunl 60.al 65:choice
screened do.1 45*1 50 common do 120@130:
choice improved yellow eyes at-@1 80; old
fashioned yellow eyes at 1 00*1 05; red kidneys

Chicago

a

K UI RO IHM.

Take tlie best train between Ihwtmi and
New York, leaving either city at 3 1. M.,
arriving at the other at 9 P. M. Kirns on
time Week Days aiul Sundays, every day
in the year.
je22d3m

ons,

sunny front room, furnished, to
TO BENT—A
gentleman, in private family. References
with furnace
GET.—One lower front
TOheat,
desired.
furnished
unfurnished,

Landerkin, Bath.

lew York & Sew England Railroad.

SALE—$2.ooo; first-class grocery store
established years, together with horses, war

rooms

fore reported off Charleston with her cargo on
lire, was beached and filled with water. She may
be a total loss.
sch Helen Maria, before reported ashore at
Hyannis, was hauled off 20th without damage and
proceeded to New York.
Sell Moses Eddy. Simonton, from Rockland for
New York, put into Edgartown 21st leaking 1000
strokes per hour.

Liverpool.

pails.

15-1

TO GET—Handsomely furnished
to let at 22 Wilmot street, and a line
Pleasant office at 119Va Exchange, also a fine 7
Octave Piano at IliVa Exchange St., at HASTI6-!
INGS’ warerooms.

EG

Domestic Ports.
TACOMA—In port 18th, ship 1! F Packard. Waterlieuse, from Port Moody, to load wheat for Cork
tor orders.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 13tli,
ship Oriental,
Stater. Tacoma.
Ar 21st, ship Heury Failing, Merrinian, from

a

KAII.ROADN.

sai.E—Elegant bar room; pool tali' s.
stock, license, safe, etc.; best location in
Boston; must lie sold at once u account of sick
ness.
J. W. WILBUR, 200 Washington St. toon
2:1 1
7, Boston.

FOB

State St..
B., this

W.

l>OOM»

Ar

1

BOSTON.Sept 22,1885.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions.
Pork—Bong cut 12 75*13 00: short cuts 13 00

A.

Flint & Fere Marquette common.; 12*4
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred....
Boston & Lowell itailroad.117 L]
181 su
Boston & Albany Itailroad.

1

Boston Produce Market.

Hams at 9V2@10c
cure; small !0V2@11 c.

|

Memoranda.
Barque Cashmere, of Boston, from Philadelphia
for Hiogo, lias been lost on Tanega-Llma, Japan.
Part of the crew reported lost.
Sell Melisa A Willey, Willey, at New Orleans
from Bangor, reports. Aug 26, Hatteras bearing
North about CO miles, had a heavy NE gale and
lost and split sails ami sustained damage on deck.
Sch Willie Luce, with lime from Rockport, be-

18 37

on

GET—A suite of rooms and two single
TOrooms
at 112 FREE ST._16-2

,,

Caledonia .. 2 00
Horn Silver. 220

Chollar..
Best & Belcher.
Bodie.
Sierra Nevada.
Yellow Jacket.
Ophir.
Gould & Currv.
Crown Point.
Eureka.

I.ET—Pleasant, sunny rooms,
TOwith
board if desired. Address

omce.

ner, San Francisco.

Quicksilver preferred.23 00
Bodie.1 75
Father DeSmet. 4 90

$1.80 ^ ton.

privato

17 25
17 25

BUSINESS CHANCES.

ROOJI8 TO GET.

MISCElIABEOm_

_

Ontario.25 00
Quicksilver. 6 76

A captain commanding one of the British irongiven
clads, being at a grand ball that had beena beauto the officers of the fleet, was accepted by
tiful partner, who. in the most delicate manner
possible, hinted to him the propriety of putting on
a pair of gloves.
“O,” was the elegant reply,
I shall wash my hands
■■never mind me, ma’am,
when I’ve done dancing!”

both.

Sid fra Singapore Aug 13, barque Herbert Black
Nichols, Marseilles.
Cld at Newcastle, NB, 18th inst, sch E M Bacon
Atwood, New York.
Ar at Port au Prince about Aug 31, sch Alice
Tarlton, Cole, Rockport.
Sid fm Yokohama Aug 31, ship St Francis,Scrib-

New York Mining Stocks.

PRESS.

TITE

£1

5j
gj
a]
3]

MEDICATED

FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
5
More than twenty-five per cent of its 8
weight is due to the best remedial 1
known to the profession, by
I whom it is conceded that in incor- g
3 pointing them with Toilet Paper there IB
a
a

g

[agents
>s a

^

certainty of application and bene- K

fit otherwise unattainable. Unsolicited letters testify to its remarkable

|j§
B

curative properties.
One thousandfe
g sheets contain more of these reme H|g
3 dies than any fiftv-cent package oaH
Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely 12
n
§ wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it can- M
not be procured of the Trade, we will 13
g
HE
S Deliver Free on receipt of price.
I 1000 Sheet M 50 cb. | Sample Packet 10 eb. 11
3

5

jg

!•'.

V. HOLLA NI> et CO., furlls.iil. Mi.

L

II.VvyVsoV^

jelO__

H

fj
eodflm

; WEISBAOEN TABLE SAUCE.
aue26

The most delicious relish.
d3ro

IWEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT.

The Democrats in Council Over the
28.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
fit EW AM

VEKTIMEHENTN TO-DAY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Boston & Maine R. R.—Autumnal Excursion.
Wanted—Machine Girl.
English Cretonnes—Owen, Moore & Co.
For Sale—House.
Dissolutii in—Copartnership.
Wanted—Coat Makers.
Statement—Portland Savings Bauk.
For Sale—Grocery Store.
Maine General Hospital—Annual Meeting.
Wanted—Casli Boys.
Fall Dress Goods—N. H. Studley.
Wanted—Girl.
Notice Is Hereby Given.
Wanted—Rent.
Co Partnership Notice—Alien & Co.
For Sale—General Store.
Wanted—Cast Off Clothing.

Noted Arrival.
Dr. S. J. Damon, whose wonderful power to heal
the sick has astonished thousands, arrived yesterday from Lowell, and is quartered at the City
Hotel. Our Lowell Exchanges speak in high terms
of his remarkable gift in diagnosing disease. The
doctor with his able assistant, Dr. Gladwin, it will
b» remembered, did many astonishifig cures, both
at Congress Hall and City Hotel last Spring.
Every invalid who has despaired of getting relief
from other sources should visit tills great speciaL
1st at once.
sep23dtf
From Mrs. I. N. Cammon, 5 Maverick St., E. Boston, Mass.
F. W. Kinsman & Co.—Gents:
I would say to
my friends, and all who chance to read tills, that I
have used Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam
in my family for a long time, and consider it a
very valuable medicine. It cures me when all
other remedies fail, and I would cheerfully recommend it to those afflicted with Coughs, Colds
Asthma, &c. I have just made a purchase of two
large bottles to send to a friend in Central City,
Col.
Sept 21
MW&S&w
Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always
be used when children are cutting teeth.
It re
lieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cents
a bottle.

declO_WS&Mlyr
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are free from all crude
and Irritating matter. Concentrated medicine only; very small; very easy to take; no pains; no
d&wlw

Everybody should demand Sanford’s Perfect
Heel Protector in their shoes when purchased.
Every manufacturer in the country will use them
when the people call for them.

York county, as far as numbers went, was
favorable to Judge Cleaves, although some
of the more prominent were firm for Gen.
Anderson.
It may be asked where were Mr. Bradbury’s friends all this time. Mr. Bradbury’s
friends are just as strong as ever, we understand, only it had been reported from the
best authority that President Cleveland had
stated he should not appoint that gentleman
collector on account of his advanced years,
but would gladly give him the surveyorship.

While his many friends, representing tli#
bulk of the best Democratic sentiment in
-the State, are not prepared to concede this,
yet, if the President has so decided, they are
then called upon to name second choice. In
order to make sure that President Cleveland
had so expressed himself it is said that Hon.
J. W. Bradbury of Augusta, went to Washington to assure the President that it seemed
the wish of the Democrats that Mr. Brad-

bury should have the office,and by appointing
him there would be politically no danger to
the party while the choice of one of the other candidates might cause some feeling and

eventually disorganize the party.
It is reported that of those present yesterday York showed, leaving Mr. Bradbury’s
name out, a majority for Cleaves for Collector, Oxford a majority for Anderson, Somerset a majority for Cleaves.
There were many urgent claims for minor
offices and for consulships.
It is reported
that Mr. James M. Churchill of Cardenas
may be appointed consul to that port, and

Capt. Richard Harding

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFOREl JUDGE WEBB.
Tuesday—Joseph S. York et. al.t libelant, vs.
schooner Nathaniel Holmes and appurtenances.
This was a libel for a suit of sails furnished the
schooner in 1883. The schooner was owned in
Ehode Island. The balance claimed was $234.
Although notice was given nobody appeared and
there was a hearing ex parte. Decree for full
amount

Floyd.

claimed,

'_

SUPERIOR

COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Tuesday—State vs. Mary J. Frazier alias Mary
J. Stafford. Indicted for aiding and permitting
other persons to keep and maintain tenements
for the illegal sale of intoxicating liquors and as
houses of ill-lame in the building known as Stafford block on Fore street and the two buildings
next westerly, of which she is the owner. The indictment contains nine counts, but a nol pros, had
been entered as to the last three, so that the
case went to the jury upon six
counts, each
charging a distinct, separate offence and yet all
of the same character. The girls who
occupied
the premises In nearly all the cases testified that
Mrs. Frazier not only knew the business carried
on in them but that she let them for that
purpose.
The defendant denied that she ever let a tenement

for

any

illegal

purpose

but

on

the

contrary in every instance charged them to sell no
liquors nor keep no girls; that whenever she discovered anything of the kind was going on she
invariably turned the tenants into the street.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty upon five
counts in the indictment and not guilty upon the
second count which covered a tenement occupied
by one Ida Bichards. The respondent’s counsel
will file a motion in arrest of judgment and exceptions. and in the meantime Mrs. Frazier will be
admitted on bail. The maximum penalty upon
each count is $1000 fine or six months in
jail.

Seiders, county attorney.
Mattocks, Coombs & Neal.

Sentences in all cases of convictions will be im-

posed Wednesday forenoon.

Among the prominent Democrats present
were Hon. C. H. Chase, Hon. Edmund Wilson, Hon. Benjamin Bunker, Wm. H. Sanborn, Enoch Cousins, ex-Warden Tolman,
Mr. Gould, Edward Cushing, and most all the
Portland leaders. Chairman Brown, and
several others left for Washington at 6 p. m.
It is reported that the motive for holding
the caucus yesterday was that it was desirable to decide on candidates before Oct. lf
the beginning;/)f the fiscal quarter at the
custom house.
PERSONAL.

Simmons, the

celebrated Maine sculptor, is at the Falmouth Hotel.
Hon. James G. Blaine and Mrs. Blaine
went to Bar Harbor Monday.
Mr. Walker Blaine arrived home from

Washington, Monday.
Drs. Damon and Gladwin, Lowell, Mass.;
A. D. Evarts and wife, Yergennes, Vt.; E.
Lothrop, Beverly, Mass.; J. K. H. Smalley,
New York, and D. M. Bunker, Dover, Del.,
were at the City Hotel last night.
The relatives and friends of Mrs. S. E,
Van Horn met at her residence at Woodford’s and had a very pleasant time Monday
evening. The occasion of the meeting was
the 81st anniversary of her birthday.
J. 0. Heald and wife, New York; H. E.

Hogle, Omaha, Neb.;

F.

A.

Larkins,

Mil-

waukee, Wis.; S.W. Park and wife, Warren,

Ohio; J. D. McFarlane, Oswego; 0. Bradley,
Worcester, Mass., were at the Falmouth
Hotel last hight.
Mr. John Martin, a well known and universally esteemed citizen of Augusta, died

Saturday.

Mr. Martin was in his 89th
year and leaves thirty-three children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. One of
his daughters is the wife of Superintendent
on

Sanborn of the Maine Insane Hospital.
A large company of the friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Stebben Cole met at their residence
Monday evening on Brown street, Saccarappa, to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
of their wedding. The tokens of remembrance were many and well chosen, affording
the

MUNICIPAL COURT.

of Yarmouth consul

to Nassau.

Mr.

recipients

dence of their

which they

much happiness at this evifriendship and the respect in

held.

are

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday—Frank Desmond, John Lyden. Job
Black, Charles Williams, Harry Lane, John Lally,
Walter W. Nickerson, Arthur Libby, John Lvncli,
intoxication; each 10 days in the county jail.'
Nellie Eeardon, intoxication; 30 days in the
city house of correction.
John Gallagher, assault; fined $10 and cost.
John Lynch, resisting officer; lined $30 and
cost.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Mr. George Moore, of Owen, Moore & Co.,
will sail for home in the City of Berlin,

September 29tli.
Many fishing vessels have put into the
harbor fearing a gale.
About 60 tvere reported.
The' noon trains yesterday from Boston
were delayed by an engine giving out, not
arriving until 1.30 p. m.
The autumnal equinox was laid down for
yesterday and the sun crossed the line at 4
p. m.

There has been a rise of 50 cents on flour
the past ten days.
One flour merchant in
Portland, it is said, has made $50,000 on
his stock on hand by the rise.
Mr. James T. Jason of the International
Express Company, while loading freight
yesterday was injured about the hand and
had a finger broken.
lit uuc ux
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The Rechab Division, S. of T., of Cumberland Mills, will hold their annual anniversary this evening and have invited Portland
and Forest City divisions of this city to par-

ticipate.
Monday afternoon two boys got into the
cellar of Perley, Russell & Co’s store on
Commercial street, and amused themselves
by turning the faucets of several barrels
filled with oil to see it squirt over the floor.
The boys were arrested and taken to the station.
Rev.

Henry Blanchard will lecture at the
Mission (late Congress Hall) this

Music will be furnished by a brass
quartette consisting of Mrs. M. A. Bent and
Miss Lena Reynolds, cornets; Messrs. Bain
and Hanson, tenor and trombone; under the
direction of Mr. F. A. Bent. All are invited.

The Norway
per cent bonds and coupons.
Savings bank held these bonds with defaulted coupons running back to 1872.
H. M.
Bearce, treasurer of the bank wrote a letter
to Mr. Hogan at St. Louis offering him the
two bonds for $1,450. The letter was delayed a day in the Norway post office.
Not

hearing from Mr. Hogan at the expected time
Mr. Bearce sold the bonds to another person.
Mr. Hogan telegraphed his acceptance of the
offer made him and directed the bonds to be
sent to St. Louis. Mr. Bearce telegraphed in
reply that he was sorry, but the bonds were

already sold. It appears that an act of Congress had greatly appreciated the value of
the bonds. Mr. Hogan sent the money for
the bonds and made a tender of it. Yesterday Judge Webb announced his decision
which awards $621.57 damages. J. & E. M.
Hand appeared for Mr. Hogan and Hon. W.
L. Putnam for the bank.
■

Temperance Meeting at the Mission.
The meeting at the Gospel Mission last evening, being the second in the series set apart
for dedicatory services of the new rooms>
was devoted to the cause of Temperance and
the addresses were delivered by men who
had been converted to God and redeemed

from rum through the efforts of Rev. S. F.
Pearson and the Mission. It was very pleasant to see and hear some of the speakers who
had been low down in sin and degradation,
all testifying to the power of the Lord Jesus
to save. At the close the pastor delivered one
of his characteristic addresses.
There is a very deep interest manifested by
our people in these special services and
many of our largest merchants and manufacturers are seen among the audience. This
evening the speaker will be Rev. Henry
All
Blanchard of Congress Square church.
are invited to bring their Gospel hymn books
and join in the services.

Excursion to Centre Harbor.
The Boston & Maine Railroad Company
have arranged for a delightful excursion to
Centre Harbor, on Lake Winnipesaukee, toThe train will leave Portland at
morrow.
8.45 a. m.. touching at all way stations, and
the fine steamer will
reaching
An excellent
be taken to Centre Harbor.
A
dinner will be served on the steamer.
Alton

on

Bay

the lake
will thus be afforded. Tickets will be for sale
The round
at the Boston & Maine station.

delightful sail of sixty miles
trip tickets

over

will cost but SI.50.

The Crand

Bicycle

North

Windham,

is in a very flourishing con-

dition. Saturday evening the 12th inst. a
large delegation from this lodge visited
Light of Home Lodge at South Windham.
It was a most enjoyable occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Knight of Maple
Lodge Deering, went to Baldwin Wednesday
the loth, and in the evening held a public
meeting for the benefit of the lodge there. It
was a

grand

Stevens, president of the W.
C. T. U. of Maine, held a public meeting at
Allen’s Corner, Friday evening, the 18th. At
Mrs. L. M. N.

the close a branch of the Union was organized, with the following officers: Mr. George
Berry, president; Mr. Hill, vice president;

and Mrs. E. W. Knight, secretary. There
was a good audience in attendance.
Monday evening the 14th, a fine lodge of
Good Templars was instituted at Gray by
M. J. Dow, G. W. C., Grand Lodge. They
start with 20 charter members.
Accidents.
Mr. Frank Higgins had a finger nearly
severed by a circular saw at the Portland
Company yesterday afternoon.
Alfred O’Neil, while driving a grocery’
wagon, down Preble street, yesterday morning, was flung from the seat and struck on
the back of his bead on the pavement rendering him insensible. He was picked up and
taken into Guppy & Co.’s, where he re-

covered

his.

senses

The grand bicycle

race at the fair grounds
tonight will be illuminated by
electric lights, and the affair will be one of
the finest spectacles ever seen in the state-

A train over the Maine Central will leave
Portland at 6.15 p. m., returning after the

later.

Surprise Party.
Last evening a number of the relatives

and

friends of Miss Alice Stevens tendered her a
surprise party at her home in Deering. There
was quite a number of presents and a very

enjoyable evening

was

passed.

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the regis-

try

And Enjoy an Old Fashioned Rhode
Island Clam Bake.
Aside from the wind, which during the
forenoon was blowing a strong, smoky sou'wester down the harbor, the weather yesterday favored the York Society. Still, as
many of the excursionists said, it was a little
late for an out-door affair,—a fact which
probably kept many of the sons and daughters of the county from attending yesterday’s
picnic. At 10.15 o’clock the Mary Libby left
Custom House Wharf with about thirty
aboard, among whom were D. B. Ricker, the
secretary of the society, Rev. A. K. P.
Small, Judge A. S. Ricker of Lawrence,
Kansas, a native of York county; William
G. Davis, John Lane, Dr. Meserve, and
George M. Small of Farmington. The 12.30
boat, the Fannie G., carried Hon. Bion Brad-

bury, the president of the society, H. N.
Jose, H. H. D. Pierce of New York, E. S.
Ridlon, Rufus Stanwood, P. W. McIntyre of
the Argus, C. S. True, J. P. Hobbs, J. N.
Winslow, and about forty others, many of
whom were ladies. Among those who were
conspicuously absent were Congressman
Reed and Hampden Fairfield, Esq., of Saco,
whose letters of regret were read at the dinner.
The sail down the bay to Long Island

by no

the least of the pleasant
events of the day. It was particularly appreciated by the guests of the society who
had come from abroad, and among other
things it served as a great appetite sharpener.
Immediately upon the arrival of theJast
boat, and after an inspection of the huge pile
of what seemed to be nothing but steaming
seaweed, the company seated themselves at
the tables in the spacious but rustic dining
hall. To many of the younger generation of

of deeds:

v

Deering—Charles 0. Lord to Arthur C. Frost,
land. $950.
Falmouth—Frederick W. Talbot to Alonzo Wyman, land and buildings. $1500.
atandish—Charles Thompson to School District
No. 6, land. $50.
Raymond—Levi Libby and others to J. Plummer and Gideon P. Davis, land.
$825.
Brunswick—Aaiou N. Metcalf to F. H. Wilson,
land. S827.
Sons of Veterans.
command of John C. Blake, Commandof the Maine Division, an inspection of
the various camps of Sons of Veterans in
this State will begin about Oct, 5th, and
must lie finished by Oct. 20th.
E. G. Waldron, of Bangor, lias resigned as assistant
inspector, and Richard H. Byron, of Smyrna
Mills, and H. H. Randall, of Springfield.nave
been appointed. Aides-de-camps E. B. Buck,
of Foxcroft, and C, S. Knight, of Garland,
The quarterly
are also ordered to report.
reports are due Sept. 30th.

By

er

of the Moon.

At midnight tonight there will be a partial
clipse of the moon.
Moon enters penumbra.12.16 a. in.
Moon enters shadow. 1.30
Middle of eclipse.;3.04
Moon leaves shadow. 4.38
Moon leaves penumbra. 6.52

Magnitude of eclipse, 0.790; Moon’s diameter equals X.

means

York an old-time clam bake like the one in
progress was a novelty. At the very bottom
and beneath a pile of rocks were the red hot
coals.
The
next
stratum
to
the
hot rocks was a com bination of clams, cod,
cunners and corn with four or fire large pans
full of eggs. This was covered with a large
piece of thick canvas and the whole completely hidden hy sea-weed. As soon as the
Yorkers were seated at the table Caterer
Ruby, with the assistance of the ancient
mariner of the island, who is high authority
on clam bakes, pitched off the sea-weed, removed the canvas and foimd the dinner hot
and ready to be served. It was a well-cooked
dinner, just the kind to afford a feeling of
relief to a long suffering community.
On
the part of Caterer Ruby and his sea-faring
assistant it was a conchological success.
Among those who seemed to enjoy it most
was President Bradbury himself who sat at
the head of the larger of the two tables.
On
his right sat Dr. Small, J. W. Lane, D. B.
Ricker and Judge Ricker; on his left sat
Mayor Deering, H. H. D. Pierce, H. N. Jose
and Dr. Meserve.
At the close of the dinner Mr. Bradbury
rose to his feet and in a very neat little
speech offered the members of the society
and their guests a hearty
welcome. He
uuuviicu
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cidedly interesting speech. He was followed
by Dr. Small, who called to mind the names
of a few politicians like John Fairfield, Nathan Clifford and Rufus Mclnytre.
Following the post-prandial speeches came
the only business of the day, which consisted of the election of the following officers for
the ensuing year:
President—Bion Bradbury.
Vice Presidents—L. D. M. Sweat, H. N. Jose, H.
J. Libby, W. (J. Davis, W. H. Clifford.
Secretary—D. B. Kicker.
Treasurer—E. S. Ridlon.
Executive Committee—A. A. Strout, J. C. Roberts, Joseph S. Kicker, J. W. Deering, W. F.
Lunt, K. O. Conant, Nathan Kidlon.
At 4 30 the Mary Libby returned to the island and brought the people to the city.
On the whole it w as a very enjoyable occasion, but in all probability not as many attended as would have had the excursion
been made a few weeks earlier, as will be
the case next season.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

of the society, commented upon its
present and made a few off-hand prophecies
as to its future.
In conclusion he offered a
toast to the eity of Portland.
Mayor Deering responded. He said that
although he was now a citizen of Portland
he was still proud to call himself a son of
old York and was exceedingly glad to be
again able to be with so many members of
the society, who were sons and daughters of
the same county. He spoke of the success of
the occasion and was of the opinion that the
next reunion would bring out more members
of the society if it were held a little earlier
in the season. After mentioning a few
York landmarks like Squire Pierson and
Dr. Dean of Biddeford the Mayer concluded
his remarks. Mr. Bradbliry then called upon E. S. Ridlon, Esq., for an account of the
late Parsonsfield centennial.
Mr. Ridlon after a few introductory remarks, gave a good off hand account of the
Parsonsfield centennial which occurred Aug.
29th and which at the time was described m
the columns of the Press.
He was glad to
be able to call himself both a son of York
and especially of Parsonsfield,
the town
where he spent his childhood and youth. Mr.
Ridlon had much to say of the agriculture of
the town and in conclusion took pleasure in
calling up such famous York county names as
McIntyre, Bradley, Sweat,Doe and Dearbon.
The name of McIntyre prompted President
Bradbury to call upon Mr. Philip McIntyre
of the Argus. The following are
MR. MCINTYRE’S REMARKS.
The eloquent and interesting remarks of Mr.
Ridlon relieve me from a filial duty imposed byMr. Ricker. Much has been said here today about
the Sons of York. They- deserved the praise
poured upon them. But it seems to me that much
more should be said about the daughters of York
—who have so widely distinguished themselves in
so many ways, as writers, as painters, as women
of business, and in that most nonorable of womanly occupations—notable housewifery.
To our mothers, “our sisters, our cousins and
our aunts,” we lads of York owe most that is good
in us; and to the deprivation of their society and
wise and kindly guardianship—so often rendered
inevitable by circumstances most that is bad. The
emblem to which the society is by name and descent rightly entitled,—the White Rose,—especially bents our women, and might be worn by our
men as a reminder of the things to which
they

should aspire.
It might be well for the society to adopt the
White Rose as its badge—to be worn by the women proudly as a testimonial
of worthy things
achieved—by the men hopefully as an incentive to
and
lives.
lofty
pure
Hereupon Secretary Ricker arose and
moved that, inasmuch as the House of York
in days gone by had adopted the yvhite rose
as an emblem, the Society of York now do
the same. Mr. Ricker’s motion was carried.
After calling upon Dr. Meserve, who begged
to be excused from speaking Mr. Bradbury
read
CONGRESSMAN REED’S LBTTER.

Portland, Me., Sept. 19,1885.

My Dear Mr. Ricker:
When you invited me this afternoon to attend
the approaching meeting of the Sons of York I
was so eager to seize the
opportunity to express
to you the lively appreciation which I have ol the
unexampled kindness of York county to me anytime the last half dozen years, that I forgot to
claim the right I have to be present and to bo
reckoned among the Sons of Y»rk.
My grandfather's mother was reputed to have lived to be
113|ycars old. In trying to find out if I had any reasonable hope of reaching such a respectable old
age on account of its being the custom of the
family, I discovered that she lived in Eliot, but regret to say that instead of reaching a really ripe
old age, she died in the prime of life at 98: the air
oi iorK county, saiuorious as it is,
tailing a little
short of making its inhabitants immortal. I found
however that she was the great-granddaughter of
Peter Weare, well known as a stout citizen of old
York in the days when the Indians made the
block houses much sought after bv the judicious.
If you allow anybody to fraternize with you who
traces back to York so long ago as that you will
add to the regret with which I excuse myself for
not being with you, for I am obliged bv engagements made before your invitation caine. to go
elsewhere.
Please make my regrets and excuses.
Yours truly,
T. B. Reed.
Following this the President read
MR.

Hon. Bion

FAIRFIELD’S LETTER.

Bradbury:

Saco, Sept. 18,1885.

My Dear Sir,—Your very kind invitation to help
the York Society at its clam bake on Tuesday is
received. I shall be very glad, If my business engagements will allow me, to be with you then. It
has been exceedingly pleasant to read the proceedings of the society. The pride of those of us
who remain in “Old York” Is excited when we
know that those who have left us do not forget
nor cease to love the old county.
I feel that my title to be called a son of York is
perfect. The last three generations of my ancestors, both maternal and paternal, have been residents of Saco, and I am now occupying the old
homestead, busily engaged in rearing another;
excuse me, I should have said two other generation!. For I now have the opportunity to chuckle,
to see the “Governor” (as they call him) point his
finger at me, when his mother asks him,
“W-h-e-r-e’s grandpa?”
I trust all of mine,
wherever they go, will keep in mind the history of
this part of this State, so full of interest and
value.
Y'our reference to my father brings to mind a
series of letters he wrote in ’47 for the Maine
Democrat, giving his adventures, etc., on a trip to
the Pool. He wrote as follows:
“Among the natural productions of the Pool
we ought not to omit the mention of clems.
The
flats surrounding the Pool are full of the small
white clam, which, except during the summer
months, is, in the estimation of many, but little
inferior to the oyster, especially when cooked as
they are at wliat are called “olam-bakes”—a kind
of social, hilarious gathering, peculiar to Rhode
Island and Massachusetts. The process is this:
A hollow place is found or made in the ledge upon
the shore, and heated by a long continued wood
fire until it is like a baker’s oven. Into tills the
clams by tens of bushels are thrown and covered
with green seaweed. In less than half an hour,
on drawing aside the seaweed,
they will all be
found gaping to their utmost stretch and
inviting you to partake. They are eaten directly
from the shell, after dipping them in a bowl of
vinegar and pepper, and are delicious, however
much city exquisites may choose to turn up their
noses at them.
There are some people who have a peculiar way
of swearing, as well as Bob Acres in Sheridan’s
play of the Rivals, whom we have often heard
using the term, by the way of exclamation. “Oh,
faith aiul clams!" Can you give us the origin for
it? Our researches for this purpose have extended no farther back than the landing of our foreIt is well
fathers upon the rock of Plymouth.
known that at one time they were kept from starvation by “the treasure hid in the sands” of Cape
Cod and their faith that an overruling Providence
would sustain them and bring them triumphantly
through all their perils. May not the phrase or
exclamation be fairly traceable to this source?
Oh, “faith and clams!” a much larger portion of
the present prosperity, happiness and glory of
New Euglaml may be attributable to you than
After
her proud sons are now willing to admit.
showing this honorable and effectual agency of
the clam in building up a great republic, finding
a parallel in the formation of coral islands, we
hope it will no longer be used by our orators as
the synonym of stupidity. “As stupid as a clam”
is a comparison that we have often heard and as
flippantly and unfeelingly as if the clam was “no-

body nor nothing.”
Again we ask our good mothers, how they can
be so unjust to the character of this inoffensive
creature as to give its name to the worst kind of
bread. If, the yeast being bad, or for some other
cause, the bread comes from the oven heavy and
glutinous, forthwith it is pronounced clammy,

when the poor clam is as innocent of the whole
matteT as the lish| from which Peter took the
tribute money. But not merely bad bread but
bad boys find a subject for comparison in clams.
If you ever heard the phrase “Shut up your clamshell." used, in the imperative mood and with
.considerable acidity of emphasis, you have only
heard it applied to a bad boy or to some one who
was bejng very saucy and
impudent. Against this
we hope the clams will
“solemnly protest” and
be very clamorous about It too. Yours truly,
H. Fairfield.

OUR NEW FALL NOVELTIES

has been abroad so long there will l>e all the
greater desire expressed by her admirers to
Tomorrow night Miss Pixley will
see her.
In the first season of
appear in “M’liss.”
the presentation of M’liss it won instant
success, finding a place far above many plays
of its class, as portraying a vivid picture of
the peculiar life in the mining camp.
Since
its first days the play has not suffered material change, the principal additions being a
few new' stage accessions and the introduction of some new music.
M’liss herself is
the same ragged, saucy child of the mountains as of old, a veritable “diamond in the
rough,” though in the final act the polishing is if anything more artistically done than
before.
KATE CLAXTON.

Friday and Saturday Miss Kate Claxton
will appear at Portland Theatre in “Called
Back,” and the tickets will be on sale today.

Miss Claxton

Pauline has

as

a

AUCTION SALES.

SPECIAL SALE

STOCK OF

READY

FOR

602

UNDERWEAR!

DRESS GOODS!
ARE

MRS. S. A. ULMER, CATERER,

—OF—

have ever seen offered at S5
cents, 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.

Cloaks, Wraps,
markets, &c., in the

ored Satin Rhadamas.

New Materials.

We have just opened a new line of the above goods and shall offer them To-day at a special sale. We can
a good heavy all Pure Silk at the Low Price of $1.00.
This we consider a great bargain. Call and look
over our line of Silks, get our prices, and we feel confident that any customer, whether in want or not, will leave
with a good impression of the line we are showing, and also of the low prices we give to them.

Headquarters for Seal
Plush Cloaks, full line
just opened from $25
to $45.

5000yds extra Heavy Russia Crash at the very
low price of 7c per yard.
This has been sold all the

lOOO

yards

Exclusive saleof the best imitation
of the real fur to be found in the

10 cents and considered cheap.

season at

market. Garments made to order
by the most experienced workmen
in the state. Satisfaction guaran-

off those extra Fine Doinet

more

teed.

Flannels

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO EARLY PURCHASERS.

499

TURNER BROS.,

STUDLEY, Manager,

Congress Street,

sep23

Brown, Portland,

cor.

Congress St.

488 & 490

u. W. ALLEN.
,itf

BUSINESS

CARDS.

Herbert (>.

Itriggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AAR SOLICITOR
—or—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
S3F"A!1 business relating to Patents promptly
and faithfully executed.
Jul2utf

EZRA

Real

HAWKES,

Estate

Agent,

BUILDING,

UNION MUTUAL

Corner Exchange and Congress Streets,
2w
PORTLAND, 9IE.
seplO

DR. OSCAR B. BRANN
—

augia

Me.

<ltf

FINE

Maguinnis as “Lord Tatters” created
good impression at the Park Theatre, BosThe play is thought by
ton, Monday night.
a

TO—

ROOM NO. 7 BROWN BLOCK,

CONGRESS ST.
cl 1 in

seplS

Christian
A Graduate
ton. Heals

Scientist,

of the Metaphysical College of Bos-

strictly by

Mrs.

Eddy’s teaching.

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

over
Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 0.
free.

$4.50 Pei* Dozen.

PANELS!

ENGLISH CRETONNES.

—

STREET)

MRS. N. L. JONES,

w&k

Dan

HAS REMOVED FROM

t OYt.KfcXS
—

CABINETS

Davis' Art Store.
Consultation

aug26dtl

50 Years’ experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

$5.00 Per Dozen.

—

To-day (Wednesday) we shall sell a lot of new and
very handsome style English Cretonnes at the popular price of 25c per yard.
Don’t fail to see them.

Joan.
The Comedy Theatre, at Broadway and
29th street, New Tork, having been enlarged and redecorated, was opened Monday
evening with a miscellaneous entertainment,
in which Miss Dora Wiley and a performer
The Wonderful Kellar,” partistyled
cipated.
The New York Tribune speaking of the
“Mikado” at the Fifth Avenue Theatre,

F. O. BAILEY.
marl4

600

NOTES.

the Advertiser better
than its author’s
“Jalma,” but not equal to “Connie Soogah.”
Parties who desire to exchange their tickets for the Thomas concert in the Stockbridge course for one of the extra opera performances to be given by the Ideals, can do
so by applying at Stockbridge’s store.
Miss Rose Coghlan’s engagement proceeds
at Niblo’s Garden, New York, and this fair
and favorite actress has been much admired
and commended for her performance of Our

CO., Auctioneer.,
d5t

REMOVAL-

will be offered for sale at the extremely low price of 8 cents. This is probably the last we shall be able to get
this season to sell less than 15 cents per yard. Call early before they are closed.

N. H.

&c„ &c.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

New-

show

Fixtures. Piping.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

—OF—

Rlack Silks, Colored Silks, Rlack and Col-

lias

seplO

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

OPENING

We have one remark to make, and that is we shall not be obliged to get any fanoy prices on account of
large rents, which means a big profit to pay the same. We don't claim our goods are any better than our neighbor's, but we do think that it would be to the interest of any lady in want of fine or medium price Dress Goods
to give us a call and get our prices, which we feel confident will please the closest buyers.

WE

F. O. BAILEY A

ive

INSPECTION.

Cougrrm St., by Auctiun.

shall sell on Friday, Sept. 25, at 10 a. in.,
the stock and fixtures No. 062 Congress St.,
consisting of Steam Boiler and Engine. Cook Stove.
Marble Top Tables, Carpets, Chairs, Silver Plated
Ware, Fancy Moulds. Soda Fountain, Crockery, Tin
and Wooden Ware, lee Chests, Table Linen, Scales,
Coffee l' rns. Portable Oven. Wagon and Pung, Show

Cases,

BEST BARGAINS

part particu-

fitted to her abilities, and Mr. Chas. A.
Stevenson will elaborate the part of Gilbert,
which Robert Mantell played in the first New
York production.
Young Salvini has been
secured for the part of the Italian, Mascari,
and the other members of the company have
been selected with special reference to character assigned.
No one who has read Hugh
Conway’s Called Back would be likely to
miss witnessing the dramatized production
of that remarkable work.

larly

HISCKIXANEOUg.

IN’-

ANNIE PIXLEY.

Tonight the charming actress, Annie
Pixley, will appear at Portland Theatre in
There has been a
her new play of “Eily.”
good demand for seats, and as Miss Pixley

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

says: “It is worth a visit to the theatre
alone to study how effectively a fan can be

histoo'

success.

Eclipse
Race.

at Lewiston

races.

emperance.

Pine Tree Lodge, I. 0. G. T., located at

•vening.

Seats free.

Bond Case.

Last term the case of John Y. Hogan of
St. Louis vs. Norway Savings Bank was
tried in the Circuit Court before Judge Webb
This case was an action to recover damages
for not delivering two $1,000 Macon county 8

VjUIII-

pany between here and Boston was out of
order yesterday forenoon, so that messages
could not be sent.
There will be a special meeting of the auxiliary society of the First Parish and Park
Street churches, at Brown’s new block, Congress street, at 4 o’clock Thursday afternoon.

Gospel

Interesting

Hold Their Third Annual Reunion at

was

NEW APVEBTlSBITIENTg.

Mr. Townsend, probably the youngest sou
of York present, then made a short and de-

Long Island,

Chairman “Sime” Brown was at the Falmouth Hotel yesterday, ready to meet the
faithful who had commissions for him to execute in Washington and ready to do their
He was also here with a
bidding c. o. d.

Brown represented Judge Cleaves, while Major Hastings of Fryelmrg, who had arrived,
represented Gen. Anderson, for the more important office of the two. It is reported that

Wanted—Agents.
For Sale—Young Canary Singers.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Noted Arrival—Dr. S. J. Damon.

_

Collectorshlp and Surveyorship.

purpose to see what the sentiments of Cumberland and York county men were in reference to the Collectorship and Surveyorship
of this port.
It was understood that Mr.

To Let—Rooms.
For Sale—Bar Room.

griping; no purging.
Sept. 22

THE CHILDREN OF YORK

PORTLAND OFFICES.

PRESS.
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revival of that
tho decadence of which was deplored long
ago by an English essayist whose words
bring back our school days. It is a source of
pleasurable wonder to note the elasticity
and gracefulness of
motion on the part of
these young women while wrapped in gowns
which it would seem ought to impede their
The unenlightened male
every movement.
mind is compelled to accept the explanation
ventured by Mr. Labouchere’s Truth that
underneath those gowns are only combinations of chamois leather and thin silk skirts.
It is a delight to catch the kaleidoscopic
changes of form and color which go on without cessation so long as the curtain does dot
veil the picture.”
Grimmer’s orchestra will play the following selections at Portland Theatre this
week:
Overture—Itomantique.Keler Bela.
Dream Waltzes—Black Hussar (by request).
a

&00\^

by Miss Ulrnar, and her
particularly Miss Forster,
art once prized so highly,

Medley—A Night Off.ASoettger.
Galop—Summer Nlglit in Denmark.Lumbye.
Maine Woman

Suffrage Convention.
The convention to advance the interests of
woman suffrage, which is to open in Chestnut street church this evening, promises to
be of great interest. The Portland * Ogdensburg, Portland & Rochester and Maine

Central railroads will issue return tickets to
those who have a certificate from the society
that they have attended the convention, so
that citizens may be expected from different
parts of the State. The convention will
meet this evening at 7.30 o’clock at Chestnut
street church. The following programme is
announced:
Devotional exercises.
Address of welcome by Rev. J. W. Bashford.
Response by Mrs. C. A. Quimby of Augusta.
Address by Rev. Annie Shaw of Massachusetts.
Address by Rev. E. T. Adams of Congress street
church.
Letter from Governor Robie.
Address by Mrs. Cora Scott Pond of Massachu-
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CENTRE HARBOR

The exercises will be interspersed with
vocal solos by Mr. A. E. Pennell.
MARRIAGES.
Ill this city, Sept. 21, by Rev. E. T. Adams,
Capt. Clias E. Paine of Somerset, Mass., and Miss

Essie M. Hood of Portland.
In this city, Sept. 16, by Rev. F. T. Bayley,
Charles A. French of Boston and Ida E. Devoll
of Portland.
In Mechanic Falls, Sept. 15, Charles Duran and
Miss Fannie G. Welt, both of Casco.
In Mechanic Falls, Sept. 17, Harry F. Ames and
Miss Carrie E. Farrow, both of Norway.

DEATHS.
In Alfred, Sept. 22, Ellen A., daughter of Joshua and Grace A. Larrabee, aged 20 years and
10 months.

[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
at the Universalist Church, Yarmouth.
In South Windham, Sept. 18, Joseph Moors,
aged 56 years,—formerly of Casco. [Oxford papers please copy.]
in Georgetown, Me., Sept. 18, Ruth A. Tarr,
aged 52 years.
In Brunswick, Sept. 13, Zenas Preston, aged
77 years.
In Brunswick, Sept. 13, Edward J. Merriman,
•
aged 27 years.
tn Somerville, Mass., Sept. #1, of Brights disease. William I. Thom, aged 64 years.
[Funeral services at 22 Deering street, Wednesday, Sept. 23, at 3 P. M.
The funeral service of the late Benj. F. Ross
will take place on Thursday afternoon at 2.30
o'clock at nis father’s residence, No. 26 Casco
street.

Pimples

and Blotches

Are very liable to appear at this season, when the
blood is burdened with impurities. They frequently cause intense itching, and rubbing or scratoliing only increases the annoyance. The only way
to cure pimples and blotches is
to strike dl
rectly at the cause, by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
to purify the blood.
“I had been troubled with hives and pimples
for some time. I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has no equal as a blood purifier.”
Effie M. Petkie. Portsmouth, O.
‘•I know Hood's Sarsaparilla to be good by its
success in removing eruptions from my lace.” 11.
G. Park, Champaign, 111.

Boils

Disappear.

for sometime troubled with boils, having
several of them at a time, After enduring about
all I could bear in suffering, I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Four or five bottles entirely cured me,
and I have had no symptoms of the return of the
bolls.” E. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.
“This winter I was troubled with a humor, pimples coming out all over me, and itching a great
deal. I took several kinds of medicine, but they
gave me no relief. At last I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and the humor has disappeared. I feel right
well now.” Henry Schroedeb, St. Marv’s O.
“I recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla as a wonderful blood purifier—a sure and reliable remedy.”
Mrs. S. F. Burgess, West Morris, Ct.
“I

was

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla.

Sold by all druggists. 81; six for 85. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

100 Doses One
Janl

Dollar.
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Cured by

little Pills.

They also relieve Dis£om Dj.spep8iai
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dlzzi-
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Nausea, DrowsiBad Taste in the
J
JB
ILfcW. Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
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dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg.
25 cents. 6 vials by mail for$l,00,

a

Price

CARTER MEDICINE C0„ Prcp’rs, New York.

BojdbyaUDnigKisto^^^^^^^

first-class
WANTED—A
who is used to work in

MATHIAS', 90 Exchange St,

260,000.00

and Nov.

Dividends are paid in May and November.
Rate of the last two dividends, 4 Vi per cent, per
Annum.
FRED E. RICHARDS,
Bank Examiner.
sep23a3t

CO PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
The undersigned have this day
formed a co-partnership under the
lirm name of

23-1

JAMES FREEMAN & CO.,
Commercial Wharf,
Portland, Maine.

31st to

TELEPHONE NO. 302.
lEF-Price lists cheerfully sent to any part of the

country

35th, ’85.

manufacturers, wholesale and
retail dealers in Men’s Clothing
as

and Furnishing Goods, and will
occupy store numbered 204, on
Middle street, formerly First National Bank Building.

CHAS. G. ALLEN,
W. C. ALLEN,
E. E. BENSON.
sep23(ltf

September 22,1885.

For Sale.

ANNOUNCE THE SALE OF

dates

above

given

from Portland, Woodfords and
Westbrook Junction, including
admission to the Fair, aud One
Fare, the Round Trip, with price
oi admission added from other
stations.

Millett & Little.
sep21

held at four o’clock iu the afternoon of
THE
TUESDAY, the thirteenth day of October, 1886,

Remember the Fair Grounds are nearly 2 miles
beyond Lewiston on line of M. C. R. It., and the
trains of this company leave and take their passengers right at file entrance of the Grounds, thus
saving
annoyance and expense
of transfer
from Lewiston.
21-5t

DISSOLUTION

—

OF

H. J. Libby,
President.

I

Harry Butler.

LIABILITIES

:

_

RESOURCES 1

WE

23,

8 O’CLOCK

The Grounds will be brilliantly illuminated with
Electric Lights, maktug it as light as day.

A

Special Train

will leave Portland that

night at 6.15 o’lock.

FIRST RACE.
For the Championship of the U. S.—5 miles.

1st Prize—Silver Cup, valued at
“
“
«
“
«
2d

$500
gO

SECOND RACE:
For Championship of State of Maine—1 mile race,
best 2 in 3 heats.

1st Prize—Silver Cup, valued at
$125
“
2d
Gold Lined Basket “
25
Drill by the Portland Drill Smiad. Finest in Sew
England.
THIRD RACE:
Amateur Championship-3 mile

1st Prize—Silver
“
“
2d

Cnp,
“

race.

valued at
“

$75

«

25

TROTTING RACES.
Gentlemen's

Prize

—

Driving Horses—1 mile, best 2

in 3.

Elegant Silver Water Pitcher

and Gold Lined Goblet.

Entries to he made to A. L Dennison, Lewiston,
Me. Alt L. A. W. bicycle riders are invited to
take part.

Admission to Grounds 50 cts.
Afternoon tickets not good to remain on the
after 6 p. m.
Good music will be in attendance.
s:-^8d5t

.

RECEIVED

BY-TELEPHONE

NO. 644.
dBm

C. L. S. C.
HEADQUARTERS

6.344 89
$429,050 93

County and City Bonds..$
Railroad Bonds.
Corporation Bonds
Loans on Specified Time.
Loans on Call...
Cash on Hand and on
Deposit.
Expense Account.
Furniture Account.

46,462 05
91 700 78

5g!ooo

—

00

71.935 00
82,832 58

$429,050 93

_

AT

—

I0YT, FIMit; & iMIMIltrs.

79 247 55
1 590 48
282 49

FRED E. RICHARDS,
Bank Examiner.

sep22d3t

IRDERS
«>vl3

Secretary.

Capital Stock....$100,000 00
Demand Deposits.$237,004 04
Time Deposits.
85.70200
322,70004

193 MIDDLE

ST.,_^

PORTLAND, ME.

ill the

required book* constantly on hnud
Circulars, Price Lioih and full informal
1 ion concerning the C. L. S. €. Course fut
1 liiihed on applieiition.
sepl6d2m
TRICORA RELIEF "HEALTH."
(The meet Durable, Comfortable, and(
| Healthful Corset ever soldfor Us price. J

SAVE YOUR

Having elastic side sections, adapts
Itself to the varied positions of the
body in stooping, sitting and reclining. It gives perfect ease in oil positions, affording great relief end
comfort to the many who llnd
ordinary Corsets oppressive.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Send ns 2* wrappers, taken from the
GOOD-WILL SOAP, with your name
and address, and we will send you FREE
one of oar New Pictures without any advertisement on it.

B. E. MARSH &

day

the undersigned have this day entered into
a copartnership under the firm name of
HASKELL & JONES, for the purpose of transacting the wliolesalo and retail Clothing, Furnishing Goods and Custom Tailoring Business, at the
old stand of ALLEN & Cp., Lancaster Building,
JVC) Congress St.
B. K. HASKELL,
II. L. JONES.
sep23dtf
Portland, Sept. 2nd, 1886.

AT

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

COMPANY,

Portland, September 21st, 188*.

THE
the undersigned, transacting business under
the firm name of AI,I,K1V A CO., is this

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

WEDNESDAY EVE’NG, SEPT.

—

PORTLAND TRUST

co-partnership heretofore existing between

dissolved by mutual consent. Either partner authorized to sign In liquidation.
CHAS.G. ALLEN.
H. L. JONES.
B. F. HASKELL.
1885.
2d,
Portland, Me., Sept.
sep22dtf

-AT—

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

Wanted,

OFM-PARTNERSHIPT

TROTTING RACES

Grounds

C O A L

—BY—

MOORE & CO.
OWEN,
dot
sep23

—AND—

STATEMENT OF THE LIABILITIES AND RESOURCES

hi the lieoeptlon Hoorn in the City Hall, In Portland for the purpose of eleoting officers for the
ensuing year, and of transacting such other business as may legally be presented,
By order of the Directors,
F. K. BAKltETT, Secretary.
sep23eodtd
Portland, Sept, 23,1885.

Boys

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

mUri",I,y

__

Maine General Hospital.
Animal Meeting of the corporation will be

d3t

CM. H. d’BRION,

Trains leave Portland at 8.20 a. in., 12.30 5 10
m., and on Tuesday, Wednesday,
'UK
il special et 9.30
o’clock.

AT

situated, and within three minutes walk of the Congregational Church. Primary School and Free High
School. A part of the purchase money can remain
on time if desired. Sold only because the present oc.
cupant must go to a warmer climate on account of
health. For further particulars inquire of O. S.
sep23d2w*
THOMES, Cumberland, Centre, Me.

seplld2w

We have received a new line of the celebrated Mosehowitz Linings for Ladies’
Dresses. These are superiorto any used,
they being Drafted by regular Taylor
System and warranted perfect fitting.

at

$1.25!

I>roflts.

Cumberland Centre, Me., aGeneral Store doing a good business; two story dwelling, with
rent on second floor;
dry cemented cellar,and a good
elevator running from cellar to second story. Fairof
front
In
scales
banks’ hay
building. Is centrally

application.

LININGS.

and 11.15 p.

ALLEN & CO.,

on

WAIST AND SLEEVE

EXCURSION TICKETS
on

Grand Bicycle

Grand Procession of all the Wheelmen.

THE MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

a

Cash

Now is the time ! This is the place to find the
best of Oysters, Fish and Clams. Only the freshest for sale. Our prices are down to match the
hard times. Our fishing boats bring us their catch
daily. Special attention given to filling country
orders. Write or telephone to the old and well
known firm of

MAINE STATE FAIR
At Lewiston,

Sept.

eodGm

Oysters, Clams, &c.

machine girl, one
a tailor shop, at

eon-

117,149.60

—

Portland, Maine.

HO! FRESH FISH,

WANTED—Girl to do general houseGIB®
work at 179 CUMBERLAND ST.
23-1
®ET—Two unfurnished front rooms,
TOnected, at 179 CUMBERLAND ST. 23-1

Deposits.85,524.383.58

August

aug8_dtf_

_____23-1
W ANTED—Experienced coat makers at once.
It
Apply to, or address C.M. WATERHOUSE,
Merchant Tailor, Saecarappa Me.23-1

eiabIEities.

85,907,533.27
Deposits draw interest from first of Feb., May,

ou delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed
in quality and quantity.

174 Commercial Street.

mocking birds. Japanese robins, etc., at the
PORTLAND BIRD STORE, 410 Congress St.

FOB SALE BY

my 20

SARGENT DENNISON & CO.

SAEE—At low prices, a nice lot of
FOR
young canary singers, (just received,) parrats.

E. A. Noyes,
Treasurer.

*5.907,533.27
RESOURCES.
United States Bonds.S 720,000.00
61,220.00
City and Town Bonds of Maine.
776,550.00
County Bonds of other States.
959,950.00
City Bonds of other States.
Railroad Bonds. 1,060,250.00
Railroad Stock.
20,000.00
Bank Stock.
95,255.00
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate.
766,646.42
Other Loans. 1,138,650.78
Real Estate.
267,076.55
Cash on hand and on deposit.
21,362.27
2,982.64
Expense account.
Premium Account.
17,583.71

$5.00

nay cash and trade quick jplease send postal.
Address Mr. and Mrs. S„ 158 Federal St.
23-1

BANK,

for Descriptive Catalogue.

A. MI LMX.

we

Portlnnd, September 22d, 1883.

Reserve Fund.
Profits.

Send

per ton, cash

we

—

Oliver Gerrish,
President.

We are selling the best quality of coal at the extreme low price of

sell

and gentlemen just look;
WANTED—Ladies
will buy cast off clothing and carpets;

the steamer.
8.08 p. m.

SAVINGS

to

TROY, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND.
G. G. HALLETT. 236 Water St., New YorS
—

ever put before the public; $10 to $12 a day easily made; inclose stamp for particulars, sample by mail 30c„
two for 50c. BOX 834, Lewiston, Me.
23-1

I>. J. FLANDERS,
Gen. Pass. & T. A.

OF

good agents

WANTED—At
the best household invention

on

PORTLAND

and others.

FOR

once 100

Extraordinary

Low Price for
Coal!

23-1

SIXTY MILES ON LAKE WINNIPESAUKEE!

—

23-1

SAGE—The fine stand of Robert Dresser, at Morrill’s Corner; house, ell, stable
and about 2 acres in lot, filled with fruit; ill health
of owner reason for selling.
Call at house or on
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
23-1Q

$1.50!

sep23d2t

5._

SMALL PROFITS!

FOR

from Portland, Scarboro, Pine Point, Old Orchard.
Saco.
Biddeford, Kennebunkport, Kennebunk
Beacll, Kennebunk, Wells and No. Berwick.
Tickets good going Sept. 24th, returning
Sept. 24th and 25th. Train will leave Portland
at 8.45 a. in. Passengers will have a sail of

Excellent Dinner Served
Returning, arrive in Portland at

—AND—

8ALE-A first-class house located in
western part of tlie city, on line of horse ears,
suitable
for physician.
Inquire of EZRA
HAWKES, Real Estate Agent, No. 396 Congress

Trip,

question.
Following

Among the afternoon speakers will be Rev.
F. Berry of Woodford’s, Rev. J. R.
Grosser, Mrs. J. F. Bashford, Mr. J. B. Donnell, Mr. Geo. F. Kimball, Mrs. S. F. Pearson

No.

THURSDAY,SEPT. 24
Fare for the Round

QUICK SALES

family, moderate sized,
WANTED—Bysmall
furnished house, city or Deering, from Nov.
j1 to June or July. Low rent. Best references given.
Address, giving particulars, C. LITTLE, Carrier

RETURN

AND

STATEMENT OF THE LIABILITIES AND RESOURCES

W.

COAL! COAL!

CHARLES H. BURR, late of Portland,
tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and givbonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
CHAUNCEY R. BURR, of Cape Elizabeth, Adm'r.
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1885. sep23dlaw3wW*
en

Autumnal Excursion

Congress Street.

appointed

in

The addresses will be brief and pointed,
and will dwell upon different phases of the

speakers.

Notice

GrtAJVD

setts.

is the programme for Thursday:
10.30 a. m.—Mrs. C. S. Quincy will preside.
Conference of workers.
Election of officers.
Business session.
m.—Devotional exercises. Letter from
2.30jp.
Hon. T. B. Reed. Brief addresses by eight or ten

is hereby given, that
the subscriber has been duly
and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
tlie estate of

CO., Lynn, Mass.

sspio

d&wlm

TAILOR

SUITINCST

Fine

I

Portraits

a

)PP. FALMOUTH HOTEL,
PORTLAND,

MILLETT&IaITTXE

y Fine Picture Frames.

’■

*
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RAVISI,

610 COVORBSS STREET,
Portlaad, ItXe*
sep21 eodtl

"WOOD'S”

d3t

:*-[nrh Squares or Calico, to tn'mduceour Llaxa Polish.
(No
al-ke ) it with Mmwturei or VTuhlarton.
‘L.^ liiamj (I,»nt. Aru. Wanted. Sena2Sc!
lu. Polish 4 aw sob. to p.o. Box
SJtjLynu, Mass.

IJ ~R

eodtf

Lrchiteets’, Engineers’ and Draughtsmen’s Supplies,
i dalhematical Instruments and Decorative Art Goods

CYRUS F.

sep21_

ME.

JanG’83

We invite attention to the Tailor Suiting
which we offer Monday at 75c per yard,
all colors. These are the first quality (j-4
inch. Their regular price $1.25.

U’ntS

Specialty.

□

GENUINE

SELECTED

SPICES.
Pungent, Aromatic, Economical.

THOS. WOOD & 00., BOSTON.
eodeowly

Ask for it.
y

Ia

e

Every pair warranted to
■nttsfncHon or money re tamed

jrine^brothers.

-sfp+8

Black Goods.
CAMELS' HAIR,

BOUCLA,

drab de alma,

HENRIETTA,

BROCADES.
COR BURETTE,

TRICOT,
CANVAS,

OTTOMAN.
CASHMERE BIARETZ,

FOULE,

CASHMERES.

MILLETT & LITTLE.
1

d3t

